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VxnolNIA EI.ECTRIC AND Powxn~ 
RJCUltlOND, VtHGINlA 23261 
,-.\ 
I 
w. L. PRO~FlTT' 
Samoa Vac:x Pa&s1DBII'I' 
State Corporation Commission 
P. 0. Box 1197 
Richmond, Virginia 23209 
Gentlemen: 
QUARTERLY FUEL CLAUSE HEARING 
CASE NO. 19883 
The Commission Staff requested in the March 15, 1978 Quarterly Fuel 
Clause Hearing that Vepco· sub~t certain information concerning the forced 
outage of Surry Unit 2 from November 18, 1977 through November 27, 1977. 
That information is enclosed with this letter. 
In reviewing that information it is essential to r~member that the 
denting phenomena in the steam generator tubes· experienced by the Surry units 
and other Pressure Water Reactors (Pt~) in recent years had no precedent in 
the nuclear industry. The nature of this problem was of such serious propor-
tions that it could have resulted in the shutdown of all PWR units in the 
country if a satisfactory solution had not been found. Needless to say, the 
impact of such an action would have had a disastrous .effect on the economic 
well being of this Country. 
To define and arrest this unique condition complex and expensive 
investigations were undertaken. Vepco, along with its nuclear steam supplier, 
took the lead in developing the required techniques, equipment and procedures 
to mitigate the consequence of the steam generator problem. As a direct 
result of these efforts, Vepco has recently been able to maintain 6-month 
run periods as compared with the typical one-month run periods achieved when 
the denting problem was first identified. 
The Commission should recognize the contributions that the Company has 
made in bringing the Surry units to the high level of performance that has 
been sustained during the past year. Although we have experienced o~tages 
due to these steam generator problems the operating record for 1977 was well 
above the national capacity factor average for nuclear units. The national 
average was 64.4% while the Surry Station was 69.8%. This performance has 
resulted in a record kilowatthour production and a tremendous savings to our 
customers. 
1· 
... . .. 
... : .... 
. . 
•"' 
VutOINIA ELECTlUC AND Powzn CoMJ•. . t TO 
.. ·-) 
State Corporation Commissi~ 3/31/78 
.... 0 
We will be available to meet with you or your Staff at any time to 
discuss this information further. 
Sincerely yours, 
~~· 





I 3 I 
Q. a. An explana~ion of· Vepco's.Surry Uni~s steam generator inspection 
program in effect prior to :Harch, 1977, includ·ing, among other 
things_, monitor.ing technique!? and criteria ·for plugging .d~nted 
tubes. 
A. a. The steam-generator irispection program iri·effect prior to M~rch, 
1977 is contained in Vepco '.s submittal to th~ Nuclear Regulato.ry 
Commission (NRC) for .the Surry 2 outage on February 11, 1977. 
This submittal is enclosed as. Attachment A. 
The criteria for plugging dented tubes (Preventive Plugging Program) 
was based on field data of idefi~ified leaking dents and strain intensity 
profiles, obtained from a finite element model analysis of the tube 
support plates. With this information, a·strain intensity· level was 
selected at which failure was felt to occur and this .formed the basis 
for tube plugging to provide.a high degree of assurance that the steam 
generators 't-Iould operate for the time period permit ted by the NRC before 
reinspection of the steam generators were r-equired. · 
• t 






SURRY UNIT 2 STEAN GE~:ERATOR INSPECTION PUOGR..AJi 
..... 
1. ~cti'on o'r steam ~encrator tubes and internals 
A. S~cam gencr.ator tubes 
i. U-b,mds: All available tubes in each steam generator, in .rotvs 
2 .through 5, 't·li 11 be inspected through the U-hend us itig the 11540 
beadcd-r'lcx'' eddy current probe at 100 KHz. Any flat·~ indications 
found in the U- bends ~Till be reinsp.ec ted at 400 KHz Yi th 'the 
"5llO beaded-fie>~" prob~. 
2. Leaky c!ents: A special" eddjt. current probe design·ed to provide 
tncaningful data ~h dented regions is' not· yet fully developed. 
Tlie latest i~fo rma t ion. from Hes tinghouse indica ted the probe 
't.;ill not be developed in a field lvorthy fonn before the end of 
February 1977. ThereforeJ TIO eddy current inspection of dented 
tubes is planned .. Hot·Tevar, if. a field t.rortr.y eddy current probe 
bcco~es ·available, tubes in kn·mvn dented regions 't·rill. be in-
spected. 
B. Steam generator internals 
1. ·Tube support plates: The flot·l slots in the loHer tube supp·ort 
plnte T •• Jill be gauged. This information ·'t·7ill be used to verify 
the tube support plate' expansion· rate •. 
2. Other interned.$: Detailed visual :inspections ¥Till 'l?e conducted 
through the handholes of each steilm zenerator to asse5s the 
general conditions of the steam gene·rator ·internals. Photographic 
~nd video tZlp~ records of this· inspection 't.:ill be made if pos5:i.blc~ · 
2. Prcvc·nti ve plu.g<~ing 
. · 
.,., ' .r ·~ • •, { 
· .. 
1''- The preventive plugging program sh.otm in figure 1 wi.ll be ·implemented 
in each ste;:ni· generator: Since Unit No. 2 steam generators already 
hil.ve a significant number ·of tubes plugged:t this program will result. 
in all of row 1~ 2, and the most strained tubes in row 3 being plugged. 
The program for leaky dents will be the same as as that perfowmance· 
on Unit No. 1. 
3. Program.for contlnurid o~eration 
A .. After co~r-.pleting 61 equivalent clays and completion of the prozram described 
hcrcin,.we request apprqval for Surry Unit No.2 to operate for 60 
equivalent clays at a reactor coolant temperature greater than 350 dcgt:"ces 
F. The follm~ing restrictions ·on reactor operation apply: 
1. Unit No. 2 shalt. ·be brought to the cold shutdown condition in 
order to perform an ins pee tion of_ the s1:eam gencr.n tor~ uithin 
60 equivalent days of operation from 2p~r6val date. Nuclear~ 
'Itcgulatory Con~Lssion approval shall be obtained before resuming 
power operation follo~ing this operating period. 






For the purpose of .this requirement, equi"-alcnt operation -is' 
defined as operation \-Tith a primary coolant tcrnpcrat_ure greater 
than 35Q degrees F.· 
2. ·Total p't"imary to secondary leakage shall be iimitcd. to 1.0 g_om ·' 
and primary to secondary leakage through c~cl\ steam'generator 
shall be limited to 0.3 gpm. \·Tith a~y steam gcncreltor tube leak-
age gr-cat~r .than this limit the reactor shall be brought to the 
cold shutdot·m condition lvi thin 2l~ hours. 
3. Reactor operation will be terminat~d if.prirnary to ~econdat:y 
leakage ~·7hich is attributable to 2 or more. tubes OCCl;lrS during 
a 20 day period- Nuclear Regulatory Co:TJ~ission approval shall 
be obtained before resuming reaclo~ operQtion. 
4. The concr.ntration of radioiodine- in the primary coola-nt shall 
be limited. to 1 microcurie per gram during normal. op~ration and to 







Q. b. An explnn~tion of any changes in inspection program techniques or 
criteria'between March 1, 1977, and September 30~ 1971. 
. . . 
6 
A. b. In Hc:~:rch, 1977 additional inspection tech_niques for Surry steam 
generators-was implement~d. A method for ·guaging·tubes _was developed 
that permitted us to monitor .the de·gree of denting in the st~am- generator 
tubes. This method consisted of using three eddy-current probe sizes 
to determine the dented ~iameter of .tube$. · 
The basic approach for a dented tube inspection is. to predict the 
regions in the steam geneator where severe"denting is likely to occur. 
This is done by the l.Jestinghouse finite eleruent computer model. 
Within this re-gion three guage sizes are used to d~termine the 
approximate diamet¢r of the dented tubes. This information is com-
pared to previous data to predict which tubes would become.severely 
dented during the proposed operating period-. Any tube that is pre-
dicted to become severely dented during the proposed operating period 
would be plugged. · 
A report submitted to NRC on September 30,1977 for Surry Unit 2 shown 
as Attachment B, covers in detail the guaging techniques described 
above and outlines the t~be plugging criteria based on guaging data 





TUBE PLUGGING PATTERR 
FOR SU~{Y UNIT NO. 2 
1. INSPECTION M~D ·PLUGGING CRITERIA 
.r--
7 
As. with previ_ous .evaluations of the Surry steam generators, the results of 
finite' element analyses were used together with previous inspec·tion rasults 
. , 
to·arriv~ at the appropriate inspection· program for the current $hutdown. 
Figure 1 illustrates the sequence ·of computer runs to current operation and 
'for a period i~ exces~ of six additional months of operatioq. Figures 2 
through 4 p~esent the tube. hoop strain contours for these co:nputer runs. 
The tube lane inspect~~n. program is defined, conservatively, by the 12.5% 
s.train co~ tours from the computer- run which define~ tube hoop strains at 5 ~-5 · 
EFP~-f beyond full fl0\·7 slot closure. This region is identified in F~gure 5. 
A~ additiona~ precautionary ~nspection criterion has been established ~o 
. . .. 
that the insp.ection will go two ro't-TS beyond 'any ~ube that .restricts a .. 650 
..._. ___ -- .. .• . ~ . . . . 
.inch probe. The basis for using the above criteria is the leak history at 
this and other plants, and the results of recent gauging prog:rams. These 
progrc;.ms, '.rhen· vie":'~;ed iu .conjunction \vith the computer results have offered 
considerable insight into the relative tube condition in the tube la~e 
regi-on. In addition, inspection programs are defined for ·the 't-ledge and pat-
ch pl._ate· regions in Fig"ure. 6_. These include inspection of tubes two ro,.Js be-
yond any tube whic~ restricts a. 0.650 inch· probe at the pe.tch pl~te, and 
.. 
\ 0.610 inch probe at the wedges. The entire inspection prograc boundary is 
I 
shown in Figure 6. 
The logic applied to develop the plug~ing crite"ri;;t remains consistent with 
that applied for the first Surry Unit No. 2 submittal. It is well to revim.t 





... criteria, a,nd in view of the ·fact that .~his is the first reinspection under· 
the sauging prog~am. Locations of previous leakcrs, investi~atioos ~hich 
have indic.ated that the stress corrosion cracks in the tube lane region oc-
cur.when ·tubes are deformed to the exte~t that they cannot pass 0.470 inch 
probes, and the location of t!ubes _that cannot pass 0.540 and ·0.610 inch pro-
b~s have given extensive i-nf_orma tion on progression of the ~pecific regions 
of severely deformed tubes. Based on the hoop strain plots shoWn in F~gures 
2 through 4; the· grm·Tth of contours uhich are representative of the strains 
that ex~st at stress corrosion cracks is approximately 1/~ tuqe row p~r month. 
over most of the tube lane, and. 1-~ube row per month·at the outside colu~ns. 
This is confirmed in Fig~re 7. It will be further confir~ed by the evaluation 
of the curre.nt inspec~ion .findings 't-lhich are revi-e\Jed in the next section of 
this submittal. The criteria still uses as the basis for plug~ing the occur-
·renee ~~ t':b~s that c~nnot p.a.ss 0.540 inch probes. This is. still quite con-
servative in that .all of our data shows that leaka~c has o.ccurred. in the tube 
lane region in tubes with a minimum diameter ~onsiderably belo~J 0.540 inch, 
i.e., 0.470 inches. Based on the rates of growth of the"high strai~ regions, 
each additional row beyond a tube which ~annot pass a 0.540 probe af~ords 3 
rno.nths of operation over mpst of· the· bundle and 1 month of oper:at~on at the 
outside columns. Indications are that tubes that cannot pass ·0.610 probes, 
but can pass 0. 540 probes, can sustain ope:ca tion for peri'ods close to .6 months. 
Hot·rever, as a rath'er conservative· measure, all t.':lbe_s_ th.at __ .g_o n~t_pass the 
0.610 ~robe will also be plugged at this time. The criterion established 
for plugging tubes in the region of the patch plate differs from that used 
'• 
for other re~ions ·of· the bundle. Figure 8 shows a 11 tubes in the vi·cini.ty 










probe·. They have all' occurred at the perimeter o[ the. plate or next to the 
patch plate bounaary, w~ere plug w~lds connect the patch plate to the main 
body. o·f the. bundle. All data still indicates that the phenomenon at the 
patc·h plate. is local in nature and should· not be attrib_uted to the general 
strained state of the plate, nor can the phenomenon_be represented by the 
fini.te element model. l~hile the hoop strains in this regie~ are not. high 
cno.ugh in the::1selves to cause severe tube .deformations, they are high enough 
to act as cata~ysts for the local phenomenon which. occurs at the patch plate. 
Due to these factors, the region of the patch plate requires its ow.n inspec-
tion program (Figure 6) and a corresponding .Plugging criteria. Becau·se of 
the fact that leakers in the region_ have not. always restricted 0.54~ inch 
probes, le·akers and tubes that restrict the 0.540 inch probe ,.,~11. he t'reated 
alike, ·and the irr:nediately adjacent tubes '\.Till be plugged. In addition, 
tubas that restrict the 0. 610 inch probe will be plugg.ed, ~nd as a final 
c6nservatisc, tubes on either side of the patch plata boundary (plate peri-
meter o~ one side an~ plug welds on the ot6er three) 'that restrict the 0.650 
inch probe ~7ill be plugged. Finally,. due to the relatively low strains and 
·the lot.r rate ·Of gro-;.;th of these s.t·rains (F'i'gures 2 through 4) ·the plugging 
criteria at the wedge locations call for plugging leakers, tt:tbes ·tbat restrict 
0.540 and 0.610 inch probes, and tubes surrounding leakers and those that 
restrict th~- 0. 540 inch probe .. 
. . 
The co~~lete plugging criteria ~hich supports at le~st six months of opera-
' 
· tion are: 
a) All tubes tJhich do not p_ass the o .. 540 inch. probe will be plugged. 
b) Additionally,~for in excess of six months operation, two tubes beyo~d 




to I . 
the 0.540 inch probe will be pl~gged; for such. tubes .in colu~ns 1-14 
and 80-9.4 sj.x t:.ubes beyond will be plugged. 
c)' All tubes_ which do not pass the. O. 610 inch probe will be .plu_gged. 
d) The tubes in .any, column for which. plugging .under_ criteria (a), .(b) .or 
(.c) ab~ve. is implemented will also be plug~ed in the lot.zer .row numbered 
.. 
tubes back to the tube lan.e if riot ~~ready plueg~d .. 
e) As a conservative measure, tubes complete;Ly surrounding any known leaky 
tubes in-cluding the diagonally adjacent tube ~d.ll be plugged, if not al-
ready covered by the fore.going criteria. 
f) Additio-nal preventive plugging will be implemented in the patch plate 
regien. This plugging loTill include all tubes that: 
(1) restrict the 0~540 inch probe 
(2) restrict the 0.610 inch ~robe 
(3) ~urround leakers and tubes that restrict th~ 0.54~ inch-probe 
includi~g the diagonally adjacent tube. 
(g) Additional_ pre·Je:ltive plu'gging will be iruplmnented at the Yedge locat.ions. 
This plugging.will include-all tubes that: 
(.1) restrict the 0. Sl~O· inch probe 
(_2) res·trict the 0.610 inch probe. 
-(3) surround leakers ·and tubes that restrict the 0.540 inch p-robe -











Explain why the tube at location R5C26 in steam genera'tor 2A was 
not ins.pected during the in~pection/retueling shutdown in September, 
1977 •. 
Durin~ the inspection/refueling outage in ·september, 1977 for Surry 
Unit 2, a total of 6144 tubes w~re inspected; this included· 421 ·tub.es 
in three steam generators which did not pass a 0.650 inch probe .during 
the Harch, 1977 outage. The R5C26 tube was one of t;he tubes to be· 
rcinsp·ected ~ut a review of inspection data shows that it was missed. 
No reason for not probing the tube has been establishecl. A sampling 
of data sheets versus sirip ch~rt results was done to monitor the 
accuracy of the data sheets. This consisted of 15%, 12% and 15% in 2A, 
2B and 2C steam generators respectively. ~ere were no difEerences 
found between the data ·sheets and the strip chart records. The · 
results·of th.e review provides reasonable assurance that no further 
shecdu.led-to-be-inspected tubes were missed. 
.-. 
Q. d. The dollar amount of the net replacement energy costs associated with 
the forced outage of Surry Unit No. ~ from November 18, 1977 thro~gh 
November ·27, 1977 •. Supply the supporting data for the ~aluclations. · 
A. d.. The net· repla.cement energy costs associated with the force.d outage of 
Surry Unit 2 for the period··November 18-27, 1977·is $4,696,766. Sup-






SURRY UNIT tiO. 2 FORCED OUTAGE 
NOVEMBER 18-27, 1977 
ADDITIONAL OPERATING EXPENSE STUDY 
'. Attachment C 
1~ 
. . 








generation and interchange receipts occasioned by the forced out-. 
age of Surry unit No. 2. 
Study Period - November 18, 1977 through November 27, 1977 
·surry No. 2 capability during the outage period was estimated to 
be 758 MW which was its average hourly output for· the 31 day period 
preceeding the outage. (See Detail Sheet 1) 
. . . . 
It was assumed that had Surry No. 2 been in service during the study 
period its energy output would have replaced equivalent energy from 
the highest cost sources actually used. These were combustion tur-
bines, Jnterchange received, and 11 ln System11 fossil steam generation. 
Combustion turbine fuel cost ($/H\~H) during the study period 
was assumed to be equal to the monthly' average for t~ove~ber, .19.77. 
( See Deta i 1 Sheet '3) ·J.o.:· 
In system fossil steam fuel cost ($/HWH) during the study period 
was assumed to be equal to the monthly average for November, 1977. 
(See Detail Sheet 3). 
Interchange energy received costs used in the base study were based . 
upon actual costs in all cases except those related to CP&L trans-
actions which were based on estimated·preliminary costs. Where actual 
daily costs were available, such as.those for Economy transactions 
and PJH Emergency transacti.ons, they were used. In other cases monthly 
average costs were used. (See Detail Sheet 4) 
Interchange energy received ·c-ows.i:s .. us"ed. in the revised study were the 
same as in the base study except those related to CP&L transactions. 
In the revised study the hourly average of actual monthly costs; as 
taken from the CP&L invoice, were used. (See Detail Sheet 4-Revised) 
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. . .. 1977 
1976 
. . . . 
,. 13-J ~ . -- . VIW ~lA ELECTRIC AND POWER COHPAW . 
---rvWER REPORT-ENERGY SUPPLY 
Month of November · Year to Date 












(25.7). . 24,193,763 
(14.2)· . 386,707 
(1.4) 509,733 










47 8~992 32,837 
2,227,596 
90~054 (63. 
·. 202,653 186,333 1,576,465 41. 
202,700• 195,325. 3.8. 
(5. 3). 
(5oS)• 
2,260,433 1 '666 , 51.9 . 35. 
62.,8?6 66,352 1,092,511 1,352,088 
2",968~ 177. 3' 142 t 131· 34,731,595· 32,826,704 
: . . . . .. . 
0 0 0 ·= . .... 0 
. . 
·. . 2, 968 ' 1 77 . 3,142 t 131 • (5.5) . 34,731,595· 32,826,70lt 
26,712 26,713 
-~~994,889· 3,168,844· (5. 5). 
~ 
· Date· Tim·e HW . 
-







. Vepco Area Maximum.load 
297,397 298,288 
35,028,992· 33,124~992 
:. % Inc. 
1' •• 
.... 
~ ·~ .. --~ : (8.4) .. . . · ... 
. ·{Not to be reported in official statistics) · . ·. . . ~ .· . 







: . (9. 3) :-.. ~- . . . . 
. ...:.... . .. . . . .. . ..... 
. . · ... 
Total Firm Peak Load - One Hour 
(Including Firm Sales Outside Service Area); 
. . 
.. - ... 
. .. -- .. 






1977 November 29 S-6P 5807 (B.lt) . 

















2, 174 '360 . 
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. . . . . .··:- .. 
Month of 
November 1977 November 1976 
80,092,000 
lf1o, 167 :tooo 
511,361,000 












































Year to Date 
. . . ~- ~:· > :- ~ -. · .. 
November 1977 November 1976 
. ·~- ·:·:·: i,· .. · .. -:. :, .. :···_.;-· :· .. ::·>~ 
8»473,~7o,ooa- 7,61o,~s~:aa~: 


























... · . .. . --
. ·•. 
1 :t369, 7t6,ooo 
4,760,229,000 
7,229,7J9,000 
2,349~ 727,000 . 
1t,170,8lf7,000 
It, 185,651 ,000 
20:t230,500 















299' 281 , 000 -
VIR~IA flECTRIC.AND POWER COMPANY PRODUCTION EXPENSES - STEAM GENeRATION · . PAGE 1 
\. OPERATION EXPENSES 
-·A ccouN"f ~· ctlesTeRFir:io ;;·aR·rsHouTH --·---··vaRKrowrr---,;ossuH· ·Poi i-I'T alir::~·o--TcinL-rN::.svsfeH t 
:~~~ ~~--~~--------:._.r,sx~:~~~ ··----~~-,t~i:!~: __ M _______ 9,e~~;~~~ _______ tt ,x~::~:!__ l,~r::~~; _ ~!\.,::;~!; .· _;..j~ 
9101 20 106,119 7,38S 80,90Z 4,923 3,462 202,67~ I 
9101 30 56,660 19 '123 20,545 29 '166 26.936 160,4~0 l 
91(11 60-:-~~---------~---·,. 3,797 ____ ._·._. ____ , .. 2,.552 .. _, ___ ..:___ .. 5r326·-----·· 3 1320. ______ .. lr512 ,_. 16,507 ___ 1
.! 
9101 70 . 56,769 . . 34,516 32,829 55t165 17,939 197,218 : 9H~l 80-01 . . 139,782. . 34t950 "•4r797 32,091 lit,7'•6 267,166 1: 
91n1 9~ , 
TOTAL OPERA'TION- -----·7, 805, 663 .. ··--··---··]~299,610 ·_-- ···-··--lt7:~·o-r{), ll!i ·-··--~·-:--···il.~l3!i ,OitO ··-"···----f~4s·o;ri9·i . 34~ 'J41.,6i3--j: 
- . TOTAL. OPER __ L,ESS .. FUeL., ______ ... _.... 372,630 __ ._: •. · •. .;._ ....... 110 ,152 .•. - ....... ~ .• __ _.:. 21_4 r.713 ... --:-....... ~ ....... 155 ,401 __ -:'_:__. ____ .. "Tl, 108 _________ 93Z r084.---1: 
ACCOUNT f-IT • STORM SUB-TOTAL UNDISTRIBUTED SYSTEM TOTAL ;:· 
91':1 ':"l 7tltl'tl\i .......... .: .... , 0 95,'309 ............. - .. :...:. .... --··••··-····-··N---·--·····-· ,2t287'!":--.... ___ y4,602._, ____ ,MO• l67,701t ......... i~000 91•"•1 nz-19-·-··-·--.. - .. - ... ·--·-·····-·5r967r370 39,096,927 . 39,0'i6,927 
'9101 20 3rl09 206,:!63 5,144 211,4~7 
9101 30 · 39,006 l99rlt56 19'1r45 
9101 68-69-·---·----- ·-:-··--· 204 NO ____ ...... 16 ,l'Jl-· 2'2-;Ifo -· 38 e96. 
9101 70 37,762 231t ,900 . 234,980 
9101 80-81 59,265 . 326,1t3l - .... 3~2 878 327,661 9101 90 ..• ····-···- .. -·---··--· .... .. ______ .. . . .. ___ .. , ______ ,_________ -- ·-------·--·~-










· ·-i~·l.a·Q~ i7t--.--~! 
!· .. 
. . .. ·-··-·N·-~-. -·· ........ _ .. f:1!\IfiTEJ•JANCE .. EXPENSES .. ____ -····_ ............ _.,_· ----··-- ....... ---·~ ··-·--·-·· ... . ·- _ _.....,_ .. . ,.
A'CCO'JNT CHI:ST!:RFII?LO . PORTSMOUTH YORKTOWN POSSUM POINT BREMO TOTAL-IN-SYSTe"l [..' 
:I~~ ~g · ___ ..... ~. ··-·-· .. ·- ·---~---···- .. ·-· 11 '~!~ -----·-·-... ~! ::;~~- ··-.. 7~:~~~-·-··----·-·-- ~~::~~-------~::~~-------·· .. ·!;:~i~---~;3 
91oz zo-29 · 396,257 4oz .. to9 267,7oo 327,7to 48,979 1,442,755 'r 
9102 30-39 147,764 85,290 llt2r442 59,620 35,720 470,644 ~.: 9102 40-49 ·----- ___ .... 71,970' ----·10,743 ______ 21,952·- ___ .. 18t407 .. 4,818 .. 127,898 .... --,~ 
91l: 2 50-59 . ,. ::.-
' . T9010TA2L6~-A6IN9TEN'•uce· -·-:·---·-...... ·. ·•· 7,6,2 ··-·---.. - 2 ,084 ___ ., .. -~--...... 16,334·-·-·-.. ---· 1 r212 __ .__ _:_ ___ 2,514~ .. ·- 29,796 .___J! 
r1 ~"1 635,956 .. 503r446 ·. 530,714 . 449,012 90,613 2r217r741 1:!: i'! 
TOTAL. s TEAH. (! ~~ .• --......... -·-·---··-·· .... ·a, !i21 ,o 19 ............. :_~, oo3 ,o6~ .• _ .. ____ ~~ ,6oo ,~29 ..... --..... Jl., 704 ,o5~ .. ---··-.. -:.J.r.S1.? ,610. ___ _:__36,259, 37'" !f. 
TOTAL STEAM LESS FUEL if-· ... 
.... 
1,008,586 621r598 .. 745,427 604,493 169,721 
ACCOUNT .. -· .•.. ···--··· .. ···--··MT. STORM . ··---·sua:..TOTAL ----------- ·-··-. ··----UNO.ISTRIB.UTI?D-·-.--··svSTEt-l --~-; TOTAL .. --.• i~· 
911'12 ·)0 19 .o37 ·. 98 ,360 8411 18,637 . 117,337 · C 
9102 10 \ . 11,062 78tl07 70,187 
... 9102 20-29 ,_, ........ - ... ·--:-·--.. ·-···704,431' ·--.... - ...... 2il47o106 -·----------·h-""'!'--·------·--·-·--- .... 2.,147,186 ··- . 
. 300,691 . 771,535 7,691 779,226 9102 30-39 
9102 40-49 
" 91~2 S0-59 
92,350 ' 220 ,24·8 . 220 r24B 
......... ____ , ·-·--···--· .. . . --··----~·... ·-------·-----------:-·--·-· 9"r442;---:-··---···-";'· 9 r442..: •. 
. 16,992 46,708 . . lj652 48,41,0 911)2 68-69 
TOTAL HAI~~ENANCE 
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Q. e. An e.xplana tion of measures taken, if any, subse.quent to November 27, 
1977, to winimize the pos.sibility of similar occurrences in the 
future. 
A. ~. In o~der tq prevent a sifuilar occurrence in the futur~, any tube' 
whicp does not pass a 0.650 probe will be included ~~part 6£ a~l 
futtire £auging programs for scheduled. inspections. At the con-
clusion of. the gauging programs, the strip charts will be checked 



























JAMES R. WITTINE, .~ "t·,·i tness called. by and on 
behalf of the Commission Staff, having first been duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
WITNESS. WITTINE: My name is 
~a;me.s ~vittine, Director of the Division of 
Energy ~egulation. 
To. s·ati~fy Judge Bradsha\v 1 s request, 
as far as a very brief summary to tell the 
nature of the report, basically what it amounts 
to is on November 18th, 1977 Surry Unit Number 2 
· was forced out of service for a periqd of 
approximately nine and a half days. The 
forced outage was ~-result of th~ cracked 
~ube which caused leakage from the primary 
system into the secondary system which 
exceeded the allowable limits es~ablished 
by NRC Order. 
. \ 
The Staff conducted a report as to 
the cause of the outage, and the net replace-
rnent energy.cost associated with that nine 
and a half daY ?Utage. ~asically, what it 
amounts to _is the net replacement energy 
cost, which is subsequently flowed through 


























Wit tine Direct 10 
the fuel clause, amounted to- approximately 
four point seven million dollars. 
It's the Staff's .po.si tion that those. 
~onies which the Cc;>rnoany colle·cted through 
the fuel clause for the net replaeement 
en~rgy costs ~hould not be recovered --
should riot have been recovered. Excuse me. 
And, therefore, it should be returned to the 
Company.' s ·cus-tomers. 
The reasons for that statement are 
contained in my report which I propose to 
read. Basically, the report consists of 
three sections. There is an Executive Summary 
section, th~ Report itself which pertains to· _ 
the facts surrounding the event, and a section 
dealing with attachments of whi.ch there are 
eight attachments. 
I ~auld like to first -- and it's a 
relatively -short report in tqtal, ten pages 
read the .Report section first which begins 
on Page ~ .. At that time. I will then go into 
an explanation of each of the eight attach-
rnents contained '.Vi thin the Report. .I would 
ask that I be permitted to read the Report 
I 
first without specifically answerin~ questions 



























Wittine - Direct 11 
and/or .questions concerning ea.ch o.f the 
at·tachments, because I do plan to explain 
the ·purpose of each of the attachm~~ts 
after I have ·done·· reading the Report.· 
Also, after I have cornpl~ted of-
fering an explanation of. the attachments 
I will conclude by reading the Executive 
Summary which is contained within the· first 
' thre·e pages of the Report. 
BY MR. ROGERS: 
Q . Go ahead and commence. 
A All.right. Commencing on Page 4, 
the Introduction. VEPCO is the holder of Facility 
Ope.rating Liqense Number DPR-37 which aut~orizes 
the operation of the·~uclear power reactor known as 
Surry Power Station Number 2. The reactor is a pre~-
surized water reactor. 
The tub.es within each of the three 
steam generators of Surry Unit Number 2 have, to 
varying degrees, been and continue to be deformed as 
a result of magnetite growth which causes support plate 
expansion. The· continued growth of the tube support 
plate imposes stresses on the tubes and can and does 
result in the dev~loprnent of stress corrosion cracks 





























~vi ttine Direct 12 
in denting locations. 
Leakage of orimary-coolant into the 
secondary system, as a result of cracked tubes, has 
exceeded -a·llowable limits and has caused the forc-ed 
outage -of this unit on a number of occasions in the 
past.· 
An example of the exte-nt to which 
s1:1rry ·unit number 2 ·has been forced out of service 
due to s·team generator tubEa leaks is shown on Attach-
ment Number 1. Of the four thousand six hun-dred 
thirty-six total outage hours during this fourteen 
. . 
~onth period, three thousa~d three hundred fifty-three 
point nine hours, or seventy-two point three percent, 
were· due· to steam generator tube leaks· . 
In an effort to define and arrest 
the denting phenomenon, VEPCO, in conjunction with 
Westinghouse, develope~ a .·technique, equipment and 
procedures .to investigate the consequences of the 
steam generator problems. This technique is commonly 
referred to as the Preventive ~lugging Program. 
Basically, the purpose of the program 
is· to identify tubes which may be anticipated to 
attain the level of deformation_which could lead to 
stress corrosion c~acking during.the next period of 
operation, plug ·those_ tubes and thereby. minimize and;'or 
SUE TRAYLOR - COURT REPORTER 
1· rt 
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Wittine Direct 13 
·eliminate the possibility of forced ou~ages due to 
the leakage of cracked tubes. 
The program calls for gauging the 
inside diameter. of p+eselected tubes utilizing a 
series of di.f~erent Eddy Current probe si·zes; i.e .. , 
zero·point five four z~r?, zero point six one zero, 
. and zero point six five zero inches. in probe diarnete:r •. 
The areas probed are chosen on the basis of the 
analysis of the critical strain contours in the tube 
: . 
support 'plate annulus. 
This analysis predicts the rate·of 
tube deformatiop· and identifies regions of. the tube/ 
tube support plate to be inspected. The tube hoop 
strain conto·ur is used to qefi.rre the gauging boundary. 
The tubes are initially gauged,with 
a zero point six five inch probe. Those ~ubes which 
do not allow passage of this probe. are then gauged 
with a zero point six one inch ·probe. Any tube 
which does not allow. passage of 'the zero point 'six one 
inch probe is then gauged with a zero paint five four 
inch probe. 
··'rhe result of this 9"au~ing process 
indicates a·high degree of correlation between the 
strain predictions and field gauging results. The 
actual criteria used to determine .which tubes shall be 
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.Preventively plugged is included in the Attachment 
Numb.er 2. 
~he second section is Background 
Discu~sion. On April lst,.l977, the NRC Staff issued 
an Order for Moditication of License Nurilber DPR-37, 
. , 
whi.ch. ·addre.ssed operat;~on of Surry Po\v~r Station. Unit 
Number 2 under conditions in w~ich steam ·generator 
tubes have been plugged as a result of tube denting 
caused by corrosion a·f the tube support plate in the 
annular spaces between the tube and the tube· support 
. plate •. 
On August 17th., 1977, an NRC O.rder 
was issued to permit the continued operation of 
Unit Number 2 to September 15th, 1977, under the 
conditions of the Apri~ 1st,. 1977 Order. 
The· licensee was required to perform 
an.inspection of the steam generators a~ter the 
September 15th, 1977 shutdown and obtain NRC approval 
., 
prior to.resumption of power operations. The ·licensee 1 s 
fuel cycle fo~ Surry Unit Number 2 ended before 
September 15th, 1977 and during the resulting shut-
down the licensee pe.rformed the required inspection 
and plugged one hundred eighty additional tubes~ 
Twenty-one tubes were plugged because 
i 
of wastage degradation. The remaining one hundred 
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. . . 
fifty-nin~ tubes were plugged following the denting 
plugging criteria giv~~ in the licensee's September 30th, 
19 7.7 submittal.-
The NRC Staff evaluated the results 
of this inspection and repair program and determined 
that the additional pl~gging performed as a result· 
of the inspection using the preventi-ve plugging 
criteria would_ provide· a¢iequa te . steam genera tor in;tegri ty 
for continued operation for.an additionai six months 
of .equivalent operation. 
· By NRC Order dated October 8th, 
1'977, Facility Operating License Numl::ler DPR-37 was 
amended~ permitting contin1:-1ed operation of Surry.Uait 
Number 2.- for six ~quivalent months of operation 
beyond the October 8th, 19 7 7 un9er certain opera ti.onal 
limitations. 
Surry·unit Number 2 was sub~equently 
brought back on-line on· ·pctober 12th,· 19 77 and 
continued to operate until November 18th, 1977·, at which 
time it was brought to a cold shutdown condition due to 
leakage of primary coolant from the primary to secondary 
system being in excess of the allowable operational 
limit established by the NRC in its Order of,October 8th, 
1977. 
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a·y letter dated November 22nd, 1977 
to. NRC, VEPCO advised,. among other thi'ngs, tha:t 
the unit was shut do~n.due to a primary to secondary 
leak in excess- ·of NRC operational limi t:ations in 
"A" steam gerier.ator-. And the A is ·in quotes. 
VEPCO .further advised that the only 
tube leaking.after hydr6static testing was RSC26 in 
"A" steam generator·, that ~his tub·e di?-' no~ pas·s a 
··zero po~nt six five fnch probe during the March, 1977 
·inspection, and that this tube·, RSC26 in .,.A" steam 
genera~or was scheduled to be inspected-during the 
September, ·1977 outage but, in fact, was not. 
By letter dated November 23rd, 1977 
to VEPCO, NRC-transmit.ted a·copy of its Safety Evalua-
tion and .approved the return to operation of .Surry 
Unit 'Number 2 in accordance wi.th .the prov.isions of 
the October a·th, 1977 NRC Order. 
In the Evaluation portion of the 
s·afety Evaluation, the NRC Staff concluded, among 
other things, · the. following: 
"1. The tube, RSC26, that leaked 
and caused ~he November 18th, 1977 shutdown was a 
tube that should have been p:J:"eviously ;pl-ugg~d but 
was·rnissed, thus the cause of the leakage is understood ... 
It was upon the Division of Energy 
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. Regulat~on 1 s receipt of copies a·f. both VEPCO 1 s 
. No.vember 22nd, 1977 let:ter to NRC and NRC's. re·sponse 
·of November 23rd, 1977 that an investigation was 
undertaken. 
The third portion of the-Report, 
the. Inves.tigation Findings·. During the period November 
2 3'rd, 19_7 8 -- excuse me . It should be Novemb.e·r 2 3·rd, 
1977. through the date of this Report, various membe~s 
a·f .the Commission S·taff have had ~iscussions with VEPCO 
personne·l r_egarding the November 18th, 19 77 to 
'. 
November 27th, 1977 forced outage of. Surry Unit Number 2. 
These d~s·cussions were aimed at attaining an in depth 
unde·rstand~ng as to the cause of the forced outage and 
why ·it occurred in view of the fact that Surry Unit. · 
Number 2 had just slightly over a month -beforehand 
_undergone a steam generator inspection. 
In . order to analyze th~ consequence . 
of the forced out·age, it is necessary to provide the 
sequence·· of events ·which is involved ~n th~ planning, 
~rganizing and the control of actual work accomplish-
ment of an inspection pr.ogram. The basic ~equence of 
events is as follows: 
1. Prior to the ·actual sh1:J.tdown, 
·regions in the 'steam generator where. severe d·enting 
is .likely to occur are predicted. This is done by the. 
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Westinghouse finite element. computer model together 
.·with a ·previou~ inspection results to arrive a1; 
.th~ appropriate inspection program for the current 
shui:down. ·From these data, Westinghouse provide.s 
VEPCO ~i th. ·a bo~ndary list/index which outlines the 
regions to be inspected. 
The boundary index is then.~rawn by 
VEPCO on a ·tube sheet map for each steam generator.· 
The tube sheet map defines the row and column locations 
of each tube. 
Number 3. After the boundary index 
is drawn an· . the tube sheet map, each tube t-ri thin the 
region is identified by row and.column and·listed on 
a log i~e~tified as the Eddy Current Test Sequence. 
Th~ tubes listed on·these sheets are those which are 
to be inspected. 
Number 4. Each tube list~d on the 
Eddy Current Test Sequerice log, tinless previous~y 
. . 
pl~gged, is supposed to be Eddy Current probed start-
ing with the zero point six five inch probe.· The Eddy 
Current probe generates a signal t-lhich is recorded 
on a strip chart as well. as a magnetic tape oscillo-
scope trace. 
A copy of the Eddy Current Te~t·· 
Sequence Data sheet which lists the tubes to be prob~d, 
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as well as the strip charts and the oscilloscope 
tJ:aces_, are then given to a·· leyel· three inspector 
whose job it is to interpre~ each strip chart and 
oscilloscope trace. The interpretation of these 
data is recor.ded by th·e inspector in the Inspection 
Height· and Remarks columns of the Eddy Current Test 
Sequence data sheet. 
6. For those tubes which do not pass 
a zero point six five inch probe, a second Eddy 
Current Test Sequence data sheet is prepared and the 
tubes listed a~.e inspected using a· z·ero pain~ six one 
inch probe. Again, the inspect~r reviews each of 
the:strip charts and osci~loscope traces generated. 
. . 
by the zero point six one inch probe and. records his 
interpretation in the Inspection Heigh~ and Remarks 
column of the data sheet. 
7. For those tubes which do not pass 
the zero point six one "inch probe, the process'is 
re~eated using a zero point five four inch probe. 
The completed Eddy Current Test. 
Seque.nce data sheets are then used by VEPCO in deter-
mining speci(ically what tubes s·hould be plugged in 
accordance with the preventi v~ plugging criteria. · 
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Tube RSC26 was within· the boundary 
index provided to.VEPCO by Westinghouse for ~he 
September, 1977 scheduled inspection and was-within 
the region when this·· index was. transferred to· the 
tube sheet map for steam generator 2A. Likewise, 
tu5e RSC26 was listed on the Eddy Current Test 
Sequence data sheet provided to the team conduc~ing 
the a~t:ua~ Eddy Current probing. 
Tube RSC26 was also on the copy. of the 
data sheet given·to the level three inspector, common~y 
referred to as interpreter also, so that the findings 
of the review of the individual s-trip chart and the 
oscilloscope tra~e for each tube probed could be . 
recorded·. 
A review of the completed copy of the 
. ·Eddy Current Test Sequence data sheet, which list~, 
among others, tube RSC26, reveal's that coluinns 
Inspection He.ight and Remarks contain. the inspector's, 
or interpreter's, findings. These findings are, 
according to the program, base~ upon review I 
should insert the 'word "are" -- are based upon review 
and interpretation of th~ strip chart and oscilloscope 
trace of tube RSC26 . us.ing I in' this case, a zero· point 
six five inch probe. 
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.·However, there was no strio· chart 
or oscilloscope ~race, u~ing a zero point six five. 
inch probe, generated during the· September pro·gram 
. and, therefore I: the 'tub.e was. n·ot inspected. Because. 
the data she~t for·tube RSC26 was erroneously com-
pleted by indicating that this iube, RSC26, was okay, 
it'was n~ver inspected iri the ~eptember,.l977 using 
a zero pain~ six one inch probe or a zero point five 
four inch probe and~ therefore, based·upon the erro-
neous entry 9n ~he data sheet, was not determined to· 
req~ire plugging. 
MR. ROGERS:. Before Mr. ~vi ttine . 
. goes through his attachments, could each 
attach~ent, beginning with Atta~hment Numbe-r 
1, be given an exhibit number, 1 through 8? 
And I will have the Bailiff mark 
them. accordingly. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: All right. 
How ar:e we going-to mark these? He's got, 
what, seven attachments? 
WITNESS WITTINE :· Eight • 
MR. ROGERS: Eight. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: All right. 
MR. ROGERS: A new series of exhibits, 



























· Nittine Direct. 22 
beginning \vi th 1, if we could. 
COMMISSIONER SHM~NON: . All right. 
I-t will be JRW-1 .through JRW-8. 
MR. ROG~RS: And I will have the 
Bailiff ma~k them accordingly. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:· All right. 
BY HR .. ROGERS: (Continuing) 
Q Proceed, Mr. Wittine. 
A All right. ·Exhibit Number 1· is used 
in this Report simply to demons~rate the severity of 
the steam generator de~ting problem.. It is an exhibit 
which was originally pre·;Pared by/or for· ~1r~ Ragone:and 
· prefiled in his testimony in Case Number 19818. 
What the exhibit actually shows is 
that there are a fourteen~month perio~, running from 
January. 1st of 1976 through _February 28th, 1977. 
Basically, although it's not reflected 
on the Report, this is a period of approximately ten 
. . 
thousand one hundred a.Ad seventy hours of the aoproximate 
ten thous.and ·hours wi thi·n this fourteen-month period. 
Four thousand six hundred thirty-six hours of total 
outage ho.urs which, in fact, if you were to compute an 
availability factor the maximum availability factor 
·. 
· would be fifty-four point five percent for that fourteen-
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month period. 
All right. Of the four thousahd six. 
hundred thirty-six total .outage hours., stea~. generator 
leaks accounted for three thousand three hundred. fifty- . 
three point nine outage hours, or seventy-tw·o point three 
. percent·, of al~ of the outage hours for tnat fourteen-
.. month pe.riod. 
And the sole purpose of that expibit 
was basically·to demonstrate _that the tube denting 
phenomenon is ~xtremely_serious an~ has caused significant 
reductions in the availability of Surry Number 2. 
. Exhibit Number 2 is the Company's 
response to five questions which were asked by the 
Staff during the Quarterly Fu~l .clause hearing ·i.n 
Ma:rch of 1978·. Mr.· Rogers subseque11tly wrote· a le.tter 
to the Company reducing to writing the five questions 
that·were asked verbally during the hearing .. 
The questions which ·were specifically 
asked are listed on the last two pages of Exhibit Number 
2. All right. ·Just some of the i-moortant ooints of 
this exhibit 1hat I beli-eve need _to be pointed out at 
the present tim~ is that the exhibit contains the 
inspection and plugging: criteria for Qnit Number 2. 
It is the· Company's written ~response 
sta~ing that Tube.RSC26 was one of.the tubes to be 
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reinspected but a review of the inspection data 
shows that it ''~as missed. 
It is· al.so part of the Company •·s 
respon·se stating tpat the t:1et replacement ene·r~ · 
costs associated with the forced outage of Surry 
Unit Number 2 for the November 18th through the 
November 27, 1977 shutdown was four million six 
hundred ninety-six th~usand_ seyen hundred sixty-six 
dollars. And this is included as part of the Company's 
calcu_lations in the last· co_uple pages of the exhibit. 
This, I thi~, has. an interesting 
aside. Shows that ·basically the equivalent outage 
hours during. this period of appr·oximately nine and a· 
half days was t~vo hundred thirty-one point four hours, 
or the equivalent outage day~ to be specifi~ was nine 
po~nt six four days. And you could·equate this to 
~asically a net re-placement energy cost of four hundred 
eighty-sev.en thousand do_ll_~rs -- excuse me~. four 
hundred eigh-ty-sev~n thousand two hundred sixteen dollars. 
for every twenty~four hour period that one nucle~r unit, 
Surry Number 2 specifica.lly in this instance was out of 
servic;:e. 
Attachment Number 3 -- excuse me. 
Exhibit Number 3 is _a copy of VEPCO's letter to the 
NRC dated November 22, 1977, describing the leaking 
SUE TRAYLOR - COU~T REPORTER 
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ste.am generator "A", the findings of the. subsequent 
inspection, and the corrective ~ctions in a request 
• 0 
that operation of Surry ~nit ~u~nber 2 be permitted. 
Some qf the findings i~cluded in'the 
letter are: (1) .That the only tube leaking after 
the· unit.was shut down on November 18th, 1977 was 
Tube RSC26. Another statement contained within that 
letter is that the TUbe RSC26 did not pass a zero 
point six five inch probe in March of 1977 and now does 
not pass a .zero point five inch probe. 
And the last i tern that I co·nsider 
especially tvorthy of not_e is .that Tube RS.C26 was 
scheduled to be inspected· in September of '77 but was 
missed. 
Q Could·you point that language out 
specificaLly.in the Report? 
A Yes. It is in the first p~ragraph 
of Exhibit 'Number 3, and it.' s -:.. you start with the 
first sentence, the fourth line down, it s.ays: This 
tube did. not pass a zero point .six five. 0 inch probe 
in March of 19 77 and is now in the regi.on of predic.ted 
strain of greater than fifteen percent and does not 
pass a zero point five four inch probe. A review of 
the records from the Septembe-r 1977. outa·ge· found this 
tube ·was scheduled to be.· inspected but was not . 




























Wittine -- Direct· 26. 
Exhibit Number·~ is. NRC's response 
dated No_vember 23rd, 1977 to VEPCO • s November 22nd, 
.. 
1977 letter, in which· basically the· NRC provided 
'its Safety Evaluation and approved the return of 
operation ·of Surry Unit Number 2. 
If we:could refer over to the fourth 
page of Exhibit Number 4, under the Evaluation s-ectio_n,· 
it ·shows that the NRC found, among other things-, the 
following: 
~ 
"The NRC staff. has ~eviewed the 
information submitted· by· the li·censee and concluded 
the following: ••• " and I will only read it in part, · 
and that is Number 1. "The tube, RSC26~ that-~~aked 
and caused the November 18, 19 77 shutdow.n was·. a :tube 
that should have been previously plugged.but was 
misst:d, thus the cause of the leaka,ge is understood." 
Exhibit ·Number 5 is a copy of a tube 
sheet map, arid basically_the map pr~vides, through the 
use of identificati9n by row and column number, the 
specifi<;: identification of each ·tube within each steam 
generator~ It is on· a tube sheet map~ such as this, ~ 
in which. VEPCO actually draws the boundary index t.oJhich 
is provided to it by Westinghouse after ii conducts 
the finite element analysis. 
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·Basically, the first step in .the· 
preventiye plugging program is that Westinghouse 
provides 1;:o VEPCO a boundary .index f'or each of the 
steam generators .:th~~ ·are required to be inspecte9 . 
This index establishes bas.ically the region that --
in wh~ch it is predicted should be inspected because 
of increased s~rain during the, say, subsequent six 
.·months of operation. And what you are attempting to 
do is basically ·determine what tubes are· likely to 
dent ·an~ what is the .r,ate of deformation and what 
·point ~ill it ·r~ach ~uch a denting situation in which 
it is likely to cause ~tress· corrosion cracking, 
therefore, leakage. and., · there~ore, ;in turn· a Jprimary. 
or seconda-ry leakage rate in excess of· allowable 
limits, which is· going to excuse me, or is g6ing 
to cause the unit to be shut dbwn because that leakage 
ra:te exceeded the allow!!ble li~ ts e·stablished by NRC. 
Q· And how do you· read that chart? Just 
·show us how 7PU read it to idenfiy a particula.r tube·. 
A Okay. If \-Te put the tube lane down 
at the bottom of the Pc:tge, flip it over· i,vh~re it- says· 
"lA Steam Generator" down ·a·t ·the bottom of the page, 
going up· on the vertical ·each tube is identified·-- or, 
not each tube, each row is identified by a rot:.J number. 
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Going-across the horizontal each 
tube is identified by a specific coiumn number,. _so 
if I gi_ve you any speci.fi.c ro,w and column- number by 
saying, ay, RSC26 specifically,_ a_ll you do is go· up 
Row 5 and go over until you hit Column 26; and that will 
· be the ~pecific tube t0 which ·we happen to be referring 
to. 
All right. On this -- after West~nghouse 
provides the boundacy index to VEPCO, VEP·co tra~s fers 
-the boundary index to the ·tube sheet .map. Once the 
index is on.the map, since it is a boundary index, i~ 
shows the regions of predicted strain and, theref~re, 
specifically_what tub~s tequire· inspection. Each of 
i 
the tubes within the region are identified by row and 
column number, and each tube which is -- :has previously 
been identified by row and ·column number is tran.$f-erred 
to attachment -- excuse me, Exhibit Number 4, which is 
the Eddy ·current Test Sequence. 
Q Is that Number 4 or Number 6? 
.A Excuse me. It is Exhibit Number 6 •. 
I'm sorry. 
Now, if we could, we will just go over 
to Exhibit Number 6 .and this particular exhibit is used 
for illustrative purpose$ only. All right. 
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You· are going to have to vis-ualize 
a couple of things when you look at the exhibit. 
First of aLl, it's just actually basically a blank 
document wit~ the rows and columns. After th~ boundary 
.is placed.on ~he tube sheet.map, each of the tube~ 
within. the regions, tha't are ·within that boundary, are 
then listed on the Eddy Current.Test Sequence log shee~, 
which are the first· two columns of E·xhibi t Number 6. 
So that basically what you've got down. 
· the.re is you've ··got the· row and col~n 9r the speci fie 
·identification of e~ch tube. ~hich ~s ·iri that bounda~Y. 
or that r~gion that requires to be inspected. And by· 
inspected, .I_ mean actual probing. 
And the first .probe size you· would use. 
would be .zero point s"ix 'five inch probe. The re~ainin'g 
portion of the columns are for remarks to be filled 
eut· by an inspector or i~terpretor at a late~ date. 
~ which·I will discuss new. 
All right. Once Exhibit Number 6, _. 
which is the Eddy Current Test Sequence data sheet, 
which has·already been filled in as far as ~he specific 
identification of tubes by row and column number is 
completed, that co~pleted data sheet is then provided 
to the actual te~m conducting the inspection or th~ 
probing. As·each· of the tubes is PJ::"Qbed, using certain 
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size probes, the first probe be~ng ~zero point·six 
five inch probe -- it's an Eddy Current probe, a~d 
·the signal from the Eddy Current are generated.by the 
Eddy Current probe is actually used to make what-is 
referred to as ~ strip chart and a magnetic tape 
·oscilloscope trace.. , . .-
. An· example of a strip chart, which is 
generated by the Eddy Current probe, is shown as Exhibit 
Number 7. It wasn't possible for me to get a copy of 
t~e magnetic. tape oscilloscope trace but I alSQ· felt it 
wasn't necessary that I abs~lutely have a copy either. 
· So ·I think what is i~portant, or. that 
needs to be remembered at this. point, is that for each 
tube that is probed a strip chart, such as the one you 
see, Exhibit Number 7, is ge·nerated, so· that· every tube 
that was probed should have a strip chart and a magnetic 
t~pe oscilloscqpe trace. 
After the team concludes its actual 
probing of each of the tubes identified on the data 
·sheet for a specific size probe, the strip charts, 
the oscillosc'?pe traces an,d. the Eddy Current Te·st 
Sequence data sheet, or a copy of that Eddy Current 
Test Sequence data sheet, which identifies each of the 
. . 
tubes that were supposed to have been probed, ·is t~en 
given to a 'level uhree interpreter, or al~o commonly 
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referred to a,_an inspector. It is the inspector's 
j.ob to analyz~ each .. strip chaxt .and ea~h magnetic 
tap~· or oscilloscope trace and to record his interpre-
tation or findings from each of those strip chart and 
traces. 
He r.ecords his fin4ing in the third 
and fourth columns of the· Eddy Current Test Sequence 
data sheet. All right. And he records 'those in the 
co.lumns listed I.nsp~ction Height and Remarks. And 
those remarks -- or those findings are based upon, you 
know; his anal~sis of the strip charts and the traces~ 
If you take .a look at Exhibit NUmb.er 8, 
it specl.fica~ly lists Tube RSC26·. 
Q .1\nd that • s.· the tube that caused the 
unit . to g0 do~vn? 
A That's .ri,ght. This is the completed 
copy, or a completed copy, .of the Eddy Current Test 
Sequenc~ data sheet which, among others, contains 
tube RSC26 for the September, 197?.scheduled inspection 
of Surry Unit Number 2 for ~~A" steam· gerier·ator of Surry 
Unit Numbez: 2. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: That~s not 
shown on your JRW-5, i~ it, because this is 
an earlier computer printout; is that corr~ct? 
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WITNESS NITTINE: No, sir. Number 5, 
.. 
as -I iz:ldicated, is on:ly used for illustra·tive 
purposes .only, to basically make people aware 
of what an Eddy Current Test Sequence data 
sheet is; as well as· what informat).0n·does 
it contain~ and how that informati9n actually 
gets put on that Repor~ afte~ certain things 
·are. done. 
Exhibit Numb~r ·8, again, is for the· 
September inspection, using ·a zero point s~x 
fiy~ inch probe.. And you can see, once you 
identi.fy Tube, Row 5, Column 2·6, by going over 
you can see that th~.!nspection Height coluron 
is filled in with· a +7C and under the Remarks 
~olumn it is filled in ~s being OK. 
Now I would like to point out.~hat 
the on~y way -- the only pro.per way that either 
of these two columns are· supposed to be com-
pleted is that it's based upon an a~alysis of 
the s~rip chart and o~cilloscope trace for 
that particular tube. Yet, no strip chart or 
oscilloscope trace has ever been fo.und ·for 
that tube . 
So, therefore, ~here was basicall~ 
no raw data by. which the. interpreter could 
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have made findings. And, therefore,· 
·andings should ?Ot have .been recorded 
in either of those two colUmns. 
As ~ res~lt of findings bei~g 
recorded. in those .columns, Tube RSC2~ 
was· never .i~spected in September using 
either a sixty-one hundredths inch p~obe 
or a fifty-four hundredt~s inch probe. 
·And· as a result of compJ_eti·on of theS!~ 
cdlumns, no additional work was done; the 
tube was not inspected; it was believed 
to have been okay. 
CHAIRMAN HARWOOD: Who wrote --. , 
who wrote "Not.True", while we are on that 
exhibit, Exhibit 8? 
WITNESS WITTINE: What actually 
happened is the \vords "Not True n came about 
in the following fashion. They were not ·on 
there as far as a completed document after 
the September inspection. On N6v.ember 18th 
when the un·it went down, about a day la.ter or 
so, when the Company was able to .get into 
the unit and it found ou~ that it was Tub~ 
RSC26, tried ~o find out basically, you 
know, what happened, you know, and realized 
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that this was the tube that was supposed 
to have been· inspected back in Septemb~·r, 
and' they wanted to see what were the 
results i.n September, be~ause there is 
basically· a relatively high .degre~ of 
correlation between what is' pre9-i.cted to _ 
dent, you know, ve~sus.the. actual measure-
ments as far as the fuel gau~in~ resul~s. 
are concerned. 
so; when I went back· to the data. 
sheet, ·found that Tube RSC26 .passed a 
sixty-five hundredtl':ls inch probe, or a~ 
least that is what the record agen~ said 
it did, and when they actually inspected 
it in'Novernber found that it did not even 
pass a fifty.~ four inch pr·obe, . fifty- four 
hundredth.s inch probe:. So they· wanted to 
go back and actually review the strip chart 
and 'the oscilloscope trace for that particular 
Tube RSC26. 
It was at ·that time, after Novembe.r 
18th .and prior to November 22nd, within 
that four-day period, that the .Company found . 
basically that there was no strip chart, there 
was no oscilloscope. trace and, therefore, 'the 
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.tube could. not have- been .inspected .. 
BY ~- ROGERS: . · (Continuing) 
Q ·Let ~e point~out, you have an absolute 
.check there?· You could check it.by a series·of one, 
tW(? or three people, by even .going home and rna tchi.ng up 
· your Eddy .Current Te~t Seq·uence .·against your strip chart? 
A That's correct. I·--
CHAiru1AN HARWOOD: But I understand 
Company personnel· .\'Irate the words "Not True"? 
~"ITNESS WITTINE: Thai:' s .right ... I'm. 
sorry. I didn't complete· my response, really. 
After they ·realized in Novemb~r that 
there wasn't a str~p chart or oscilloscope . 
trace -- I don't know if the data sheet was 
.alrea-dy· otit at that time but, .you know, in 
other words the ·words "Not .True" were just 
.written in on this document some time between 
the 18th and the 22nd of November. 
· But prior to that time it was assumed 
that, in fact, the tube was okay. 
BY MR. ·ROGERS: (Co.ntinuing) 
· Q ·. T.he prob-lem is not with the check ·' 
procedu-re. It.ls the problem with follow~ng the 
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procedure? 
A That's right. I really have o~ final· 
comment as it relates to the· e'xhibits, and that is, 
you know, i~'s important to realize that there is an 
automa~ic cross reference built into the inspection 
program to ens.ure that: each tube listed on the data 
sheet is inspected, provided people do their jobs 
properly. 
The cross check is that each tube 
listed on the data sheet is supposed ·to be probed; 
as each tube is probed a strip·. chart and oscillo.scope 
trac~ is generated; the level three inspector analyzes 
each strip chart and oscilloscope trac~ an~, ·then,'he 
records his findings on the copy of the Eddy Current 
Test Sequence data .sheet. 
If·a tube is not P+obed, neither a · 
strip chart or oscilloscope trace will be generated. 
Si.nce there· is n.o strip chart or trace to interpret 
the inspector ·can have no findi.ngs. If there are no 
findings, the Inspection Height ·and Remarks column 
of·tne. data sheet cannot properly be completed . 
If it is not completed, one would know 
that the .tube·wasn't inspected and, therefore, could 
. . 
.go back and inspect the tube. 
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I would like to. conclude now by 
reading the first three pages of the entire Report 
\-rhi.ch begins ·as far as an Executive Sununary is.· 
concerned. And it starts with Forward. 
·VEPCO has incurred substantial 
expenses in attempting to define and arrest the 
tube de~ting phenomenon._ This is witnessed by at 
least two facts: ·First, VEPCO, in its March ·18th, 
1978 response to the sec s.tates which is also 
Exhibit Number 2: " •.. complex and expensive 
investi,gations Were· undertaken. II 
Secondly, VEPco· in its most recent 
application for a permanent increase in rates, Case 
Number 19960, has requested that it be able to· 
recover nine hundred twen~y tnousand dollars fro~ 
its Virginia jurisdictional customers for a one 
point three million total -- three million dollar 
total electric system expens.e incurred in 1977 for 
work done under a User Group Agreement. 
The purpose of this Agreement is to 
seek .means for extending. the life of the steam 
generator~· for a~ long· as ~os~ible until a solution 
to the problem of dented steam generator tubes may 
be acdomplished. 
SUE TRAYLOR· - COURT REPORTER 
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•2. On November 18tn; 1977 ·surry Unit 
3 Nunwer 2 was brougnt to a cold shutqo\vn condition as 
4 a ·result of. primary coola!lt leakage from tne primary 
5 system to ble secondary system wnicn exceeded· allowable 
6· lirni ts. T~le unit· remained in this mode for a p~riod 
7 of approximately nine and a half days. 
8 upon inspectio~ of the s-cearn gen~rato~s 
9 after ~l.e i.:Jovelll.Oer lath, 1977 si1ut down., it '.vas 
10 d~tl:rmiiled t.11at tne · ca~e of t11e unacc~ptaDle l~akage 
11 rate tvas a cracKed tu.oe, R5C.26, in steam generatio~ 2A. 
12 Further inve·stig·ation of t~1is matter re::vealed that 
~ 
13 the tuoe, RSC26, whicn cracked and caused th.e leakags, 
14 was a tuue t.c1at was identified and sc.neduled to be 
15 inspected prior to the planned September 1977 outage 
16 fo~ refu~ling and steam gener~tor inspection. 
11 
TuiJe RSC26 did not allo.1 passage ·of 
18 
a ze::ro point ~i·ve ·four inch Eddy Current probe wnen · 
19. 
i~l.3~=·~~tt::d after t..:1e November 18tn, 1977 ·forced 9utage. · 
iiad tLlis same dat:~.ull ..;et:n r~vealed during tile ·P..lanned 
20 
21 
St:ptemoer 19 77 O':J.tage, t·uile R5C26 \vould navt: oe~n 
22 
uuring the nine and a nalf day, 
23 
0. i~ovt::moer ·18.ta through the 27t.n, 1978, forced outage 
.· 24 
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0" 2 o-f Surry Unit Number 2 its unavailability neces-
3 sitated the incre.aseq reliance on and use o.f fossil 
4 
-fuel fired generacion·and purchased power to repl~ce· 
5 tne energy whicn would have been produced by Surry 
6 Unit ~Umber 2 had it not been forc~d out of service. 
7 The additional _system fuel expense, 
8 net re-placement energy co.sts' nas. been estimated to 
9 be four million six ~lundred ninety-six thousand seven 
10 nui1dred. six-cy-s ix. dqllars. These addi tiona.l expenses 
11 have been fl6wed throu~1 tne·Fuel Adjustment Clause and 
12 nave, t.nerefore, been incurred by tile Company's 
~ 
. 13 customers . 
14 In conclusion, the Commission has 
15 an obligation to assure that tne cnarges rend~re4 
16 for servic~ are reasonable and just. In a review- of 
17 this·particular forced outag~ of Surry Unit HurnLer 2, 
1~, 1~oyember 18th t~1rough the. 27th -of 1977, no ·apprai·sal 
.19 of VEPCO's reasonable business judgm~nt.ne~ds to be 
20 
made by tni~ Commission. 
21 The L-.lovember 19 77 forced out;age. did 
22 
·not occur 0ecause· of the lack of a plan, procedure, 
23 
skill or· ~nowledge .. It~ud not involve a m~sunderstand-
0-
24 
~ng or misconception. At best, it was a lack of 
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att~ntion and·tne a~tual recordation.of false test 
3 
results. 
4:. The actual pi~ysical probing· of a 
.5 partic~lar tuoe requires no judgment. Tube R5C26 was 
6 identified an~ 'listed as a tube which reguired 
7 inspect~on in. September 1977. Althougn tne ac~u~l 
8 raw data, strip chart and oscilloscope trace, requires 
9 judgmen~ in its interpretation, the recordation of 
10 t~i~ interp~e~ation requires no judgment. 
11 In.this instance, there was no raw 
12 
~· 
data, strip chart and osc~l.loscope trace, to be 
13 interpreted an<;I, 0erefore, there could .l"lave been no 
14 test results. Yet, test·results .were recorded. 
15 Had tne predetermined plan and procedures 
16 beel.L followed during the Staptember '1977 steam generator 
17 inspection of Surry· Unit i-.IW'IWer 2, tne unit .would not 
18 ~ave been forced dut of service for a perio~ of 
19 approximately nine and a half days, commencing on 
20 i..toveitUJer 18, 1977. Likewise, tne additional e:x."Pense 
21 of four million six nundred ninety-six thousand seven 
v :{ 
,\ I I I 
= t.l:•·} 
22 nundred· sixty-six dollars, the net replacement energy 
23 costs, associated with tn.e L~ove!lWer 1.; 77 forced ou·tage . ('\. 
24 ·\vould 11ave been avoided. 
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Recommen~ation. The Company 
3 
cannot expect its c~stomers. to_ bear the expenses 
-·· .. ,_.... . . -· ··-- .... 
4 
associated with tne development of procedures and 
-·--·-··-· ................ . 
5. techniques designed to prev~nt tne consequence of a 
6 
·stearn g~nerator tube le_ak and, then, nave its cu.stomers 
7' bear the consequences when tne procedures are not 
·a followed. 
.' 
9 Tner~fore, tn·e Staff recommends that 
·. 10 the Company. snould not be permitted to retain t.i1e 
11 monies which it collected from its cus.tomer-s for 
12 
~ 
t.ne net replacement energy _costs associated with the 
13 nin_e and a _11al·f day, ~~ovemiJer 1977, forced outage of 
14 Surry Unit L~umber 2. 
15 And as a note to the recommendation,· 
16 ~ I would like to point out that .the approximate four 
17- point seven ·million dollars net replacement energy 
18 costs are total system fuel expen~e. ·First of all, 
19 it excludes. maintenance and engineering expenses. It 
20 is just total fuel expense .. All right. But system 
21 fuel. expense. If the Corrunission were to decide that 




· to be· rt:"funded to i t.s ·cus.to_mers,. the Virgin~ a j uri·s-
dictioz:tal po~tion of·that·four point seven ndllion 
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2 is something l-ess than four point seven .. You 
·a· ~auld actually haye.to take a· look at the kilowatt 
4· hours that were ?old to Virginia jurisdictional 
5 versus tne rest ·of the system. 
6 I think generally on an annual basis 
7 it approximates approximately seventy perce?t 
8 of the .Company's business.. So it would be roug.nly 
9 in tne neighborhood of ·~·eventy percent of ·four point 
10 sevan million dollars. 
11 
12. 
MR. ROGERS·: That is tne report 
~ "" of the Staff. and recommendation of' t:he 
13 
14 
Staff. And the repor~, as written, although 
15• 
it was read, I would like for ~t to be 
introduced as Exhibit Number 9 •. 
16 
17 
COl41'4ISSI0NER SHAJ.~NON: All right. 
. 
It will be.Exhibit J~W-9. 
18 
~m. ROGERS: And we've asked the 
\ 
19 
Company to be here, and I don't. know \vhat 
20 
response tney have.planned. And d~,pending 
21 
on trieir respon~a --
22 
COHMISSIONER SHAJ:~NON·: Do .you have,. 
23 ('. any questions of Mr .. Wi ttine, Hr. G.ary? 
24 





























MR. GARY: J-udge, I will. I nave 
a couple. B~t before I do, I would lik~ to 
make a couple of points. 
We were invited to this meeting, 
I think ·it ~.,ras Tues·day afternoon, and asked 
·to be here.' And with our response 1 ~f tve 
thought we could get on~ together· and, i~ 
not, to :Oe here. 
~ve have two tvitnesses that t.,re wil·l 
near .from, Mr. Ral.ph Sylvia 1 who is the 
Dire6tor of Nuclear Operatio~s for the 
Company, a~d Hr·. Proffitt, tvho is Senior· 
vise President in ci1a~ge of Power. 
But .Oe fore we get to t.nem, it s.eerns 
to me we oug11t to put :this in prospec.tive ·a 
little bit, pr~mariiy because we have not 
seen this document before nor nad any idea 
what its conclusions would be. And X think 
we ~auld like to request an opportunity to 
rebut this, either througn further ~ross 
examination at a later date, or th~ough a 
further submittal, if that's possible~ 
COMMISSIONER SHru~NON: W~ll, would· 
SUE TRAYLOR • COURT. REPORTER 
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r 2 ·you like some additional ·time to study 
3· this and, then, you could come back for 
4 a further hearing? 
. 5 MR. GARY: Yes . 
6 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: I think 
7 that is only fair, !-Ir. Rogers. 
8· MR. ROGERS: That is very fair, 
9 if. ·the Company will agree· wi.th one thing, · 
10 that the further time progress that we take 
11 in resolving this doesn't complicate the 
12 
refund that \le ·~ve recommended at this time. 
"" 
MR. GARY: I ·believe --
13 
14 CO~IMISSIONER SHANNON: That is an 
15 
· as.certa:inable figure, is·n' t it? 
MR. GARY: Yes .. · 
16 
17 
C0~1MISSIONER SHAJ."JNON: The refund, 
if any. 
18 
MR. GARY: Let me add, though, ·w~_ 
19 
want to present our documents today that we 
20 
have today to you. We will just come back 
21 
to r~but this, or to discus~ this further. 
22 
COHi·!ISSIONER SHAl.'lNON: All right. 
23 
0 It won't be in August .. 
24 
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0. 2 V-1R. GARY: ~ve are available any""!' 
3 time. 
4 COl-1..1\·fJ;SSIONE~ SH.i\NNON: · So it \vill 
5 probably h~ve to be some time in September. 
6 ·'MR. GARY: This is a very serious 
7 issue for the Company . We .fee 1 it needs 
8 
utmost attention by all the Company personnel 
9 
involved.· 
. 10 ~Oi~1ISSIONER SIDU~NON: We certainly· 
11 
want to .give you_ every opportuni.ty. to explain 




MR. GARY: All riCJh t. 




MR. GARY: Just a couple. qf questions 
16 
right now • 
. 17. 
COI·!MISSIONJ;:R · SHA~.SNON:. Did you want 
18 
. to put your ~itnesses on today, or would 
. 19 
you rather wait? 
\. 
20 
HR. GARY: We would rather put 
21 
tnem on today while they are here. )\.nd T.ve 
22 
have all the instruments that we. need':. · 
23 
0 · CO~U·liSSIONER SHANNON: All ri_ght. 
24 
Well, go ahead • 
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2 CROSS E~~INATION 
3 BY l-1R. GARY: 
4 
5 Q F~rst, Mr. Wittine, do you know how 
6 many tubes the Company prooed or looked at that were 
7 · not in error in tne scope of this inspection? 
a· A Yes. I think I.'·m aware of the SGOpe 
9 of the inspection. And it is adequ~tely responded 
16 
to. and contained r.vi thin Exhibit Number 2, which was 
11 _the Company's Mar~h 18th, 1978 response to the Cornmis-
·12 
sian's questions that were. asked during the Quarterly 
r'- Fuel Clause hearing. 
13 
. 14 And, le·t•s see if I can find it. 
Basically, if memory serves me properly, the Company 
15 
· indicated that during the September 1977 insP.ection 
16 
they had to inspect six thousand one hundred· fo·rty-four 
17 
·tu.oes. · And I would .like· to point out also,· of those. 
18 
six thousand one hundred ·forty-four tubes, there are 
19 
only four hundred tubes in the March of 1977 inspection 
20 
which did not pass the sixty-five hundredths inch 
21. 
probe and, therefore, definitely· should nave been ear~ 
22 
marked for inspect~on in September. ! 
23 
0 So, for the Sept.ember program there 
'24 
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'f 2 were approxim~tely, say, six-thousand one hundred 
3 forty-four tubes to be inspected and of those six 
4 · thousand I -- I ~:Oouldn' t say of those six tnous.and. 
5 There were only four hundred tubes as a result of 
6 the Marcn. 1977 inspection which did not pass the 
7 sixty-f~ve nundredths inch probe and, therefore, should 
8 have been reinspected in Sept~rnber. 
9 
fltovs.a.~c:l o1-1e. . . Q But six~ hundred forty-four tubes 
10 were ins.pected in September with only one causing 
1.1 
praol~m later on, naving·been missed? 
A Tnat's what the Company says. Now, 
12 
"' 
I'm not certain whether or not eacp and every strip 
13 
cn:art was in fact actually cross referenced ~vi th each 
. 14 
of the six thousand. probings~ Now, I should say.tnat 
15 
si.x ·thousand tll.oes were probed. J: don't knotrJ. if ·it 
16 
is actually six thousand individually diffe~ent tubes 
17 
tnat were probed or if it was six thousand qne hundred 
18 
forty-four probings that were m~de, because some~irnes 
19 
you are ·going to make <:>ne, two, three probings of the 
20 
.\ 
same tuoe, you know. 
21 
Q Would you know how many have b.een 
22 
probed since the beginning of the inspection progrlam 
23 
rr without error? 
I 24· 
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r·. 2' ·.· A W.ell,· first of all~ you know, you 
a· 
.are as~ing me to make· t~e assumption that it-was done 
4 without error. One, I can't do that because, you know, 
5 I mys~lf nave not inspected or revie.wed any of the .strip 
Q cha.rts and cross reference to them t..vith the specific 
7 tubes. Secondly, \Y'i thout re~ding the ~ompa~y' s respon~e, 
a whi~n I can do now, if I can, ·a~d I don't even know if 
9 ·I ean a~surne that the -Company, in fact, actually cross 
10 referenc~d all the strip charts with all oe the tubes. 
11 If ·I remember correct~y, in their 
. 
12 response. to -thE;! NRC dated November 22nd, which is 
.r' 13 included .. as Exhibit Number 3, it says here·--
14 Q Wnich exhibit are you looking at?· 
15 A E·xhibi t Number. 3. ~vhat it says· here 
16. .and this is November 22nd, 1977, VEPCO's letter to 
17 i.'lRC -after the November 18 shutdown_, {s th~t -- and this 
18 is· the last sentence of the first paragrapn: "To as.sure 
19 that additional tubes were not missed, the. follo\Y'ing 
20 reviews of past data were made: (1) For ·all tubes 
21 which did not pass the zero point six five inch probe 
22 
during tne March 1977 inspection, the ,; and I remind 
23 
you that there is only four aundred tubes in the Harch 
024. of 1977 inspection that did hot pass the zero p9int 
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'0 2: six five· inch probe -- "the data was revieT.Ned to· 
a· ass:ure that they were inspected~ in Septe~er., 19 77. ". 
4 So what that first sentence ·tells me 
-5 is that as a minimum four n~ndred tubes we~e cross 
6 referenced to ass~re that there was a stri~ chart and 
7 oscilloscope. trace. 
8 Q t-1.1r. Wittine, the question is, do you 
9 knotv how many tubes were :ins~ecteq since the beginning 
io of the inspection program many years ago? 
11. ·A · You asked me. Al~o, I ·told you I 
12 
could not tel.l you specifically how m~_ny tub~s we·re 
~ 
13 
-l~k~ cross referenced as far as assuring each of the 
14 
tubes were inspected. 
. What I was. trying 1;0 do tvas expand on 
15 
tnat to demonstrate· I don't know if a ~undred percent 
16 
cross reference was made of all the March 1977 
17 
ins p.ecti on results . 
18 




A From thi~ letter there was f6ur ~undred 
21 
tubes cross referenced to .assure that there ·was at least 
. ·22 
a strip chart and·oscilloscope·trac~ for ~hose specific 
23 
0 ·tubes. But I cannot say with ce-rtainty that all six 
. 24 
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r·· 2 thousand one hundred forty·-four tube.s that were 
3 inspected during the · Septemqer inspection ~.,ere in 
4 fact cross referenced at a later· date. And, as a 
·s matt-er of fact, part two of ·tnis letter would indicate 
6 it is just a sampl~ng of those tubes and not six 
7 thousand --
8 Q I'm talking about the inspection 
g· program from the beginning when VEPCO knew it h~d a 
10 proolem with steam generators? . 
11 'A For what·it's worth, I wi~l say 
12 probably.· Say, you've got three thousand three. 
r-.13 hundre9. eighty-eight tubes per steam generato·r and 
"14 there are three steam generators, or approximately ten 
15 thousand tuoes total, of which during each inspection 
16 program approximately six thousand tubes are ~dentified 
I 17 and ~upposed to be probed. 
. 18 And the probing first began with.the 
19 
Marcn 1977-inspecti_on, if I'm not mistaken, so there was 
20 an. inspection in March· of '7~, there was an inspection 
21 
in S~ptember of '77 and there was an inspection in· 
22 
April of '197 8. So if· you assume .that that's three 
23 
inspections since the probing began, and if there ~s a 
024 total of sii thousand tubes, say, approxi~ately that need 
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r. 2 to ~e irispected at ~ach. inspection program.· Three. 
3 times six thousand givesyou eighteen thousand .tubes.· 
4 Q And' two Surry units?· 
5 A And there is two surry units, so that 
6 would be thirty-~ix tnousand tubes. But 1 again, I \-1ould 
7 like. to stress. th.at I do~ 1 t think that ·has. any 1 you know, 
8 s.ignificance. 
9 Q You don't ·think it is significant that 
10 there are ~i terally tens of thousands of tube·s insp~cted 
11 ·and ·there is one tube that failed to be inspected? 
12 
A ·That's not the pain~~ That'~ nat the 
"" 
13 
point. The whole point· in this r~port is that the 
14 
~ctual rec9rda~ion of results on the Eddy Current Test 
15 
Sequence lo·g for the September 19 7 7 inspection, .those 
16 
columns were completed. 
17 
The only \vay that those col.urnns can be 
completed is by· actua~ly having a strip chart and 
18 
19 
oscill~s·cope tr-ace for that specific tub·e for a· . 
20 
particular pro~e size. There was no strip· chart and 
there was no oscilloscope trace. So if the tube was 
21 
22 
missed -- let's say,. at _bes~, if it was missed you 
oug.nt to just nave a. blank row going ?cross there and 
23 
r). not .something th.at nas been comp.leted which wou~d indicate 
24 
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o-r ca4-se one to believe that it \vas actually 
. . inspected· using a particular size probe. 
Q. The last question on that is how many 
#tubes n·ave been missed cro you.r personal knowledge? 
A To my personal knowledge? RSC26. 
On the Company•s Exhibit Number-- not the Compan¥, 
my Exhibit Number 3, which is ~heir letter to NRC-, 
they ·say _on Page 2 ·of that letter there were at least 
four other tubes that were missed. Page 2 of that 
let·ter .saY.s the following tubes .were -- Page 2, it 
says: "The following tub~s were plugged in C steam 
generator since they were rnis~ed during the ·september 
.1977 outage: Row 38, Column 73; Row 34, Column 73; 
Row 3~, Column 75 and 77." 
Now, thes~ tubes were t~ey were 
missed as far. as· plugging. is concerned. I don • t know 
whether or not they were inspected.· I couldn•t tell 
you._ To my knowledge., I know that one ,tube specifically; 
RSC26 was missed. 
Q That '·s fine. Okay~ One final thing, 
Mr. Nittine. Do you know whether in the ten day, or 
.nine point six days, outage of Surry if that was all 
i. 
caused by the leakage of the tube, the single tube we 
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are talking about, or was i~t a combination of othe.r 
reasons for the o.u~a.ge? 
. A According tG VEPCO' s ·letter to NRC 
and clRC's response of Nove~e~ 23rd, they say t~a~ 
this ·is ·~RC' s response: '~The. tube,· R5C26, that 
leaked and caused the.November 18, 1977, shutdown 
" . 
. was a tube that should nave be.en previously plu.gged 
.but was- miss·ed., thus the cause of t~e le.akage .is 
understood." 
And ·in all ·of my conversations wi~ 
the Comp·any ·that I've had sin.ce the November 2~t:.d (sic-) 
outage, I've never been advised that there ·was any 
·other reason, that I recall, that this unit .was shut 
down approximately one m9nth after it was -- ·a 
steam generator inspection because of other re&sons 
other than that one leaking tube. 
MR. GARY: ~Y'· We reserve cross 
for another day. 
COMr1ISS IQNER BRADS HAN: I nave a. 
·couple of.questions. I should address this 
to couns~l. I'rn:not sure of this. proced~re 
this afternoon. Something bother.s me abo:qt 




r 2 the way we are proceedin9 here. 
3 If you read Mr. Wittine's conclusion 
4 here, this particular ·forced outage, we zeroed 
.. 
5· in this. afte~noon _by sayin'g on a particula.r 
6 period of time VEPCO, Novembe.:r; 18 -No.vernber 2 7, 
7 that they were_out pain~· nine six days ·and 
8 they cut of'f four hundred -- whatever the 
9 number is -- ·all this has come. so fast and 
10 'so heavy with no prefiling it's hard to-
11 follow. 
-
12 But .procedure is. what is bothering 
r-, 
1.3 me, Mr. Wittine. Now, we are sayin·g in a nut-
14 
shell that. they were n~gligent on that particular 
15 occasion, or they were not efficient on that ' 
16 . par·ticular occasion and, therefore,_·a refund 
17 
is due the customers. I'm all for giving 
18. 
refunds to any customer that is· due any 
19 
amount. I think· everybody knows that. 
- . 
But it seems, at the same time, I 
20 
look at our. role as regulators and your role 
21 
as Director of Energy Department dqwnstairs. 
22 
I realize that.the puUlic expects us to ma~age 
23 
(\· the Company, and that's what you are really 
24 
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0 2 doing on· this·. particular occasion. 
3 !
1 m not finished.yet, Mr. Rogers. 
4 'Like I say, I agree with what yo~ 
5. . are doing. If some~ne is or.ved s orne thing, 
6 if. the consumer is owed somethlng, they 
7 should ge~ it. If the Gompany .is owed 
a· something they should. get it. I would 
9 .have no qu~rrel with an ar~ment in a rate 
10 ·case of you or Hr .. Rogers advancing some 
ll. argument when money is requested. BUrt yo·u 
12 




I think if it was ~ay off the ma~k. 
that would be reason or cause to mitigate 
15 
16 
or reduce the arnqunt requested. But I ask 
17 
you this question, Mr. Rogers. N·ow you· can 




This reduction from the .-- ·re'i"und to 
19' 
the consum~rs, it is suggested to us today· 
20 
·because of· a·· report, if I foilor.ved your 
21 
testimony,·· which w:a:s promf>ted by· tf1e Safety_ 
22 
. · E.valua:tion tea~ of NRC. Now, sp.ppose some 
23 
024 
.. reputable person makes a- complaint £to the 




























Stat~ Corpo~ation- Co~ission that they 
saw three ~en putting up an .electric.pole 
when nthei~ opinion two could put it up. 
. . . 
Are we going to come in here and nave. a. 
hearing and give a re.fund I::>ecause they 
spent ~oo mucn'money on that ~articular 
occasion. To me the principle is th~ same. 
And we are just opening ourselves, I'm 
afraid, with this procedure to a flood 
. of. little mini hearings ·of .redu~tions. 
Now you can talk, l-1~. Rage rs • 
MR. ROGERS: Let me get the law 
out first. First ·of all, you have the 
Quarterly hearing$. and you have required 
certain information to be filed by the 
Staff, a ten day outage of a Surry.unit 
at a cost of five million dollars is going 
to be seen by the Staf.f aside ·from any . 
Safety Evaluation. 
So you ask about it~ And, then, 
you get to the safety ~uestions that come 
arou~d as a result of infol:Illation you· have. 
. required to· be fil'ed t.vi th the Staff. 































But if you go ·to SG-249 .• 3- of the 
Code it says: Certain electric utilities 
to. file .reports in relation to fuel trans~ 
actions, fue~ prices, fuel adjustment 
clauses, and so forth. So you are required 
. ' 
by the General Assembly to 'obtain this· · 
infonnation, which the Staff is doing.on 
behalf of the Commission. 
And this is where we got our informa-
tion. And, then, it· says·: · There shall be 
a qu·arterly hearing. 
But· I want to read one little section· 
particularly. 56-Z4·9. 4 (b) : All such in forma-
tion and reports filed pursuant to this 
section shall'be open to the public and 
available for inspection. The· Conunission 
shal~ hold q~arterly he~rings to review and 
evaluate the information filed and there-
after disallow any inc~eased charges pursuant 
to electric.·utilitie·s 1 fuel adjustme?t clause 
that cannot be supported by said information 
and the· testi'mony filed at this quarterly . 
I 
hearing. In such event the amount is allo.wed 




·2 shall be credited to the utilitie.s' 
3 ·customers.as the-Commission may order 
4: in the calculation· of subs'equent charges 
5 . pursuant to the utility's fuel adjustmen~ 
6 claus.e. 
7 
Whether we like it or not; the 
8 General Assemb~y said you shall g,o and 
9 
find ~f management is reasonable. 
COMMISSIONE-R BRADSHAW:: I buy that. 
10 
11. 
I don't.nave any quarrel with this. 
Let me ask Mr. Wittine the next. 
12 
~ · question. Did you ~nvestigate every outage·? 
13 
WITNESS WITTINE: Let me say 
14 
COMMISSIONER BAADSHAW: . No\-1, they've 
15 
·been out a whole lot during the past year. 
16 
Why do they just pick on this one? 
17 
WITNESS . WITTINE: Okay. .For a 
18 
couple 9f reasons.. The r~port -- the Div~sion · 
19 
o·f Energy Regulation did not sit downstairs 
20 
and·wait until they received the November 22nd,. 
21 
November 23rd letters. All righ~. · 
22 
When the investigation actually be~ins 
23 
£"\ is every ~ime we recognize that-there is a forced 
I 
24 
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r-· 2 outag~ of a nuclear unit or any major· 
3 base loaded facility, for that matter, 
'4 all _right. . There are certain information 
5 which we ask for. Okay. To make a deter.mina~ 
6 tion as to what additional .steps, if any, 
7 need to be taken. 
s· What happened in this instance ·is 
9 that there is only, say, fiye days between 
10 November ·lath and November 23rd. We already 
11 
received the letters, you·know~ at the s·ame 
12• 
time .w~ wer~ l9oking· into. it. · All right. 
. . . . . 
~·· 
13 
As it relates to, say, other outages. Okay. 
It's a decision which is made either by 
14 
15 
myself or members of my staff to determine 
to what· extent we are actually go~ng to 
16· 
conduct an investigat~on of a specific outa9e. 
17 
And-the reason- I say_ that is ~hat a perfect 
18 
e~ample could be on September --· during the 
19 
September 1977 outage we got all- of' the 
20 
docurnent~tion from NRC related to that outage. 
21 
All rigl;lt. B'ut we did not investigate it 
22 
any_further at that time, because, first of 
23 
~ all, the September-outage had-already been 
24 





























s.cheduled as a· result of an Ord.er ·which I 
believe was issued April 1st, 19 77. So,. 
we knew tha·t outage was going to take place. 
We knew specifically the ·reasons as to why 
the outag~ w~s goi~g to take place .~nd the 
.approxiira.te.time period by which the unit 
should be down, or, you knot.o.T, the converse·, 
when it should come back on-line~ 
What happened is, such as like.with 
-the September ou.tage, the September ·inspection 
seemed to go fairly well. It was relatively 
on schedule. I think it started a~couple of 
days ahead of a.ctually September 15th, 
lasted a couple of weeks like it was indicated 
it was ·~oing to last. And the unit was lit 
off on October 12th after VEPCO got NRC approval 
by an NRC Order of October 8th . 
So everything was pretty smo0th. Th~re 
was no reason to, you know, conduct a more in 
depth investigation of that. So it depe~ds upon 
the speci fie natur.e. of the outage ·a~ to \vhat 
depth we are going to conduct an actual 
inspection. But each out.age is reviewed as to 




r 2 the: reasons as to why. 
3 
And .I ··supp,ose wi~hout actually 
4 
reducing it to writing 1 a determination·. is · 
'· 5 ~:·made by eit~e-r my~elf ·or someone on my staff 
·6 
with my input _that. nothing mor~ nee'ds to be 
7 
'dbne as· relates to, say, that particular 
8 
outage. 
COMlvliSSIONER BRAD~ HAW: Well 1 would 
9 
·it be a fair statement to say that the reas.on 
10 
11 
this ·one cropped up as. the s~bJ~c'!= matter of 
12 
a s~par ate heari.~g, and if the Company ·can • t 
~ . _explain when they· come back why it. shouldn:! 't be 
13 
deducted, because ·of the Fuel Adjustment 
14 
Quarterly hearings. imposed upon the Cornmi.ssion 
:15 
to determine the reasonableness -- but it 
16 
~ strikes me that the reason we are· dealing 
17 
with this one, it was just so appare~t, just· 
18 
popped· right up and you say th~t-, in your 
•19 
testimony, that it did not even require any 
20 
reason-able busines~ judgment on the part of 
21 




~ All I'm asking you, are we going 
24. 





























to start looking at every outage and are 
we going to limit ourselves to those that 
do~'t require any business judgment? 
W·IT,NESS W·ITTI~lE: No. I 
MR. ROGERS: Could I ~-
WITNESS WITTIN~: No. I will 
respond to that first. 
Fir.st of. all, I personally,. as part 
of the role or the job. and ho\>1 I perceive 
filling that job·, am going to review the 
reason for every outage. And .. if' in my own 
min~ I cannot satisfy myself that that outage 
was reasonable and ju~t, I'm going to conduct. 
a further investigati'?n .to find out why. 
And to the extent I am n_ot satisfied 
with the results of that investigation, 
satisfied as to the reasonableness and so 
, . 
forth, then,, I feel· like I have an obligation 
to bring it to our General Coupsel and before 
the Conunission. 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: Okay. I. 
buy that. And .that's ~what·you have done in 
this case .. 





Are. you going beyond outages to 
' 
·a look to see if . .it.·-- as to the negligence? 
4 WITNESS WITTINE~ Yes, sir. Let· me· 
5 say this. The problem is, you know, I hate 
6' personally dealing with the Word "negligence
11 




what this· is? 
10 
WI~NESS WITTINE: It p~esents a lot 
of problems. We ri-ght now --
. ' . 
11 
COMMISS.IONER .BRADSHAW: Someone has 
12. 
~·· 
a duty and do~s.n't do it, they· are ,negligent. 
13 
WITNESS :wiTTIN·E: That's your 
.. 
14 
you know, that's 'your definition. 
15. 
COMMISSION~R BRADSHAW: Okay. 
16 
~ITNESS WITTINE: What I'm saying is 
. 17 
that in past testimony in previou~ cases 
18 
people have attemp.ted to,say, as·sess the · 
19 
o·verall performance of the utility and, 
20 
therefore,· say, possibly management. You 
·21 
know.· And I think a lot of utility:responses 
22 
have been, you know, .you are dealing with 
23 
~ gen~raliti~s. You_can'.t be specific·. You 
24 
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r- 2 know,. there is no true precise rne.asure and 
3 so .on. So, therefore, we can't --·you can't 
4 make a reasonable ~ssess'ment 'of management 
5 overall. 
6 So, what that leaves left is that 
7 you've got .to be spec~fic, since you can't 
8 make generalities;· you'v~ got ~o be ~pecific. 
9 And in this particular instarice, this nine 
10 and a half day forc-ed outage , it is spe·ci fie. 
I 
11 
We· are ·dealing with fac~s·her~. There is 
. 12 
very little in the ~ay of opinion • 
f\·. CO~~ISSIONER BRADSHA~: Like I saLd 
13 
at the outset, ·r don r t. quesi;iQn this report. 
1.' 
15 
I think it is well done on your part. And 
the reason and·the logic for it. 
16 
.· WITNESS WITTINE: I would like t9 add; 
17 
to·o, though, Judge 1 that the Staff is in fact 
18 
in the process right now of taking a look at · 
19. 
the five year perfoxmance of each of the 
20 
.company's generating units, looking at its 
21 
availability factors 1 its equivalent avail~bility 
22 
factors, its capacity factors. To the extent · 
23 
0 we can we are going to attempt to make comparison~ 
24 




2 with comparable sized uni.ts of the same 
. 
3 fuel types and s·6 on to try and get a grip 
., 
4 on whether or not the performance of a 
5 particular unit is in fact satisfactory. 
.6 And i't • s a long drawn out process. I've 
7 had, say, apJ?roximately two and a 1falf 
8 pe.6ple, one perso.t:l working on it for about 
9 five months, not his entire time devoted 
10 e·xclusively to that. study, and two additional 
• I 
11 
pe~~le ·working on it for the last two months. 
12- It is extremely com~lex. 
~ 
13 
.But, yes, the Staff is loo~ing at 
it and it is an area ~hich. we are going to 
14 
. . 
. 15 pur·sue with great diligence as far as th.e 
future is· concerned, because we feel as though 
16 
it is a·n~cessity. · 
17 
'MR. GARY: May I make one comment 
18. 
here, Your Honor? You brought up exactly our· 
19 
point, and that is what standard we use to 
20 
judge these outages by arid~general o-perations 
21 
of the Company. We will not quarrel '""ith the 
22 
right of the Commis~ion to investigate the,se 
23. 
~ outages, ·or to investigate any part of. the. 
24 
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COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: ~You don't? 
· MR. GARY: Well, as our regulators 
yo\?- have a right to i~qui.r:e into that. 
What we do- think is. essen~ial is a· 
standard by which VEPCO is measured, and 
we .take strong ·exce~tion to Mr. Wittine's 
statement on Page 2 "no appraisal of VEPCO' s 
reasonable business judgment needs:t~ ~e 
made by this Commi~sion". I believe that 
is precisely what needs to be done by this 
Commi_ssion, because this program must be 
looked at as a progr~ and we believe ·that 
VEPCO' s program is reasonably ef.ficient 
and is in· the best benefi_ts for its customers. 
As far as our repair program and our 
inspection progr~m, Mr.· Sylvia and Mr. P·.roffitt 
are here to. tell· you why. 
MR. ROGERS.: Let me clear up one 
thing. We do not intend to go and look for 
errors and _bring them ove.r here. There· is 
a lot --· if I may use the· tenn -- soul 
searching on this particular one. It.was the 
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-2· type of .error you cannot afford to have. 
3 And, to us, it was a gross e·rror. It 
·4 wasn • t a lack of proce~ures , it was a 
5 ·complete failure to fol.low the procedures 
6' whe~ there was adequate opp.or.tunity for 
7 follow chec~ thro_ughs·, check. throughs. which 
8 could be made off·the site. 
9 
And, to us , there are ce·rtain errors 
10 
you jus·t ;have the adequate· procedure to 
11 
cover~ · You check through. You've got· a 
12 
good procedure. They sho.uJ.d· have followed 
~- it. 
13·. 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: Yeah, 
.14 
but where do yotJ, draw the line, Mr. Rogers, 
15 
is· my question? 
·16" 0 
MR. ROGERS: ~vell, I think tll.is is 
17 
the first time you hav.e the Staff p~inging 
. 18 
something:like this before you.· I think 
19 
this one. merits your attention and hopefully 
20 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: Bec.ause .it 
21 
is for a whole lot of .money or because of 
22 
the principle involved? 
23 
"' 
MR·. ROGERS : aecause of the type of 
24 . 





























error made and because of the money. You 
cannot a~ford to have errors like ~h~s. 
·And we follow through on our 
recomm~ndation. We recommend that the 
m9ney ·be returned. And if you· find we 
prought an appropriate error before you 
this time, then, we don•t need to be cautioned 
on thai:. Wait·unti~ we.·bring one that don't 
deserv~ your attention. 
I just don't think we need to be 
questione·d on it now, because this is the· 
first time and I thi~k it merits your 
atten17ion. · Ana we dori' t in'tend to briz:g 
frivolous matte·rs b.efore the Commission, . 
no way, no how . 
COMMISSIONER B~DSHAW: Well, if a 
customer is due ten cents versus four hundred 
thousand dollars, he is due ten cents. 
MR. ROGERS: But an error that costs 
the.· Company 'ten cents doesn! t require the 
magnitude· of attention af· one that cost.s the 
customer five million dollars. 


























COMMISSIONER·B~DSHAW: Well, I 
·did not mean to open up a -- some~hing 
that maybe should be the subject.matter 
of ·Staff policy ot: Staff procedures .. 
WITNESS WITTINE: Judge, I would 
just like .--
MR. ROGERS·: But I am concerned 
about· opening the flood gates·· But I 
don't think w·e have· abused it at this point 
a.t any time . 
. 
COMMIS$IONER BRADSHAW: Zeroing in 
for four hundred here, fLfty dolla~s there, 
a hundred dollars 'the~e, or complaint~ that 
s·omeone has been dilitory and negligent, 
in~ffici~nt, whatever you want to. call it,_ 
I don't think that is our role. 
MR. ROGERS: Businesses w.i th five 
·thousand or ten· tho~sand employees are going 
to make mi~takes· everyday. They are going to 
n·ave errors ev:eryd-ay' and they are going to 
cost money.· You have them everywhet:e you 
·have business. 
But this should b~ an exception~ 




.That's our case. 
3 COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: Why is 
it an exception? 
5 
MR. ROGERS: That is what Mr. 
6 Wi.:ttine tried to explain. Not only was 
7 
you h~ve to ~nsure against errors to 
8 
prevent ten avs down time on a nuclear 
9 
unit. I mean, we have heard for years 
what it costs us. 
10 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: I think one 
11 
12 
.day down on a·nuclear unit, if the replacement 
~ . energy is going to cost five thousand dollars, 
13 
is worth· looking into .• 
14 
MR. ROGERS: If there has been an 
15 
. . 
error in judgment. But ·a procedure., ~ha.t 
16 
coul<;i have bee.n ch~cked, ~~e want the Conunis-
17 
sian to make sure it _don't.· happen again. 
18 
'If it needs ~wo follow ~roughs, then--
19 
. COMMISSIONER SHANNON: I think this. 
20 
We are getting into the realm of argument here. 
21 
·r- think this is something the Commissioners 
2.2 









I know we ha~e. got to disconti~ue 
3 
this at. four o 'cloc~ because _.we have another 
4 matte~ corning up. But this· is primarily a 
5 
fact finding investigation right at this 
6·· 
moment. 
7 MR. GARY: Yo.ur Honor, can we show 
8 
our slides? There are only a few sli~es. 
9 It won•t take very long and we wonr·t have 
10 to bring this back ne·xt time .. 
11 COMMISSIONER SWU~NON: All right. 
(". 1~ ~au may stand down. 
13 
· WITNESS WITT~NE: Judge Shannon, I 
14 was wondering if I might· make one· additional 
15 comment as ·i-t relates to Judge Bradshaw r s . --
16 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: No. . I think 
17 
·that is getting into the realm of argument. 
-18 I think we ought to confine ourselves here 
19 to facts. 
20• WITNESS WITTINE:· I would stick with 
21 .facts. It wouldn't be ar·gument. 
22 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Ail right. 
23 
0. 
If you have .got a factual statement you want 
24 to put in, go ahead. 
. . 





'2 W·ITNESS WITTINE: 'The conurient that 
3 was made by Company's counsel is that the 
4 Company doesn't have a standard, and we. n~ed 
5 a standard by which to make. judgments. 
.6 If ~he Commission w~re to establish 
. 7. the standard. that the average capacity factor 
8 of all nuclear power plants was adopted as 
9 being the standard VEPCO would have refunded 
.10 consi~erably more money than _four point six 
.. 
11 million dollars over the first four years of 
~12 
ope_ration for Surry Unit Number 2. 
13 And my point in making that statement 
14 
is that you.need to look at the specifics 
15 
of each outag.e·. to m~e a determination as 
.16 
I 
to whether or not they are reasonable and 
17· 
just. You just can't -- I don't think you 
18 
can just assume -- I ·don't think yo_u can just. 
19 
sit down and establish a standard. You know, 
it • s ext·rerne·lY complex. 
20 
COMMISSIONER SHAJ.~NON: Are you· saying 
21 




WIT-NESS WITTINE: That is ~or~ect. 
24 





COMMISSIONER SHANNON: .All right. 
3 ·Than~ you_. 
4 
5 
* * 'It *. * * 'It * ."'t * . 

















































COMMISSIONER SHANNON·: Mr. Owens. 
MR. OWE-NS: Your Honor, I was just 
going to reiterate· somewhat what Staff 
Co\}nsel and Mr. Wittine saiq in partial. 
response .to Judge Bradshaw's answer. 
It' ~s our.view, and I know it is 
the Commission's view, that you said as 
a surrogate for competition and questions 
involving efficiency or prudency of 
operat1o·n are matters. for· your delib.eration 
and your determi.nat~on, because if you do 
not make it, then, no one else will make 
it. 
r" think this case that Hr. Wittine 
has brought to your attention· is a very 
cl~ar cut case.where the Company establishe~ 
a procedure. It did not follow the· procedure.· 
.It re·corded· results that required not one 
piece of .evidence but two different pie9es 
of evidence for that result ·to be put down. 
And as a result of not following ~ts own 
procedure, which i!? probably no more tban .. an 
administerial act of probinq the tube has 
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2 cost· the customer·, the consume~s ,· almost 
3 f~ve million dollars. 
4 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: You are getting 
5 into the realm of argument here. As .I said, 
6 . we wil.l reserve that for later. in this 
7 proceeding,. Mr. ·Owens. 
8 . But I .don 1 t think anybody disagrees·,; 
9 I don't think Mr.. Gary, ~. Rogers., or even 
'10 ·the Commission agrees that we are very 
11. in~erest~d in the 'efficiency of all utilities. 
12 
In fact,.we've had two very extensive studies· 
("\ 
13 
made· go·ing into the ~ffic~encies of various 
14 
aspects of VEPCO. This is our responsibility, 
15 
·and we will continue to tlo so. 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: I think every-
16 
17 
body in·this robm has misunderstood w~at I 
continue to say. 
18 




COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: I know you do, 
21 
Mr. owens. You just repeated it. 
.. 22 
My sole concern and· I'm going t~ q:u~ t 
23 
.n ·after this on~ line is we don'tloqk at them 
24 
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2" one at a time on just one little comp.laint 
3 here and one·· there. 
4 
' . 
MR. OWENS: This was brought up in 
5 conjunction·with the Fuel Clause hearing. 
6 And this· is a matter under that· 9-ocket 
7 numbe·r. 
8 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: All right! 
9 Mr. Gary • 
.. 
10 MR. GARY: If we· could, could we 
11. change our battipg order and put Mr. Proffitt 
~ 12 on first? 
13 COMMISSIONER·SHANNON: All r~ght. 











































W. L. PROFFiTT, a witness called by 
and on behal~ of the Company, Vir~inia Electric and 
Power Company, having first been duly sworn, testified 
as foll"ows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
· BY MR. GARY: 
Q Would you state your name and business 
address ·for ~he record,· please? 
A. w. L. Proffitt, Virginia Electric and 
Power Company, 7th and F·ranklin Stree.ts. I am Senior 
Vice President for ?ower for the Company. 
Q . Go ahead~ 
z::,. Well, I think the·re· are. severa_l. points 
that· the Company would. want the Conunission to unde·rstand, 
and.! would have to say :f:hat_ I-think·Mr. Wittine's 
presentatio~ this afternoon has attempted to reduce this 
?ituation to a yery ·clear, con!=ise error at one particular 
point_in time. 
·And I would hope to present to you· hopeful y, 
if we -have time, through Mr. Sylvia he·re -w.ith some 'slide 
pre~entations' that we are _dea~inq· with a. very complex 
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2 situation. And I think that the Commission is 
3 probably awar.e that the steam generator problem 
4 that· ha-s been identified at Surey is by no means 
5 unique to Surry. 
6 And the same· problems have been 
7 ·reported,. not only in Westinghouse ·units and other 
8 
parts of the cou;U_try, but in pressurized water reac-q·or 
9 ·pla~t$ desi-gned and"' built by other suppliers. And 
'10 
this. is a serious problel1l and the seriousness ~ith 
. 11 
which the indu~try views this is reflected in the 
12 
formation of an. OWners Group that at the present time, 
~ 
13 
with the support of the Electric Po\ver Research Institute, 
has·undertaken major research aimed at alleviating 
14 
15 
the effects of this problem. 
And twenty-two utilities have. bound 
16 
together in a cooperative effort 'and have· committed 
17 
18 
twenty-eigh·t million dollars to address this situation . 
. .. 
. . . 
And I hope Mr. Sylvia will ;be ·given time this afternoo_n 
19 




Mr. ~vi ttine, I think, attempted to 
'22 
sugges~ to you that this .. is ~ very simple thing, tpat 
23 
0· you transfer one thing to one_piece of paper and anybody 
. 24 
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2 that even is half paying attentio~ to what they are 
·a· doing ought to be -per.fectiy awarE? that, you know, the 
4 area is·obvious. And I hope that Mr. Sylvia will 
,. 
5 be able to show you that it's more comple~ than that, 
6 bhat there are remote indicators involved, ~here is a 
7 remote. gauging., there is a question of accessibili t.y 
8 
·and visibility, and all of these factors go into -:--
9 
10 MR. ROGERS: ·r object to th~t 




WI~NESS P.ROFFITT: And all these 
factors go intu ~hat to understand t~i~. 
. 14 And I };lope the Conunissi_on would 
. . 
·15 · understaPd that when we began this 
16 problem.-- and it wa~ first identified 
17 at Surry and Florida Power and Light, that 
18 · there was very Jittle known about the failure 
19 mechanism. And there was a serious question 
20 in the- minds of the NRC Staff.with which 
21 the Comp~ny has to deal about .the :safety · 
. 22 





And I would say in all s~ncerity that 
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0 2· there· was a question at one point in 
3 time in my mind as to whether or not 
4 Sur.ry units would be allowed to be 
s· . Qperated at all-because of this problem. 
6. But as a result of the investigati~n that 
7 
has been primarily spearheaded by our 
f • 
8· 
own people, supported certainly by 
9 
Westinghouse and others, that these 
saf~ty 6oneerns ha~e been tesolved, and 
10 
that.the development of these innovative 
11 
. . 
programs have contained. the problem and 
12 (""',. 
·identified it and have provided contin~ed 
13 
·operation of these units at capacity 
14 
factors exceedi11.g the national averag·e 
15 
for all reactor plants .. 
16 
And I would suggest that this 
17 
effort has resulted in ·the passinq on 
18 
of m~ny millions of dollars through the 
19 
fuel savings to our customers •. And I 
20 
would have to say with this outstanding 
·21 
performanqe it is very.disappointing to 
22 
the Company's management and to those 
23 
0. e.mployees w~o have worked with such 
24 
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dedication to have.the Staff ignore.this 
effort and th_is' accomplishment of the 
ultimate improved performance in favor 
-·of focusin·g on a single eve-nt .and its 
.negative impact·. 
It appears to me 'that in the 
Staff's view· near perfect performance is 
not quite good enough to avoid a penaL~y. 
Mr. Wittine could not recall the figure 
·that was -- or didn't know the figure 
how many tubes that the· Company h~s 
successfully probed"in this program since 
its beginning, and it's in the excess of 
one hundred thousand tubes that have been 
successfully probed without er~or. 
And to the best of ~ur k.nowledge and 
the .best of our· understanding,.this _one tube 
is the one tube that al~ the attention is 
being.focused on. 
Mr. Wittine has suggested that for 
the ten da-y·s in question we should not recover 
the fuel .clau~e differential for the rep~~ce.­
rnent. generati_on'. Bu~ I think he failed to 
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. co-nsider· two irnport~nt factors.. Perha.es 
the e'irst and Jnost impori;ant is that th.e 
.energy .th~t was in the nuclear core that 
was to be perhaps generated during·that 
period of time that·he has referenced wasn't 
lost~ It stayed in the core, and it was 
used at a later date. And I be.lieve t~at 
we can provide, if necessary, adequate 
basis to show that the value of that 
generation, as it was used, ultimately 
later had a greater value to the customers 
than it. did during the period in question. 
He also did not suggest .that the 
ten day question, or approximately ten day 
outage question, was not due entirely to the 
tube failure, but that the Company,. based o.n 
its own judgment" a~d its own· feeling ·of the 
situation, elected to do additional work 
during that time that we believed improved 
·the availability and·gave this unit a gr~ater 
performance than perha~s would have been 
realized otherwise. 
And it r~ally seems to me t:hat the 
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question that· the Commission should 
address in its overall consideration is 
not did the Company operate error-free. 
If we are to be judged by a one hundred 
percent standard, I assure you we will 
never re·ach it. 
But were the Co~pany's programs 
prop.erly established? Have they.been 
responsibly executed? And I believe that 
· op b~lance the facts wou~d indicate that 
the Staff's position and suggestion is 
without merit. 
And I will close by pointing.out 
to the Commission that as a result of 
the ~ork t:hat the Company ·has done,. there 
has not been ~ sing~e forced outage of 
eit.l1er. unit· a-t ~ur.ry in 1978 associated 
'With ste~ generator tube leakage.·· I 
point to that with·pride and as an 
· accomplishment_ tl':lat our Company and the. 
people responsible for it can be proud-
of. 
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BY MR. GARY: (Continuing} 
Q Mr. Proffitt, you mentioned the 
capacity factors of the Su~ry units in 19· 77 ,· November'· 
the. year in which the outage was. 
Do ·you have ·the numbers of the Surry 
capacity facbors versus the national average? 
A I have them. I have them ba·ck her·e. 
· The nati:onal average. ·and· the basis· of this figure is 
in what is called the NRC Gray Book Reporting, the 
national average w~s sixty-four· point four per.cent, 
~hile the Surry station ·was sixty-nine point eight. 
percent. · 
MR. ROGERS: What year is that 
for? I'm s~rry .. 
WITNESS WITTINE: 1977. 
BY t-1R. GARY: (Continuing} 
Q Sd with the outage your units were above 
the national average? 
A Yes. 
MR.GARY: No further questions. 
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.COMMISSIONER SHANNON: AnY .guest~ons? 
3· .MR. ROGERS: Do yo~ want me to. cross 
4 .now? 
5 COMMISSIONER SH&~NON: I think it might 
6 · be well .to 'defer. We have got to stop here. 
7 MR. ROGERS: I do want to cross iQ 
8 a couple of areas ~orne timea 
9 . COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Well, yo~ may 
10 stand· down. You will re·turn later wh~n w~ 
~1 continue th.is, Mr. Proff•i tt. 
. 12 ~· 
13 * * * * * * * ~ * * 
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B. RALPH SYLVIA·, a witness called .by 
4 
f 
and on behalf of the. Company, Virginia Electric and Power 
5 l company, hav.ing ·~irst been duly sworn by the Bailiff, 
6 





BY MR. BRASFIELD: 
I 
~ I 
1o · 1 
., 
I 
Q Mr.· Sylvia, do you w~nt to plug that 
·J:l . i 
f 
I 
in before you get started? 
12 
~ 13 
Mr. Sylvia, would· you please state 
14 I 
I 
15 f I 
16 I I 
I 
your .name and position w.ith VEPCO? 
a. ·Ralph Syl~~a. I'm Director of· 
Nuclear Opera.tions. 




position as Director of Nuclear Operations? 
I A I'm responsible for the overall opera·tion 
19 
·of both of our nuclear power stations. 
20 I • 




educatio·n, just a summary? 
A· I have a BS degree from Virginia 
23 I 
0 2!:1 I 
.. ·I· 
25 , .. 
P·olytechnic Institute in electr.ical e'ngineering, a graduate 
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semest·er hours to\o{ard a Master of Commerce degree, have 
.. 
a Senior Reac·tor Operator '.s license on Surry Units l and 
2. 
Q Have you been employed with VEPCO 
since finishing school? 
A . I've been with VEPCO since January 
of 1962. 
Q Now, are you familiar. with the ·problems 
the Company has encountered with its steam generators at 
the Surry Power Station? 
A Yes, I am. I have been involved with 
that in detail since it was in~tially encountered. 
Q Have you bee~ involved with the 
company's efforts to identify and correct those problems? 
A Yes, sir, I haz~. 
Q All right. Wou·ld you please give the 
Commission a summary, using the slides, and you can move 
around ~f you choose to, of. what the problem is and·. how 
the Company has dealt with that? 
A Yes, sir. I have a slide presen.tation 
~hat,first of all, defines the problem; secondly, I'have a 
discussion on how we developed the program for dealin~ with 
the problem; third, I want to discuss how we irnp~ement an 
~Tl~ Tl" \ YT OR . fnf mT ~F'POPTFR 
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13 
inspe~·tion and pl~gging outage • And, fou·rth, t~e -- I 
3 
want to discuss aspects which make implementation of the 
4 program very. di~ficult: 
$ 
After this discussion, I think you 
6 
will see why we d.idn '·t expect the program to be thoroughly 
7 
error-free. Our goal in· this program,_ fr·om the very 
8 
beginning, has been to maximize.the capacity factor of 
9 both of those units, Surry 1 and Surry 2.- We looked at 
10 it in terms of combining an inspection outage with· a run 
11 
time fn a manner which would maximize· the capac:ity factor. 
12 
~ 13 
And I- think· we have accomplished that goal. 
If ·you compare ~977 and '7:8 capacity 
14 
factors ·with the na tiona! average., you wi~l see that we 
15 
are well above average. In 1977, the Surry Station had· 
16 
a capacity -factor of over sixty-nine percent. The national 
17 
average was sixty-four. percent. In 1978, our capacity 
18 factor was s·eventy·-four point two percent,. and the 
19 nat~onal average was sixty-seven point two percent. 
20 
So, even with this problem we are w~ll 
21 




First of all, I would like to def~ne 
0 24 the problem. This first slide shows where the ste.am 
2.5 
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generators are in the plant. They are inside the concrete 
3 dome. The containment and· the inside of .a concrete shield 
4 
wall. The steam' generators-- there are three on. each 
5 
unit -- and the steam generators fu~ction ·to transfer heat 
6 
from water that is being circulated through the reactor 
7 
and through the steam generators to water in a secondary ·1 
·a 
system. So., he.at is transferred to that water and it makes 
9. 
the· steam which turns ·the turbine. 
10 
This next s~ide -- the· next slide is · 
~1 
a more detailed look at a steam generator itself. As· we 
12 go through the slides, if you have any questions 
""" . 13 
14 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: I think as 
15 
you refer to them, I think you ought to .say 
16 
one and two and so forth, so when we get 
17 




WITNESS SYLVIA: Number 2 .. This 
20' 
slide shows a. steam gene:r;ator itse~f. :i:t 
.21 
is seventy feet high, ·seventy feet tall; it 
22 
is twelve .feet in diameter at the lower section . 
23 
where the U-Tubes are contained. It is 
0 24 fourteen feet in diameter up in the moi$ture 
25 
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·separat~r section above this transition cone. 
The walls of this steam generator steel walls 
ar.e .two point eight inches thick. 
There are thirty-three -- three 
thousand three hundred and eighty-eight 
. U-Tubes in ea:ch st~am generator·. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: How many? 
WITNESS SYLVIA.: Three thousand 
three hundred and eighty-e.ight.., so; .it's 
doubie that many tube ends· to be inspected. 
I will discuss how it functions 
b;t"·iefly. The water from the reactor coolant 
system comes into one side of these p-Tubes; 
it goes up thro·ugh the tubes, back: out the 
steam generator through the other side. 
Other water from the secondary system ~s 
on the outside surface of these U-Tubes 
·in the· shell part of this· steam generator·, 
and it picks up the hea-t ."from the surface, 
the metal surface of those tubes in order 
to make steam. 
There are seven tube support plat~s 
I 
in. our steam generator. The tube support 
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·plates are three-f9urths of an inch, three-
quarters of an inch, thick; they are made of 
car-bon steel. The hole in the tube support 
plates where the tube pas~es through is 
point eight nine a·inch~s in.diameter. The 
outside diame.ter o£: the 4 tube itself, each 
tube is po·in_t eight seven five inches ·in 
diameter. 
So, the· angulus area be-tween th.e 
tube, the ~utside of.the tube, and the tube 
hole is seven point ~ive mills, or seven and 
a half one-thousandths of an inch. 
This third slide, Slide Number 3, 
shows the u-Tubes passing -- this is an 
elevation view o~ the steam generator. I·t 
shows the u-tubes passing through the tubes, 
tube, support- plates. The -- what is happening 
in··the steam generato;-s is that these tube 
. . 
support plates made of carbon steel, which 
is three-fourths of an inch thick, are cor-
roding. And the corrosion product of the 
tube support .plate occupies twice the volume 
as ·the carbon steel itself did. 
C:TT~ T~ \ YJ OR . cnrTRT J?FP0P.TF'R 
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So, what is h~ppening is that these 
seven t~be support plates are-expanding, 
. . 
and a~. they expand they are moving outward 
and at the·same time they are pushing in on 
. -the tubes themselves, because ther-e was only 
.a small gap, seven and a half mil-1. ~.ap 
initially. So, soon after the corrosion 
began that gap. filled with cor.ros·ion product:s. 
And·,. then, ·the corrosion of the cor- I 
rosion product bega:n to ·exert pre_ssure on 1.. 
the tubes in the steam generator. And that 
is· the dent~ng probl~; that's what ,we call 
denting. 
COMMISSIONER SH.i\,N-N.ON: It's just 
-·where the where that plate what do 
you call -the red? 
W·ITNESS SY.LVIA: That is the 
steam tube ·suppor·t plate. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: I"t's just 
where the support plate .comes in contact 
wit~ the steam generator tubes, when you 
have the denting? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. And 
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the big pi~ture is, there are ~even of these, 
seven different levels in the steam generator. 
And it 1 s where the tubes pass 
through these carbon·stee-1 tt;Lbe support 
plates which are three-quarters of an inch 
thick. So, it's in ·this three-quarters of 
an inch thickn~ss that this pressure,. this 
denting, the tubes as they pass through 
that plate. 
too 
0 1 1-1. Sylvia -·Direct 19 
2 ·Slide Number 4 shows where the dentj;.ng 
·3 occurred ·initi~lly. T·p..is is also a view ·of· one of the 
4 tube sheets. In thie middle of the tube sheets, there 
.5 .are slo-ts to allow f~uid f1o\v, for the distribution 
6 6f fluid flow for good-transfer characberis~ics. 
7 In between these .flow slots, there is. nothing but metal, 
8 whereas throughout the support plate it is primarily holes 
9 because of so many· tu·bes. Three thousa·nd, three hundred 
10 and eighty-eight tubes, but where there is more metal 
I 
11 and less holes, thembe support plate· itself is more 
~ 12. rigid so,. therefore, it cl.o~sn' t dare move as much as 
i 
13· this corrosion product builds ·up. So.- since it doesn't 
1. give it exerts more pressure in that ·area on the tubes 
15 themselves. 
16 And that is why the denting b~gan. 
17 Initia~ly, ldok~ng at these tubes close to the flow 
18 s.lots , or close to ·the metal between the flow slo.ts , 
19 we probed those to find ou·t. We probed leaki~g tubes 
20 
to find out how. much they had to be dented before they 
21 leaked, and we found out from that program that tubes 
22 
apparently began to leak when they were denting to 
n. 23 about five hundred.mills, half an inch, inside diameter. 
24 The ori·ginal inside diameter is point 
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seven seven five inches. So when these tub~s 
dented to about half a·n inch from point seven seven 
five inches, they began to leak. 
.So we used th~t knowledge to probe 
' tubes ~round.w~at we call hard spot areas where 
there was a lot of metal to find out when tubes 
were approaching five·hundred mills, so that we 
could plug those tube's before they leaked and 
~eturn th~· unit to service, hoping ·that the 
'problem would be confined to this area, and 
when we plugged those tubes in that parti9ular-
area, the pro·biem would go away. But that 
wasn't the case. After we plugged all these 
tubes around these hairlspot areas, the leaks 
continued and ~hey continued to occur more 
often, and they continued to occur out at other 
p·laces in tlie steam generator where the tube 
support plate was more resistive to movement. 
So we figured then that we. needed to 
go through a much more· sophisticated program 
for de-alins·with this problem. 
So, what we d.~d was develop an analytical 
model, a computer model,. a finite ·.element analysis 
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of the.tul;le. s-upport· plate.· The purpose of that model 
was to determine what parts of the steam generator 
would dent first. If this model is like a contour 
map of a -·- well, a contour map. I have a handout on 
'that 
Q Excuse me, Mr. Sylvia. I believe 
I am correct as identifyi~g this ·slide that he is now 
talking from as Slide No. 4? 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON:. Yes, it is 
Number 4. 
MR. BRASFIELD: I think we ought. to 
try to identify each ~ne for the record. 
Bailiff: Exhibit 1, sir? 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Let's see. 
Mr. Wittine's was JRW-9. We had this 
before .. I am not sure -- I am not sure 
whether 10 would be the next number or not • 
Let's 'see. Let me .look at the 
transcript. Yes, ten is the next nuwer . 
BRS-10. 
MR. BRASFIELD: Mr. Sylvia, what is 
.it you want to show as. BRS-10? 
MR. SYLVIA: This is a strain mod~l 
GARRETT J. WALSH. JR.- COURT REPORTER 
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of the steam generator· tube· support plate. 
We. use. thi.s to tell us what areas of ·the 
tube support plate· would be subject to the 
highest amount. o~ denting. In addi~ion 
to modeling·the steam support plate ~o get 
. a strained profile, o~ a denting profile, 
denting would be proportioned to .strain,. 
we al~o took measurements at different points 
in time to determine at what rate each part 
·of the steam ge~erator would be denti~g. 
So if we could find out what area 
of the steam generator to· inspect, based on 
where the .straining was, and \'le could determine 
the rate at which it was denting, we felt we 
could come up with a preventive to th~ 
plugging progr·am which would allow us to run. 
a period of time. withoutmving leaks. 
Our goal, there again, was to not 
make a research program out·of this. The 
data we had was empirical, it was hard to 
obtain, and what we tried to do was combine 
an inspection time with a one-time that · 
would allo~ us to maximize the overall capacity 
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2 factor of t·he unit . . 
3 COMMIS-SIONER SHANNON; In that 
. 
4. red circle, are there tqree.thousand, 
·s three hundred and eighty-eight ~ub~s in each~ 
6 qne cf those? 
. 
7 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. Thr~ugh 
8 each support plate there are three thou.sand, 
9 three hundred and eighty-eight tubes ·going . 
10 up. Well, i t)s ac·tually double· that. Three 
' 11 . thousand, thr~e hundred and eight yo-eight_ 
~ 12 o·n ea.ch side. 
. 13. COMMISSIONER SHANNON: On each side • 
14 .WITNESS SYLVIA: Right. This is the 
15 middle of the steam generator. It is cal~ed 
16 the tube lane. 
·17 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: That is a cross 
18 ·section of the U-Tube that we are looking at? 
19 WITNESS SYLVIA: Right •. That is a.cross 
20 section of the steam gener.ator. That would be 
21 looking right down on top of· the tube. 
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2 WITNESS SYLVIA: This would be the. 
3 top support plat~· if you looked at this : . 
. . 
4 slide and you looked at this one·-- or. this 
5' sketch -- in conjund:i:on with that one. This 
6 would be the top support p~ate, and these ~ould. 
7 be where the tubes are comins up one side, and 
. .. ... 
8 back down the other. 
9 .COMM~SSIONER SrmNNON: And I am looking 
10 at a cross secti9n of just one u~Tube?· 
11 WITNESS SYLVIA: No, sir. On this side 
~ . 12 
ot the steam. generatqr, this would be a--
13 COt.-IMISSIONER SHANNON: I see·; I see. 
14 WITNESS SYLVIA: ·This would.be an 
15 elevation view, a· side view, and going up this 
16 
---· 
side would be three thousand, three hundred and 
17 ·eighty-eight --
18 COMMISSIONER SHA~NON: How many U-Tubes 
. 19 are ·there in each generator? 
-. 
20 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Coming down this side 
21 
would be three thousand, three hundred and ~ighty-
22 
eight tubes. If you transferred this over there., 
23 
looking at it ·from a planped vi<:!w,. coming stright 
0. 
24 . . . 
up, you stand on tpp· looking down, coming straight 
GARRETT J. WALSH, JR.- COURT REPORTER 
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"2 up, you.have got the tubes coming.up --that would 
3 b e the tubes coming up ·t:;his .side of the steam 
4 gener~:tor, three .thous.and, .three hundred and 
-5 eighty-eight.· It makes that U up here, turns 
6· anq go back down·to the bottom. 
7 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Are·there a 
8 series of U-Tubes? 
.. 
·9 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. 
10 CO~IISSI.O.NER ·SHANNON:·· How many U-Tubes 
11" in each generator? 
~ '12 WITNESS SYLV~A: Three thousand, three 
13 hundred and_eighty-eight in each steam generator. 
14 You see, there are over ten thousand in all three 
15 steam generators. 
16 ·COMMISS~O~ER SHANNSN.: I guess I was a 
17" .little confused, because I thought these small~r 
.18 steam generating tubes were actually cont~ined . 
. 19 within each set of U-T~bes. .They· all form the 
. . 20 U-Tubes • 
21 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. The tubes, 
22 referring to themse·lves, are called U-Tubes. 
. 
23 ~ 
Any time we say .tubes, we mean U-Tubes.-
,. . 24 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: And what is the 
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diameter of each one ··of those tubes? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: The inside diameter 
is point seven-seven--five inches, and the outside 
I 
diameter is point eight·-seven-f~~~e inches. 
And the hole through which each of these 
three tho':lsand_, three hundred and eighty-eight 
tubes pass is point eight nine zero inches in 
diameter. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNO.N: That is in ·the 
supp9rt plate? 
· WITNESS SYLVIA: Sl~ghtly la;ger than 
the outside diameter of the tube-. itself. 
COl'4MI SS lONER SHANNON : What is that 
aga_in? 
WITNESS SYLVIA:· ·Point eight nine zero. 
B~ MR. BRASFIELD (Continuing) 
Q. Mr. Sylvia, you· have ·said that your 
objective .was to m~~imize capacity ~actors, and you also· 
said that you did no.t want t.o extend outag.e times for 
inspection. Would you elaborate on tnat? 
A When we found out that we had the problem 
in these· areas other than these hard spot areas, we felt 
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about inspecting· the entire steam. generator each't~me, 
and we figur~d that wo~ldGke us about three months to 
do that. 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: When you said 
each time, you mean when you had· it down?· 
WITNESS SYLVIA: · Each time we had a 
leak and had to shut down. Each time we had 
a leak the Nuclear Regula~ory Commission required 
us to shut down. When we discovered this 
problem, they redu9ed the leakage rate by a 
factor of three. ~ie were· allowed to have a 
leakage of one gallon pe~·rninrite, but when we 
found that we had th~s·denting problem, for 
safety reasons or to be conservative,. they 
reduced that leakage to point three gallons 
per minute. 
So that .is almost zero leakage. So 
any. time we had a leak, we had to shut down 
and go through one of these inspection programs. 
And as it became obvious the .tube leaks would 
· be m ·areas other than these hard spot areas , 
.we either had to come up with some program: 
for evaluating what is part of the steam·generator 
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should be inspected,· or we had to do . it all • 
Doi.ng it all would have been ·the· more ·perfect 
way to do it, but that would take apout three 
months. 
The program that we came up with 
allowed us to do an inspection in about three 
weeks. 
COMMISSION:-ER BRADSHAW: That wa.s just 
doing. a portion of it. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: That is right. Based 
on the strained contour maps that we get.from 
a comput~r model whic.h we developed in 
co~junction with the ~enting of the steam 
generator. 
·~ MR. ~RASFIELD (Continuing) 
Q Taking -- by taking more time with the 
outages, could y.ou have made your program.rnore nearly --
A Yes, we could have inspected more tubes. 
We could have double checked each one we inspected. We 
could have come up with more checks and balances that 
would have been quite tirne. consuming_, and ~ve could. have 
made a mer$ perfect program, but we felt that looking 
at the program itself, that ~vas deriv:ed, based on the 
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. 
practical approach. rather than the more s·<;:ientif.ic 
approac~, it was an ernpiri.cal program devel.oped on 
limii;:ed data, we felt that we would double check and 
have checks and balances on the more practical or more 
likely ways to make an error, ~nd conce~trate on getting 
the unit back on l.ine rather tlian staying down a~d 
checking and double checking and getting more data eaeh 
time we had inspection outage. 
· We felt this was the best way to_ meet 
the qv~rall goal o~ maximizing capac~ty factor, and ·r 
th~n~·the capacity factor ·itself has proven that our 
approach to _this was the proper one_. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Just to better 
Orient myself 1 nOW the_ Water frOm the S.eCO~dary 
system su~rot1nds the "steam generator tubes? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: And it also 
surrounds the· suppor..t plate? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: That is right. 
COt-U.1IS.SIONER SHANNON: And ·Of course, 
your water .from the primary system is in the 
steam generating tubes? Inside? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir·; that is 
correct. 
GARRETT J. WALSH. JR. - COURT REPORTER 
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2 eOMMISSIONER SHANNON: To what do .yqu 
3 attr._i.bute the corrosion on the support plate? 
4 Is it something in the water· that surrounds it? 
5 Or -- is th~re any theory on that? 
6 WITNESS SYLVIA: This is what is called 
7 the generic problem. Mo?t all of the steam. 
8 generators -- not only the 9nes ·made q 
9 Westinghouse, but t~se ·made by the others --
10 have experienced. -t;.he.se type of steam generator 
1i problems. I think it is a combinat·ion of 
r: 12 ~hings. I think the commercial unit that 
13 we have, the size of it and so forth', caused 
14 us to have·the steam generator that had not 
15 been previously demonstrated anywhe~e else. 
16 I think the higher tempexatures, the ~etals 
17 used and so- forth. led to this corrosion problem. 
18· When we ~nitially ·started out, we had what was 
19 called a thinning problem based o~ the original 
20 chemistry treatment that was use¢3., and this , 
. 
21 thin_ning probl~m was getting out of hand. 
22 We were plugging a significant number 
0 23 - of tubes to each outage, because it is 'thinning. 
24 So ~s a result o~ that, Westinghous.e recommended 
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that we . . go .to a· different for.m of chemistry 
treatment. We did, and when we went to the 
different form· of chemistry treatment--
COMMISSIONER ·SHANNON: In treating 
the water? · 
31 
WITNESS. SYLVIA: Treating the secondary 
water, yes, sir. We got into this denting' 
problem. I think the switch over recommended 
·by Westinghouse maybe accelerated the program, 
but I mention that mo.st all pressurized water 
reactors have ·some typ.e of tube l?roblems in their 
·Steam generators. 
The.Surry units and the units at 
Florida Po~er and.Light experienced a problem 
more severely than. others i~itiall.y. We. are· 
ahead of some. o·f the other units in. severity, 
because we are loca.ted on salt or brackish 
·water. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: This denting 
occurred only where the support plate comes in 
contact with the~eam generator tubes, is that 
·correct·? 
WITNESS SYLVIA:· Yes, .sir. The corrosion. 
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product _from the Slpport plate. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: I ·believe you 
said that was carbon steel? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Y~s, sir. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: How do we know 
that is_ not going to continue when you get your · 
new u-nits in? 
WITNESS SYLVI~: The. new units don't 
ha¥e carbon steel support plate~, first of all • 
They are standard ·steel support plates. , And 
th~ new units don't have circular holes. Th~y 
have what is called quadrofoil. It ·is like 
a f.our leaf clover. The small current·s is only 
over a very small area of the hole -- around 
the entire hOle. Plus we are putting in 
additional equipment in our condensate system, 
the system the water comes from· that goes into 
the steam generator to make that ·water more 
pure~ We are designing components into the 
I 
rest of the sy~tem· that is compatible with the 
new type o~ chemistry treatment. It is \:alled the 
all volitile tre~tment. 
Remember I said that initially we weren't 
0. • 
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desi_gned for that type of treatm_ent, ·so 
therefore we didn't have that initial equipment • 
The equipment i~.the rest of·the system, the 
. secondar'y system; the secondary system -- the 
feed water and condensate ·system wasnt.t designed 
·for all volitile ··treatment. 
-----
GARRETT J. WALSH, JR. - COURT. REPORTER 
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2 I CHAIRMAN BPADSHAW: ·Mr·. s·ylvia, 
. 34 
3 i~ you have a leak, how do you know which. 
4' one it is? Can you see it? 
5. WITNESS SYLVIA: What·you do if 
6 you have .a le~k, you know you have a leak, 
7 the water leaking out of it. If you have 
I 
8 I I a leak, the rack cooling system 
9 t CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: I mean, can 





WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. If 
~ 
·13 . you have· a leak·,. what you know -- first of 
14 all, while you are opera~ing, you.know you 
15 have a leak, and you know that because 
16 ·this reactant coolant inside the tubes is 
17 at a higher pressure than the.water on the 
18 outside of the tubes. So, the -~ and 
19 the water on the secondary side of the 
20 steam generator has no radioactivity in 
21 it. The water on the p~imary side --
22 CHAI~N BRADSHAW: So, you 1 ve got 
23 a leak, you shut it down? 
"' 
2..4. WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. You 
25 
STTF. T~ A YtOR • COURT REPORTER 
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monitor the fact that·you·have a leak by 
~ 
I 
3 picking up some activity and the amount.of 
4 activity allows us to calculate ··the .leak· 
5· rate. And we shut down. 
6 CHAIBMAN BRADSHAW: Okay. Once 
7 you shut c;lown you can go ·right to the one 
8 that is lea~ing? 
9 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. Once we 
10 shut down we open up these man .ways a.nd go 
11 up under. it so that we have. access to the tUbe·. 
12 she.ets. This is where all of the tubes 
(' 13 terminate, is in the tube sheet. 
14 Once we shut down, we reduce the 
15 pressure on the primary side and we increase 
16 the pressure outside the tubes and go under-
. . 
17 neath the tube sheet, and we look at which 
18 tube the water is runnin~ ou-t of. 
19 CHAIRMAN BRADSHA~v: Okay. 
20 WITNESS SYLVIA: Do you have any 
2·1 other question.on ~h~t denting is and what 
22 . cur approach ·was to try.and live with the 
'1 
23 problem and operate the unit as a result of 
(\ 24 having the problem? 
2·s 
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If not, I would like to go through 
how we perform one of these inspection 
·.programs. First of" all I . looking back on 
the strai~ profile --
MR. BRASFIELD: BRS-10. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: We get that informa-
tion from the computer model. We·get that 
information from Westinghou~e and from that 
we determine what parts of the steam generator 
is to. be inspected. An example of that is 
shown on ·the next --
BY MR. BRASFIELD: (Cont~nuing) 
Q Is that ·Page 2 of BRS-10? 
A· That would be Page 2. This .is an 
actual tube sheet map for one of the inspection outages. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Is this the 
one that is he-aded up "Series 51"? 
~vi'TNESS SYLVIA: Yes, si~.. You ;:;ee 
, the crosshatch section in the middle? 
CHA:IRMAN· BRADSHAW: Yes. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: That's what is .not 
·r------------------------~------------------------------------~ 
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to be inspected on the hot leg. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: The computer 
tells you 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Eve~yt?ing in 
there is not swaying enough to warrant 
inspection. Below the dotted l.ine , at near 
the tube lane, is _everything to be inspected 
'on the.hot leg side. So that map tells ·us 
what tubes are to be insp~cted. 
And from that map we make a 
-data sheet listif!g all the tubes. to be 
inspected.· And that's Page 4 of BRS-10. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHA~v: Is this the 
actual sheet ~hat you relied on for this 
pa~ti·cular tube in ·quest~on? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes·, sir. Yes, si·r. 
We make this, what's called -- this is called 
an Eddy ·Current Test Sequence She~t. ~ve 
make this·sheet up ·so that· the operators of 
·the Eddy Current equ~pment will know wha~ tubes 
to run the probe. ~P into .. 
And they take this into the co~-
tainment and they, with. the idea, or the intent, 
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of probing each one of the tubes listed. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: ~11 right.· 
This tube.we are talking about,, 
RSC26, that's· the one in question, isn't it? 
WITNESS SYLVI~: Yes, sir. 
CHAIPMAN BRADSHAW: Where woulq 
that be on this little chart? 
~~ITNESS SYLVIA: Well, I didn •.t 
try to pick out the chart that had that 
par~icular one. on it. I have that. ·I can 
g_et it for you • 
J 
MR.·BRASFIELD: That's ~RW~S .in 
this proceeding, Your Honor. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: That's right. 
That's in the other testimony. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: I thought that 
is what I just asked him, if this was the 
sheet in question. 
MR. BRASFIELD:. I think he gave 
you the wr.ong answer, Your Honor. 
· ~~ITNESS SYLVIA; No. 
BY MR. BRASFIELD: (COntinuing) 
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Q The sheet you have before you on 
your axhibit· is not the sheet that shows the tubing? 
A That's·what I thought I s.aid. 
. C.HAIRMAN BRADSHAW: I misunderstood . 
yo:u, then. 
·COMMISSIONER SHANNON: I think 
JRW-5 shows that, doesn't 'it? 
· WITNESS ·sYLVIA: Right. You have 
a sheet. 
·coMMISSIONER SHANNON:. Mr. Wi ttine,' s, 
JRW-5 •. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Well, regardless 
~iiTNESS SYLVIA: This is a typical 
sheet j·ust to show you are talking about how 
we go through the program. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Okay . 
WITNESS SYLVIA: And this is just 
a typical sheet to show ~ou what we do to 
get the information to the. Eddy Current 
equipment operators' in o~der for them to. 
know which tubes to inspe·ct. 
CHAIRMAN BAADSHAW: ~~as this a tube 
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that, th~s RSC26, was it--
3 WITNESS SYLVIA: It. was lis·ted • 
. 4 
CHAIRMAN BFADSHAW: As one to be 
5 inspected? 
··6 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. It was 
7 
listed as one to be ins·pected. 
8 CHAIRMAN BPADSHAW: Okay. Was it 
9 in fact inspected? 
10 
WITNESS SYLVIA.: No, sir. 




the sole issue here? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir., ;!es·, 
14 
sir. But I think in order to address this we 
15 
need to understand the entire 
16 
CHAIRl-iAN BAADSHAW: Go ahead. I. 
17 didn't mean to short -c·ircui t things too much. 
fa WITNESS SYLVIA:, On this particular 
·l9 
outage where we missed the tube, it was the 
2.0 
second one of .these outages that we have. done. 
21 I 
' . 
There were.over six thousand tubes to be 
2.2 
· inspect.ed , many of which were to be insp~cted 
23• 
with three different sized probes. We insp~ct 
0. 2-4. I 
with three different size prdbes .to try to get 
25. 
~TTF. 'rll .\ YY.OR- COURT RFP0RT'ER 
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a feel for how much each of these tubes r.isted 1 
each of these six thousand·some tubes, have 
dented·. 
Okay. The field equipment opera~ors 
take this data sheet into the cpntainment 
and they use this device 
BY MR~ ·BRASFIELD: (Continuing) 
Excuse me, Mr. Sylvia. You are ref·er-
ring to Slide 5? 
A 5. They use this device to remo.tely. 
position· Eddy Current probes up into the u-Tubes·. What 
we are looking at now is a mock-up showing from under.the 
tube sheet. And thi~ probe, this device, you go in and 
you attach it to tube poles themselv~s and, then, you can 
program it. from outside to move through the tuQe support 
plate. remotely and automatically through·to monitor or 
probe the tube as far as the probes will go. 
CHAIRMAN ~RADSHAW: How long did 
you say the tubes were? Near seventy feet? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: .The steam genera~or 
is seventy feet. The tube bundle goes up to 
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a little over forty feet. 
\ 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Does that little 
probe go all. the way up? 
WITNESS .SYLVIA: It goe·S all the 
way up each side.· Most probes will hot· go 
·around the U-Bend so we do each side separately. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Can yo.u ever 
check the turns? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: We have checked 
.the tqrns, but that takes a special probe. And 
when we check the turns we are not looking for· 
denting because ~he denting only occurs at 
the support plates·.~ We .are looking .for some 
other type of ·flaw or crack. 
And we have oeen required to inspect 
those also. And we developed a technique .for 
·doing it. 
CHAIRMAJ.'l BRADSHAW: . T.hat -.- I might 
be oversimp.lify~ng.it, but tpat's like a mike· 
isn't it? You just mike the diameter of the 
tube. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Re.motely. But at 
the same time we are getting Eddy Current 
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information which is a signal that tells you 
the condition of the·tube. ·we are monitoring 
this-. This Eddy current probe will tell us 
each time it goes through a support plate 
which allows us to kpow where the probe i~ 
when you leo·~ at the printout we get from it, 
which is a strip chart and a magnetic tape, 
and also will pick up any flaws in the tube 
such. as a cra·ck, or thil) spot,· or ·serape on 
. it, or.anything that.we should be concerned 
about, anything that would cause a leak and 
cause us· to shut down. 
So,. we are do~ng a lot more with 
th~s than just· gauging. 
. COMMISSIONER SHANNON: ·would you say 
this is all done through the computer, 
electronically? . 
WITNESS SYLVIA: It's d·one remotely. 
I can, on th~ next slide, which will. be.6, 
show you. One of_ the later slid~s will show 
~iOU the remote equipment and how they are 
operating it remotely. 
But this slide shows -- this is the 
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bottom of the steam generator, and this slide 
shows the. cabling coming out on that -- wnat 
is called the finger water. That remote 
position •. And this slide here s~:tows the worker . 
in order to give you an idea of the size of the 
hole that he has for access to the 'steam 
~enerator and gives you a little fe~l for the 
type of protective. clothing i;.hat. he has .to 
wear while he is· _performing these duties. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: What is the 
level of·radioactivity? 
W·ITNESS SYLVIA : It 's very· high. 
Up in the steam generator near the tube sheet 
it's so high that·when a worker goes in to 
_do anything, at times he can only ~tay about 
three minutes.and that further csmplicates 
the p~oblem. Because, just to perform a si:rnp.le · 
task, you ha~e a lot of turnover of people. 
COMMISSIONER ~~ANNON: How about 
the gentleman operating the remote controL? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: ~e· .get him· out 
into an area that is much less radioactive. 
cm1MISSIONER SHANNON: But, still --
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I 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Right. There is 
3 
still some radioactivity, but it's.a level 
4 
where he can work ·no·rmal working hours and 
: 5 perform his duties. 
6 
This is the drive unit for the remote 
7 





BY MR. BRASFIELD: (Continuing) 
11 
o· That was Slide 7? 
12· 
·"". 13 
A Yes., sir. 1This ·is Slide 8 •. · This is. 
another look at the remote device up under the·tube 
f4 
sheet. This overhead is sixteen ~nches i~ diameter. 
15 
16 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: That's 
17 




~viTNESS SYLVIA: Yes , sir. There 
2·o 
ar~ two .openings, one on the·hot leg side, 
21 
one on. the cold leg s~de. ·It's the only. 
22 
access to the·area under the tube sheet, 
23 
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BY MR. BRASFIELD: (Cont~nuing) 
3 
Q Does your wor~er have to go up in 
4· 
there to position --
5 
A He has to crawl up in ~ere to position 
6 
this device. ·You have to move it .. It won't get the 
7 
entire. steam· generator. And he is only allowed to stay 
8 
thre.e minutes at times .. · So, just to do that one task we 
. . 
9 
have a turnover of several people. 
10 And, the_n, when we p1ug it -- pl.ug the 
11. 




the plugs in manually. Also, you can only take three 
·plugs at one time. And these tUbe ~heets aren't marked. 
·14 
There is no identification. And there· are forty-six rows 
15 
of tubes in ninety-s~x columns. 
16 
So he has to go up in there and .look 
----
17 
up under the tube support plate which looks like a bunch 
18 
of holes and has to·· start counting in order to plug a 
19 
tube or to probe a tube that'he j.s supposed to probe. 
20 
~1 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Is that a 
22 VEPCO employee that does that, or is that 
2.3. 
a contract-employee? 
~ 24 ~~ITNE5S SYLVIA: · Both. This each one 
25 
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of these tube plugging outages, that's about one hundred 
people and we ·supp~ement our people with contract labor. 
And Westinghouse also, their personnel also help us wi~h 
·the program. 
~FE Tl? AYLOR. COURT REPf>RTER 
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2 A As a matter ~f fact, the plu~ging is 
3 they do the plugging. We have to supply the manpower. 
4' .Q. Do some of the tubes have to be p~obbed 
5 manually? You can't use your remote tubing pr.ob~ng? 
6 A That is tight. The device for remote 
7 probing-of the tubes will not get all locations. And 
. 
8 the~, too, we saw back on the other slides, some of the 
9 tube holes that ere us·ed to hold the device itself t:hrough 
10 cam locks, so, therefore, we can't do all of the ~lugging 
11 -- all.the probing with the remote device. We al~ays 
~ 12 mis.s ~orne tubes, and wh~n the· Eddy Current· interp~eter 
13 is looking at the data sheets that the field operators 
14 ge~ for him op each tube, that is one thing he does. 
15 He looks at the flaws, he lo·oks at the signal to 
16 determine when it \o~ent: thi:Q.ugh a support plate,. and 
17 figures out which. one it·stops at. And he looks for 
,_18 missed tubes. 
19 He looks for places on the data 
20 sheets. he is supposed to have a signal, and he didn't 
21 'get it, or the signal doesn't look r~ght. He will know 
22 something is wrong. A tube needed to be reprobeq, and 
0.23 
24 
there are always a number of tubes d .. uring. each inspection 
to be reprobed, and they are identified by the interpreter 
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·-I· might add ·here, too, that.that 
interpr.e·ter is a highly specialized pers·on. It is a real 
art in the reading.of the data. He reads it f~om just. 
getting samples from known flaws and known dent·s; and 
just ·practices· and practices and.practices un~il he can 
understand \V'hat the ·signal·s that he· is getting is telling 
him. 
There are only about fiye in the country, 
· an.d we are very fortunate to have go.tten an interpreter. 
-- a· qualified interprete-r to Surry, such .that he didn't 
nold up the outage. 
Not having an ~nterpreter would hold 
up 'the outage, and normally we are only able to get one. 
We feel fortunate to get one, and he works long hours. 
.• 
CO.MHISS·IQNER SHANNON: For whom does . 
he·work, Westinghouse? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: We get him from a place 
called Ze~ex cor_poration. Westinghouse has 
one interpreter, but if we have a problem, the 
' i:q.terpreter we ·hi_re identifies the ·problem. 
We. use the W'est~nghouse .int.erpreter as a back-':lP. 
COMMI·SSIONER .SHANNON:. Just to ~~nf~~m, · 
say . 
GARRETT J. WALSH·. JR. - COURT REPORTER 
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MR. BRASFIELD: How does the int.erpreter 
-rY'b-c.-e_. 
.know what strip chart and C?Scilloscope ..:Erait::s 
relates to what tube? 
WITNESS SY~VIA: Let me go .to the next 
slide. These are the --
MR. BRASFIELD: This is Number 9? 
·COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Nine. 
WITNESS SYLVIA:' These are the field 
Eddy Current test operators. This ·gentleman 
here is positioning the. Eddy Current device --
remote device~ This is a device which remotely 
probes the tubes. We get three sig·nals. out. 
This is an oscillosco~~,. and that is just for 
current reading. The reading -- the value that 
is showing up now. Then we. record. it on the 
magnetic tape, and a strip chart, and these 
fellows here. have the data sheets that generate 
from the tube sheets, and they mark on· e.ach 
strip chart what tube they think ~hey are 
probing. What tube they are supposed to be 
probing. 
MR. aRASF I.ELD : How do. they know that I 
what tube they are probing~ · 
GARRETT J. WALSH, JR.- COURT REPORTER 
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WITNESS SYLVIA: Well-, they get a 
refer.ence when they put the remote posi.tion 
up the first time. The .-- t.hey count· ,rows 
~ 
and co1umns, and they have c; reference, and 
they go to that reference. 
1 ...... MR". I • BB.ASF IELD : They can just move 
it automatically? The¥ start off in row one, · 
~nc:l just move it o-ver to three, and ·they would 
know the 
·WITNESS.SYLVIA: But occasion~lly they 
will get to a tube .that it-won't go up in, 
qecause ·they won't get every· place ih the 
steam-generator, plus t~ey can't ge~ the ~ales· 
that are being used to hold the device itse·lf .' 
MR. BRASFIELD: They can't see what is 
going on in the steam gener~tor. They are just 
reading the instruments. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Right. So they get 
the data, they mark the strip charts as to. what· 
they are supposed to be in ~-
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW:· Can they make 
a mistake? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Sir? 
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·coNMI.S$IONER BRADSHAW:· Can ·they put 
·down data from one tube that really is anotner 
tube? 
!33· 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Oh, yes; that is likely, 
th~t·they might make a mistake. And this. is why 
we need this highly specialized interpreter, 
because he can identify something unusu~l about 
the signal. He would know, based on his knowledge 
of the -- of what the signal sho.uld look like, 
and he~uld have a pretty good idea of what the 
signal ~hould look like for each tube, because 
these strained profiles give him an ~~ea of w~at 
to expect.the reading to be. 
And if we have something that was real 
strange, ··that is something he does.· He would 
identify that, and he. would have us go in and 
hand· .Probe ·that over again. This is what I mean. 
This is by n6 means an exact science. 
CO~~ISSIONER ·BRADSHAW: What do you mean 
by, 'hand probe?' 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Well, instead of us_ing 
a remote device, a guy would go in and count 
these columns and be sure .he put the device up 
GARRETI J. \VALSH. JR. • COURT REPORTER 
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2· in-to. the. right tube. 
3 COMMIS.S IONER BRADSHAW: Okay. 
4 WI'l'NESS SYLVIA-: Sa. these ·gentlemen get 
5 the data, and then they turn· it· aver to this 
6 interpreter. 
7 CO~~ISSIONER SHANNON: What do you call 
8 the gentlemen that collect the data? 
g·. WITNESS SYLVIA: .Field test equipment 
10 operators. Field operators. Eddy Current test 
il equipment. 
r". 
12 COMM-ISSIONER SiANNON: And then you say 
,. 
13 it goes. to the .. mterpreter for his evaluation, 
14 and if there is a question then you have it 
15 confirmed by another interpreter? 
16 WITNESS. SYLVIA: Yes, if he gets a signa;L 
.17 that is questionable. The first thing we would 
18 do is we would probe that tube over again. If it· 
19 still. is questionable, we would get another 
20 interpreter to give an ·opinion. It is an art. 
21 It is not an e."<act s-cience. To read the signal~ 
22 is definitely pure art, and he would give an idea 
23 of what he thi.nks that signal means. 
0 
24 Let's move on to ten. 
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This slide shows hdw a worker has to 
dress out to go up into t~e generator, up under 
the generator· where the tube sheets are. Normally, 
he has on two sets of cotto.n coveralls, protective 
clothing •. And he has on this wet suit that is 
plastic, and it is all t.aped up so there are no 
·holes in that .. 
Then. he has on an air hood which is supplied 
from a brea ting air sour.ce. So any. body working 
up under.the steam generator has to dress in th~t 
manner in order to wor~. 
This will be 11. This is the Eddy Current 
interpreter. The field .Eddy Cl?-rrent opera tor.s 
have gotten the information, and they have given 
it to him, so he has the st·rip chart right here, 
and mark on this· cbart what tube they were 
probing, and then he has-- as a· back-up,·he has 
the magnetic tape. He normally uses a ·strip chart. 
first·,. and this is the· data sheet tha.!=- he has 
in front of him, and he is marking on this data 
sheet inform~tion from the strip chart. 
When he looks at the strip chart he 
first looks to see~e signals on tpe strip chart 
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-- i.~ t·hey are detecting ~ny flaws. If you 
get a flaw, you plug that tube~ whether it was 
--whether the.fl~w was caus~d by denting or 
whether it was'caused by some .other reason. 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: Is he interpreting 
while they are in a particular tube, or does he 
look at the strip charts and do this later? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: He qoes that later. 
He likes to work back in a quiet, c~ean plac~. 
He normally works in t:he back·of'a motel, and 
he·wants to ge~ away.. from everybody to do this, 
and he works long· hours to try to keep that 
fro~ becpming --·he is. the critical path at one 
time, and he works long hours to keep from holding 
the unit off line. 
So, wh~t- he is looki·ng for first of all 
is to pick up any flaws. He is .looking to watc~ 
he marks ·or· notes the ·sig.nal each time a probe 
passes a tube support plate; ~nd he identifies 
where the probe stops. Which support pla~e it was. 
Which of the seven it would not pass. And if it 
won't pass, they· start out wit·h-a six-fifty•probe. 
If it won•t pass. the six-fity probe, then he makes 
.GARRETI J. WALSH, JR. ·COURT REPORTER 
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2 a list of tubes that needs to be marked with 
a. a six-ten prob~ point -- point six one zero. 
4 Then, when he gets the data from the six-
5 ten probe, .he makes a list of all the tu~es that 
6. need to be m~nitored with a point five fou~ zero 
7. probe, and then we get ali that-data_ and give 
8 it back to him, and he also tells us if there are . 
9 tubes in the program to be inspected. Tubes to m 
10 inspected. Tubes that we missedo And we always 
11 miss some, because of the way we have to go abou~ 
"' 
12 doing it. 
1a He tells u; which ones we. miss, and then 
·14 we go back and hand pro~e those. And he can tell 
15 us whi~h ones we may have a strange reading from, 
16 and we go back and hand probt? those. ---. 
17 Then we get all the data ~- we get the· 
' . 
18 flaws~d make·a list of any flaws we may have, 
19 and thin tubes, and tubes that a.ppear to be 
20 cracked. ·we found out what·. tubes ~ill pass the 
21 five-forty·, which tub~s wpn 't pass the six-ten, 
22 which won't pass the six-fifty. And from that 
~ 23 
we appy the plugging crit~ria, which is lisi:ed 
24 in the testimony already._ 
GARRETT J. WALSH. JR. • COURT REPORTER . 
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We ·p~ug two beyond ·which won't pass the ~ive-forty. 
We plug· anything that won't pass the six-ten. 
This is just a concept of the· plugging program. 
. COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW What is the 
mechanics of plugging.? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Sir? 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: How do you plug 
them? You can•t go up tnere and weld. 
WITNESS SY~VIA; We do weld if the plugs 
leak, but the -- if they don't. hold properly. 
.But the method of plugging is exp~sing. You 
pick the tube up, plug up .in. the tube, and y.ou· 
remotely detonate the· charge, and.it swells it 
out~d.mak~s the seal. 
CO~~ISSIQNER SHANNON: . You inspect what, 
about eighteen thousand tubes in a unit? 
WITNESS S~LVIA: Yes. The program.has 
been expanded. It is not as large as it was, 
but this particular outage that we are discussing 
had over s.ix thousand, and many qf them had to · 
. be probed. three times; ·six-fny, six-ten~ and 
five-forty. And I \vould estimate ti1at each 
1 
outage 
we probe ten to fifteen thousand tubes, and 
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we h~ve _had, Irthink, t;en outages-- elev~no 
So ·we have plugged over, I guess I would estimate, 
a hundred and twenty-five --· excuse me·, .I estimate 
we have probed around a hundred and twenty-five 
thousand tubes. .. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: How is a tube. 
like~is missed? Is it human error? 
~ITNESS SYLVIA: On this particular 
· one, the Eddy. Current interpreter put doWn 
data that:we didn't have. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: I don't follow 
you. When you ~ay you put. down data· you didn't· 
have . 
WITNESS ·sYLVIA: Thembe wasn't probea, 
and as le was going through here, this d~ta sheet, 
putting down the information from the strip chart, 
he was getting· routine readings· for this particular 
area .of the steam generator, and he s.aid he had 
been working twelve or f9u.rteen hours, and he was 
seeing a trend in t!1is direction, and he 
inadvertently ~ut down a reading on the data 
~heet for a tube he·did~'t have. 
COMMISSIONER BAA.DSHAW: You mean the two 
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operators that we.showed on the previous ~lide 
didn't giye him any information, but he --
WITNESS SYLVI.A: He recorded it on the 
data sheet anyway. 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: He made a judgment . 
on the tube that wasn't inspected?. 
. WITNESS SYLVIA: Well, one of the things 
he is supposed to do is tell us ~f we missed a 
tube, and that is whe~e th.e error was made. 
• • I 
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·wiTNESS SYLVIA: He didn't tell us 
we missed a tube. He recorded the fact that 
some data did exist. He recorded that it did • 
CQMMISSIQNER _SHANNON: It was the 
interpreter's error? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Righto And, as I say, 
he his knowledge of the steam generator, 
what he expects .to see, probably hurt him ~ere, 
because·he was looking at this particular area 
and the other tubes in that area wer·e passing 
. . 
.t~e six-fifty, and he just p~obably was going 
too fast. and it was a long day and he put down 
data that did not exist. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Then, how·did. 
you discover that the tube had been missed 
-after he put down the wrong data?. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: What we Q.ld, after 
the tube leak, after the. tube leak, we didn't 
know what had happened, ~nd th~ first thing 
well, wh~t -- we had an idea that there was 
something -- that somethi~g was wrong, b~cause 
even after the unit went on went back on 
'the line we began to compare a March data, the 
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d~ta on the previous outag~ with the data we 
3 
got from the Sep.tember outag·e, and we found 
4 
that this particular tube passed. -- ~hat he 
5 
.had record~d as passing; I believe it was 
6 
a six-fifty in Septembar, didn't pass it 
7 
i.n March. 
8 So, we knew.so~ething was wrong. We 
9 
knew he-must have missed data on the tube we 
'10 
didn't probe, .because th~ tube definitely 
·11 
didn '·t -- the dent ~idn' t go aw~y. 
12 .. 
~ CQMMISSIONER SHANNON: Well,· where you. 
13 have this many tubes, if you miss one at 
14 least· would that still ~how up on your checks?· 
15 
It wo~ld look like the· radioactivity_ that would 
16 
come would be so remote it would~be difffcult. 
17 WITNESS SYLVIA: Well, they c·ranked 
18 
down the limit so bad that any "leak·' if you · 
19 
have any le~k· at all we will have to,-~hut 
. 2·0 
down. You: see, if we h.ad ou}:' normal leakage· 
21 
rate .that we had before we discqvered the problem·, 
22 
we could have ·continued to operate. ·But they 
23 
cranked down on.the limit as a safety preca~tion 
0 24' 
I 































You mea.n th.e 
~iiTNESS SYLVIA: The NRC, yes 1 sir. 
Any leaka~e will shut you down·. 
.CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: W~ll 1 now let me 
WITNESS SYLVIA: We hav.e -- we had 
checks to make sure that all the tubes in the 
.Program --or, we-thought we had checks to make 
sure that all the tubes in the program were 
checked.· And our checks consisted of taking 
the ·tube· maps. which identifies all the tubes 
to be inspec.ted a·nd 1 then, taking map.s that · 
show all the tubes that pass the six-fif~y, 
compare that map with.the ones we had to 
inspect 1 and make sure all of them were in--
spec·ted with the six-fifty, and we ~1/ould, then, 
take the maps for those that did not pass the 
·six-fifty, we would look at maps. back here in 
Richman& to see that all the ones that didn't 
pass the six-fifty were inspected with a six-
ten, then, we would take the maps to show --
·to see that all of them that didn't pass the 
six-ten were inspected with the fLve-forty~ 
SUE TRAYLOR· COURT REPORTER 
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We thought· that would be the best 
~ay to check ·aga~nst missing a tube from the 
program. · I feel that ·recording data that 
doesn't exist was just an unlikely way to. 
I!lake a mistake. 
And we, ahead of time, did'not think 
of -- did not. think that that was a likely 
way. 
BY MR. BRASFIELD: . (Continuing) 
Q Do you hav.e checks for that no\v? · 
63 
A Yes, sir, we do. We have two differen:t 
ways of checking. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Mr •. Sylvia, le.t me 
get something straight. This outage was in 
November. 
·~viTNESS SYLVIA: Right. 
CHAIRMAN a·~oSHAW: ·And you had inspected 
. it· in Sept~tnber? 
· WITNESS SYLVIA: ·Yes, sir.· 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Just a .couple of 
months before?· 
STTE TRAYLOR -·COURT REPORTER 
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WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: And the previous 
inspection was the March inspection of the 
t 
.same year, the preceding March? 
WITNESS ·SYLVIA: .Yes, sir. 
CHAIRM&'l .BRADSHAW: And this particular· 
tube in March was one you were put on notice 
about that didn't pass ·what _size test? · 
·WITNESS SYLVIA: We weren't; put on 
notic.e but we -- in March the tube passed 
the-- would not pass·a six-fif"ty probe. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: That's what I 
mean. In March it 4id not pass a six-fifty. 
~iiTNESS SYLVIA: But it did pass a 
s·ix-ten. So in March ;i. t wasn't required to 
be plugged by a plugging criteria. 
CHAIRMAN B·PADSHAW: But ·the March test 
of this particular tube pointed it out as 
one for you to inspect i~ Septem.ber? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Well, the program 
itself, a strain profile, pointed it out as 
one to be inspected in September. It was 





























it was one to be inspected, too • 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Okay. I'm just 
moving up. in time, though, ·from March to 
.. september. In September it was on -- in 
the area to be probed. again because of the 
March test. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. That's 
correct. 
65 
CHAIRMAN BPADSHAW: And your operator 
did no~ test it? They gave this interpreter 
no data for that particu1ar·tube? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: That's right. This 
was· one o! the tubes that they miss~d. And 
missing tubes is not at all unusual. We count 
on the interpreter to identify which ones 
are missed. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW·: But he interpreted 
wi.thout any data: ;n front of ·him? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: .Yes, sir. And. w.e 
didn't have a check against that. W~ --our 
checks show that we checked to see that we 
had data on each tube in the program and. we,--
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.in September, how many tubes were you supposed 
how many tubes had you planned to check in 
SeptembeJ:? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: A little over six 
thousand. I don't recall. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: A .little over 
six thousand. . 
COMMIS~IONER SHANNON: I believe you 
:testified before six thousand a hundred forty-! 
four. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: And did you in 
fact test that many? 
on~? 
WITNESS s-YLVIA: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHA~: And this 
WITNESS ·SYLVIA: All except for one. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW:· All except for 
WI.TNESS SYLVIA: Right.· And let m~ 
clarify what you were getting at. I think you 
got it, but let ~e make sure. 
66 
· This particular-tube that leaked, the 
·September._d-ata that the interpreter- recorded showed 
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. and looki~g at the March data it dig not pass 
3 









interpreted it w~ong in Septembe.r, dl.dn' t he? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Exactl.y right. That's 
how we identified it. 





10 I passed the six-ten pro.be in March, you say? 
I 




it wasn't plugged. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: The~, he 
14 inadve.rtently put down it had passed the six-
15 
fifty probe in September? That was the subsequent 
16 
check to show that there was this disparity 
17 
that would cause you to --
18 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Right. That's right.· 
. 19 I 
And in our original cHeck and balance program,. 
20 
as I've said before, assured us that we ·h.ad 
21 
inspected it and had the data on each t~be in 
22 
the program, but it did not check against re-
23 
cording data that did not exist. 
~· 24 
CHAIRMAN BAADSHAW: Right. 
25 
SU~ TR ,.\_Vl.OR • COURT REPORTF.R 
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•2 
WITNESS SYLVIA: W.e never thought 
3 
that likely that anybody would make a mi~take. 
4 CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: .. The bigg~st 
5 puzzle to me is how he coul-d make a judgment 
6 
on something without the data. I could see · 
.7 him missing it. 
8 WITNESS.SYLVIA: Hell, we wondered 
9 
abou·t that, too, and ~ve asked him. And he said 
·10 in thi~ particular. area they were all pas.sing 




and h~ was just goin·g fast, trying to get his 
j·ob done because -- and. he made a mistake. 
14 COMMISSIONE'R ·SHANNON: Is the 
15 interpreter an inde~endent contractor? 
16 
I WITNESS SYLVIA:. Yes, sir. 
. I 
17 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: For whom does 
18 he work? 
19 WITNESS SYLVIA: ConAm is a contractor 
20 that comes from Zetex. That's in California. 
21 COMl4ISSIONER SHANNON: How do you spell 
22 . 
·that? 
23 WITNESS SYLVIA: Z-e-t-e-x. 
0 24 
25 [ CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: What do ya 
1 11 pay him 
c;n.,: TT? .\ YT nR . rf)t]'RT l'lf'PORTFR 
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2 to come down here and interpret these charts? 
•3 Do you ·have any idea? 
4 WITNESS SYLVIA: !.don't have any 
5 idea. 
6 CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Do you know, Mr. 
7 Brasfield? 
.a MR. BRASFIELD: I have no idea. 
9 CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Did you pay· .him 
10 
. on·this occasion? 
11 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. He has 
12 
,......., 
done ·an exc.ellent job. He has saved us just a 
13 tremendous amount of time. 
14 CHAIRMAN B'RADSHAW: But if he had 




b~en a little bit better. 
--·· 
WITNESS SYLVLA: Well, I'm tick~ed 
18 
.to death that he did as well as he has. As a 
19 matter of fact, that's what I said about this. 
20 whole program. 
21. CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: I understand that, 
22 but seventy-five percent, that's good if the 
23 average is sixty-five, but eighty· is even better, 






























WITNESS SYLVIA: Well, we check 
one !lundred twenty-five thousand tubes and 
when I get through with the rest. of this 
program, you will see all the ways that 
like.ly ways you can make a mistake. To me, 
.that we've _only missed that one is almost. a 
miracle. 
70· 
CHAIRr-'lAN BRADSHAW: Okay. Go ahe.ad. 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Okay. What I would 
like to discuss ·now are some aspects of the 
pro~ram w~ich mak~ it.difficult to-- for' us to 
implement to make us believe or no~ expect 
for it to be an absolutely error-free program. 
· BY MR·. BRASFIELD: (Continuing) 
Q Is this Slide 12? 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Right • 
WITNESS SYLVIA: This is another slide 
of the worker going up into the lower part of 
th.e steam generator and many o.f these items that 
I had pl~nned to mention I qave already mentioned, 
but one key thing is that the radiation levels 
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up in the steam generator at times limits the 
stay time to about three minutes. So, to do. 
. . 
a simple task, pu~ some tubes in, to just coun-t 
where' a tube belongs, and so .for~h, requires 
a turnover of peop~e just to perform a simple 
little task. Another problem associated with· 
thfs program is the temperature up in the 
channel head. up under the tube sheets where 
they work is about one hundred and ~orty degrees 
at times. 
And they '·ve got these three suits of 
.. 
clothes and the plastLc·coverall that ~akes 
·working conditions extremely difficult.· A 
hundred and forty degrees is .a temperature 
where you can hardly touch any~hing. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHA~: Do they ever 
wear air-conditioned suits? · 
WITNESS SYLVIA: ·we· tried· to. use 
those, but if we added .that to what this guy · 
has already got on, I don't think he would be 
able to move. 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: Because the 
. t~perature on the average in a stock car on 
C:TTT.' 1"~ ;\.VT ntt. rntTRT RfPORTF.R 
.. 
r . ., 1 0 2 I. 
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a -hot day is a hundred the temperate in an 
72 
3 
average s~ock car during ·a race -- some of 
4' 
them -have air condition. I just·wondered 
5· 
WITNESS SYLVIA: Right. We've 
6 
wondered --we've tried to experiment with 
7 
everyone that we have-known was on the market. 
8 We tried to take advantage of those suits, 
9 
and we haven't been able to get qne that 
10 
allows a f'erson- to move around and work. 




can't do anything with.them on. But we are-
still pursuing that. 
14 We have people that said they would 
15 ~ry to design what we needed, but so far 'no 
16". 
one has come up with anything. 
17 
CHAIRMAN BRADSHAW: This is a col-
18 lateral issue, it doesn't have· anything to do 
19 w~th this, but how much do you have to pay the 
20• 
employees an hour to go inside? What does 
21 the average worker make .going inside? 
22 WITNESS SYLVIA:. The average worker, 
23 
roughly ten dollars an hour: Because of the 
0 24- high temperatures, we have a lot of equipment 
25 
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3 I. · failures 170 these ;proQes., won • t operate. at th~ high temperature and moistur~ that's in 
4 
there. So, it's a real struggle to get through 
5 
the Eddy Current program. 
6 
we· ·Wear out and ruin many of the probes. 
7 ~-· ...You get halfway through a tube and the pr~be. 
8 fails. You've got to figure out --make sure 
' 9 
you get it back.into the right one and make 
10 . I· I ~ ·sure you i ve got your data :i: igh.t on that tube. ll l I 
I So,· that adds to the complex of the problem 
12 
also. 
~ 13 I mentioned b~fore t.-1here he ·has to. 
14 
go through in order to dq the.work is only 
15 
-sixteen inches. It's very difficult to get 
16 
--·· 
in and out. 
17 
18 BY M..~ •. B.RASFIELD: (Continuing) · 
19 Q That's Number 13? 
20 
A ~i.ght. This is Number .13. This is the. 
21 
·. - worker halfway into the man way looking up at the tube 
22· 
sheet, but he ·has to go all the \va::z up in 'there in order 
23 
to be able to reach the tube sheet. 
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.A Number 14. We build steps ar?und· ~he 
bottom of this area and put down exhaust fans to control 
the radioactivity, keep any other part ·of the containment 
from being contaminated. 
Q Number 15. 
A 15. ~other· -problem, as I mentioned 
before, that makes it extremely diff-icult, or mcakes it 
likely to make errors, is all these holes are identified 
by row and cqlumn, three thousand th~ee hundred and 
eighty-eight tubes·, and you have ·to count columns to work 
on the one you want to work on, whether it be Pl.ugging 
or whether it be inspecting. 
e 
.so, what we try to use is templ&-t;.s, -or 
remote T.V. cameras, and·so forth, to make sure we are 
in the tube that we think we are in. 
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_We mark the template· and put that 
on top of that. But. w·hen it co_mes to plU9'9' jng ,· you 
can't use a template, so once we identify the tubes 
to be plugged, we have to get a worker to .go· in and 
75 
. count, and he marks the tuoe to be plugged with white 
pai~t, and then later another worker takes -.in --
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW·; How much space 
between t·he holes? 
· WITNESS SYLVIA: Less than half an inch. 
A third of an inch. This is mostly all holes. 
COMMISSIONER· BRADSHAW : Like· a piece 
of screeri ·wi~e, isn't it? 
WITNESS SYLVIA:. Right. Again, after 
we plugged the tubes, we then take photographs 
to find out if w~ have plugged the tubes. 
----
WeGke photographs of.this -- pf the tube sheet 
to £ind out if we plugged the tubes that we. 
w~re supposed to plug, and we have never done 
any plugging where we didn't ·make errors. The 
photographs· most. al~ays show that we ·missed _some 
tube that we sho.uld have plug·ged, or plugged some 
. that should not have been plugged. 
I have some examples of th~se photographs. 
GARRETT J. \VALSH. JR. - COURT REPORTER 
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2 The¥ are_· very difficult to read.· ·rt is hard . 
3 to.t~+l whether there is a plug in there or not. 
4 BY MR. BRASFIELD .(Continuing} 
5. Q ~hat do you do when you discover errors. 
6 A We go back in and ·plug them. So we 
... 
7 always ·have errors in the prog~am, we· always have errors 
8 in the PLug-ging. And t~rough ch~cks and balances we have 
9 been able· to identify which ones we mi.ssed, and we have 
10 gone q_a~k and plugged them before we put the unit back 
11 on ·line, ~xcept-for this ·one. 
("'\ .12 .. · And we mi.ssed that because we recorded 
13 data that we did not have. 
14 Ano~her thing I might mention, on this 
15' particular out~ge, I believe we shut down on ~ovember 
16- ·- the 18th, -- on November the 15th we had identified a 
17 pressuriz.ed valve as leaking. And while we were down 
18 when you have a leak on a valve,. it doesn't get better. 
19 It just gets worse. So in all probability in a few · 
20 days we were going to have to shut down anyway to fix 
21 this ·valve. 
22 COMMISSIONE~ S~NNON: 'When was this? 
. '2'3 
0 
What date was that?· 
24 WITNESS SYLVIA: On the 15th we had 
GARRETI J. WALSH. JR ... COURT REPORTER , 
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a ·maintenance report. 
C0l1MISSIONER SHANNO.N: l$th.of 
November? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: That identifed 
1 
a valve leaking.. And to work o.n this valve 
·dictated the.duration of the outage. That 
is why the outage w~s nine and a half·days, 
or nine point six·days. 
77 
We identified in plugging t'his tube· 
that ·was ~u?posed ·to be plugged wo.uld only 
have taken about four and a half days, and. 
we have our critical pa~h ~chedu~e,.computer 
print-outs for the outage. 
COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: ~vhere is this 
valve, up .on the_j~~ide? 
~ITNESS SYLVIA:· The valve is in the 
t.4nTtt!n ,_,.e.,+· 
cur.tailment.;- inside. the biological .seal wall. 
You have to come to a· cold shut-down condition, 
and you have .to ~rain the primary syst·em to 
repair this particula~ valve. 
In summary I would say t~e program has 
gone ~~tremely well. It has been a· lot more 
i 
successful t~an we ever thought it would be when 
GARRETT J. \VALSH. JR. • COURT REPORTER 
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2' we· fiist. started into it. 
3 COMMISSIONER SHANNON; To your knowledge, 
.4 ~ve· any of the other si~ter utilities,. Flor~da 
5. or el_sewhere, · tha.t has the same type: of re.actor 
6 that you have at Surry, had a· s~ilar experience 
7 with .missed tubes? 
8 WITNESS SYLVIA: They have .missed tubes. 
9. They didn't detonate some plugs. The plugs came 
'10 loose. 
11 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Did they shut· down 
~ 12 as a result 'of that?. 
13 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir; they had 
14 outage time that resul~ed from this program 
15 not being perfect. 
16 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Specifically, which 
17 utilities? 
18 WITNESS SYLVIA: Florida Power and·Light. 
'19 -I followed them more closely than anyone else, 
. 20 .because our situation is more similar to theirs 
21 than anyone else's. 
22 BY. MR. BRASFIELD (Continuing) 
0. 23 Q Mr. Sylvia, you indicat-ed, I think;" that 
24 you had el.even such inspections, and that- this was the· 
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2· second one ¥OU had? 
3 A Y~s, sir. This ~as t~e second of· the 
4 six months. 
5 Q. How what has your record been ~ince 
6 that shut down in November of 1977? 
. 
7 A · Essentia~ly ., perfect. We run six months 
8 except when we purposely shut down. Shut down for some 
9 other reason before the six months period was up,.except 
I 
10 for one time this was about the middl~ of December -- we 
11 
.shut .do.wn after about fiv~ x:nonths, an:d in a few days we 
~ 12 planned to· shut that unft down anyway· !:o do an inspection. 
13 And the purpose of doing. that inspection 
14 was to g.et another inspection over wi'th so we could have 
15 a six months run time while we were replacing the .steam 
16 generation o~ Surry Unit 2. According to my reco-rds, that 
17 i~ wha.t I hav-e. We didn't run six· months at a time, but 
18 I -don't believe this shut us down. The tube ~eaks shut 
19 us down short of the six months one other time- besides 
20·. this one. 
21 Q - That was just a -~ 
22 A Since this particul.ar one·. 
23, n·· . - Q That was just a c.ol.iple of days earlier? 
24. A Yes. 
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2 
• I COMM+SSIONER. SHANNON:: Is it you~ 
3. testimony, Mr. sylvia,· that if it had just 
~ 
4 been a· missed tube,· plugging alone, you. would · 
5 have been shut down how.long? 
6 WITNESS SYLVIA: Like four and a half 
·7 . days. 
8 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Whereas you 
·9 were shut down what, nine -- ? 
10 WITNESS SYLVIA: Nine.:point six. 
11 COMMISSIONER SHANNON: And . the bala·nce. 
·~ 12 was necessary to correct the valve situation? 
13 WITNESS SYLVIA: Yes, sir. Act~ally,· 
14 ~he entire outage, the. duration of the outage. 
15 wa·s dictated by the work on the valve. 
16 
17 BY MR. BRASFIELD (Continuing) 
'18 .Q .Did you start work on the valve as soon 
.. 19 as you had the outage for the leak? 
'• 
20 .A Yes, sir; as soon as we could get the 
. J 
'2t . plant into a condition to wo-rk on the valve, we be.gan 




·Q. Would ·you say that ·the prog:J:am has,.· 
performed-as well as it was design~ to perform?· 
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A In my opinion, it has done better than 
I had expected it to. 
MR. BRASFIELD: I believe that is all 
I have,· Your Honor. 
COMMISSIONER S~NNON: Anything further 
from any other parties?. ·.All right, if not, Mr. 
Harrison, you can cut the lights back, on. Mr. 
Sylvia, thank you very much, and you may stand 
dbwn, and Mr. Brasfield, do you.want to make 
.closing ·comment? 
WITNESS STANDS ASIDE . 
MR. BRASFIELD: Let me suggest that 
we identify· the fifteen slides. We will provide 
prints of~e slides, but identify. them as 
BRS-11. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: All right. The 
fifteen slides will be ident.ified as Exhibit 
No. BRS-11. And you \'fill furnish a. description 
.of those. 
MR. BRASFIELD: That is ri~ht. 
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~R. BRASFIELD: If the Commission will 
ind~lge me, I .w~uld just li.ke 1D try. to put what. 
you heard today in perspective relative to what 
Mr. Wittine testified to and what we think the 
app~icable standards ought to be .. 
Mr. Wi.ttine testified on July 27th_, and 
on page 41 of t~e transcript, recommended, 'that 
the Company, should not be permitted to ~etain 
the monie·s which it collected from its customers 
for the net replacement energy costs associated 
with the nine and a half days, November 1977, 
·forced outage at Surry Unit No. 2.' 
·~ 
H~ noted that the total replacement costs 
on a system ba·sis was four point seven million 
dollars, and that the Virginia jurisd~ctional_ 
portion of this would be around seventy percent 
of that fi.gure. 
Now, Vepco disagrees st~ongly with this 
recommendation. The basis for this recommendation 
also appears on page 41 of the transcript, and 
I am quoting, 'the Company cannot exp~ct i~s 
customers to bear the expenses ,associated with 
the development of proced'ures and techniques 
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2 desisnecr to prevent the· c.?nsequence of steam 
3 genex:ator tube leaks,· and 'then have its customers· 
. 4. bear the consequences when the proc~dures are 
5 no.t followed·. '· . 
6 · Mr. Wittine concludes that the procedp.res 
7 were not followed because the .tube that was 
8 
-
scheduled to be p:-obed was erroneously recorded 
9 as having passed inspection, despite the ·absence 
10 of the necessary supporti~g record~. 
1'1 · We believe the evidence is that the 
~·1~. .procedures were followed. . Mr. ~vi ttine' s analysis 
13 and his conclusion suggests that the :probing of 
14 s·tea·m generator tubes ~nd the accurate reccrdiz:lg 
15 of the results is a relatively uncomplicated 
16 procedure that will, in the abs~nce of some 
17 negligent error 1 •alwa.yS aSSUre that the appropriate 
. 18 tubes are tested. · 
' 
. 19 .Unfortunately, as Mr. Sylvia testimony 
20 makes clear, this is not the case. The innovative 
21 and unprecedented program of inspection and. 
22 plugging that Vepco developed was designed to give. 
"' 
23 •, the best information possible wi~hin.a rea,ona~le 
24 ··time .frame.. It was never· intended to. be fool proof 
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.2 because to make it so w9uld have necessitateq 
3 .much ·lo·~ger outag~s of nuclear units. 
4 ·COMMISSIONER SHANNON: Let ·m·e. stop 
5 you there. Did Vepco develop this program? 
6 .. MR. BRASFIELD:· Together wi.th Westingho.u·se' 
. 7 a·nd other utili ties • 
·a. MR. SYLVIA: Primarily·Westinghouse. 
9·' MR •. BRASFIELD: · Now, ~1r. Sylvia testi'fied· 
10' in detail as to some of the difficulties; there are thr~ 
c • 
11 thousand~ three hundred and eighty-eight tubes 
"" 
12 in each steam generator. Each of the~e tubes 
13. penetr.ates the tube sheet twice 1 once at each. 
14 end. So there are six thousand, seven hundred 
15 and ·~eventy-six openings .that ~ave .. a .potential 
16. to. being checked; since ·there are three steam 
·17 generators in. the unit, there are twenty thousand, 
1~ three hundred and ~wenty-eight ope~ings all 
19 together. Some o·f · t~es·e must be probed· several 
.·20. times 1 with prob~.s of different. sizes, and over 
21 the life span of .this project .about one hundred 
'"22. and twentx.::eive tho·usanq probe readings have 
. . 23 •. 
0-·~-
24 
:E:een taken . 
During the September 1977 outage, the· 
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Coml?any had to ·in·s~ect six ~?ousand., one hundred 
and forty-four ~~bes, mariy of which were probed . 
with three different probes. 
C0MMISSIONER BRADSHAW: Mr. Brasfield, 
you are saying. beqau~e of the n~mbers, it can't 
be measured. Is. that what you are saying?_ 
MR. BRASFIELD: I am saying the numbers 
. ·and the time constraints and the physica-l 
constraints all make this a process in which· 
there is a reasonable-possibility of human error 
on occasion. 
. And . to. expect the program to ·go for 
eighteen months without.ariy_po~sibility of human 
error, and_penalize the Company in the one . 
proven instance of human error, is go~ng too 
far. 
COMMIS'SION-ER BRADSHAW: Well, suppose 
your truck went up Broad Street thr.ee thousand, 
three hundred and· thir·ty-eight times, and didn't 
have .any a~cidents. And on the next trip it 
ran over so~ebody. You don't think they \voul'dn ~ t 
1:e li.able., do you? 
MR. BRASFIELD: I ·don't th.ink trucks have 
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2 to operate under the same constraints that 
3 ·, this. program has to. operate under either. 
4 And. if you were E>robing these tubes o·ne a day, 
5 for three thousand three hundred a~d eighty-
6 eight days·, I think the results would be· different,· 
7 too, 
8 This program was d~signed tQ achieve 
9 a reasonable balanc·e between the o.utage time for 
10 
·the. inspection process and the ·maximization of 
11 capacity factor on the other hand: And we believe 
(", 12 that the resul-ts achieved have been very satisfactor , 
13 and indeed, better than they were designed to be. 
14 
15 COMMISSIONER SHANNON~ Does Zetex· carry 
16 : 
-any·kind·of insurance or protection in protecting 
17• their hterpreter? 
18 MR. BRASFIELD: I have no ·idea. 
19 . COMMISSIQNER SHANNON; Go ah~ad. 
20 MR. BRASFIELD: I would guess they do 
21 carry some kind of insurance. 
22 COMMISSIONER BRADSHAW: You all don•t 
023 think there is any claim against Zetex? 
24· MR. BRASFIELD:· No. We think this man 
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2· has performed as Mr. Sy·lvi.a said, splendidly. · 
3 
.4: COMMISSIONER ~~DSHAW: Well, .he also· 
5 stated that he made a judgment without any 
6- data. That he must have ·been tired or .:asleep, 
7 and just missed it .. Would you call that f.ollowing 
8 procedure? 
9 
10 MR. BRASFIELD: I think you have to look 
11 at the program as a whole, and not isolate a 
~· 12 
s~ngl~ segment of the program. You look at the 
. . 
13 program as a whole. We have acpieved a r~markable 
14 result of reliability. If· you carve out that 
15 s~gment-, and you carve out that man-'s perf~rmance 
16 on that tarticula~ day, he made a ·mistake, and 
17 he-admitted to that. We are suggesting that it 
18' is wrong to look· at that in isolation·. You 
19 have to look at .the whole thing and rec·ognize 
20. the difficulties and constraints that everybody 
is not aware cr.. 
21 ~ . ~ ..... 
. ' 
22 Mr. Sylvia has shown how difficult these-
23 . inspec·tions can"be .. Probing must··_be done in 
(.:\ 
24 
a radioactive· area, in which at _certain t.imes 
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2 a man is allowed to stay for .onl:y thre~ minutes 
3 at a tim~. Thence, .the o~eration .must be done 
... 
'4 by relay for'Ce ... A large number of· different 
5 men, about a h.undred, for the total operation, 
6· each.9f whom.performs a portion of it within a 
7 ve~y small, brief period of time. 
8 These men must be ·-- those men that . 
9 work on the inside inust be dressed in protective 
'10 coveralls and wet suits·, and ope~ate in ~n· area 
11 where ·therumidity is high and the temperatu~e 
~ 12· gets to a hundred and forty degrees .. 
13' The probing. is done within the steam 
14 generator itself~ with a.probing mechanism which 
15 is speci~lly designed for the job, and must be 
16 ope·rated from a re~ot~ location. It· is .·very 
17 difficult under these circumstances to keep 
18 a precisely accurate ·record of which tube has been 
19 probed. 
20 In addition, the probing device cannot 
21 reach all of the tubes that a~e required to be 
22 probed, so .those have to be done manually. 
23 Considerable effort must be 4evoted to 
n 
24 trying to· make certain that all of the tubes .that 
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require P,robing have been probed, but because 
of the di.fferent people involved, ·the difficulty 
o~· i.dentifyin9· the tub~s ~n question, and the 
extraordinary, trying circumstances under which 
· the vork must be· done, the Company· frequently has 
to· go back and .check and re~heck to pe reasonably 
certain that·the proper coverage has been attained. 
In addition, the plugging of the tubes 
is performed, and the Company f~equently has 
to make return trips.to.plug tubes that·were 
mi~~ed beca~se of the. extr~ordinary difficulty 
the pe~sons· doing the plugging havei in Ldentifying · 
t-he tubes to be plugge~. 
The stri~ chart and the oscilloscope 
o..-H-
trace that% analyzed to determine·. whether a 
tube needs to ~e pl~gged.are not automa~ically 
identified with that tube's spe~ific numbe~, nor 
can that identification be made in any fool 
' I. 
proof way. 
So it is quite pos~ible that the 
strip chart and oscilloscope trace will be wrong~1·· 
identified. 
The analysis· of these records must be 
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performed by a highly skilled interpreter, 
3 furnished }?Y a contractor. And th.~~e are only 
4 a hand ·mll of them i.n the country, and when they 
5 
.. 
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Mr. Wittine says that the-~ustomers 
.- should not .pay when the procedures that have 
been establi;shed were not fo.llowed. But in 
this case, we· submit tha~ when viewed in ~:ts · 
entirety the procedures were followed. 
The problem. is that tJ;l.e pro·~edures· 
· are not, nor were t~ey ev.er·, expected to be 
fabl proof. _In this one· case they proved 
deficient. Even·with their deficiencies, the 
procedures.have proved enormously successful, 
much:more so than.the company had expected 
w~en they were developed. In all of ~978, 
·there was only a single. outage resulting from 
tube leak in the Surry steam generators. 
~ .. • And that, as Mr. ~y1via just said, 
was in December and it came at a time when the 
unit was about to be taken out ·of sarv~ce for 
inspectio.n anyway. 
Mr. Sylvia indicated that it was 
trury remarkable the testing program has worked 
as well as it has. The Company expected that 
even with the testing procedures that there 
wogld ·have been more· tu,be ·failures .. 
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In short, while acknowledging that 
a tube was missing that· should have b~en 
.inspe.cted and plugged, we submit i'~ .is a 
t?rogram ·that was developed by VEP.CO and 
Westinghouse and paid fo~ by VEPCO's 
customers and has done an exceptional job 
.of preventing forced outages to· the extent 
that substantially exceeds what was expecte~ 
of i.t or even hoped for. 
· Under the circumstances, it would 
be a gr~ss i~justice, and we believe without 
legal basis',. to pena:'lize VEPCO for an outage 
~ th~t· was. wei! within the margin of er~or ex-
tpected far. the program. Thus, our strongly 
h.eld view is that this is not a case· where 
. 
costs have been increased by ·reason of the · 
failure of comp~ny perso.nnel to administer a 
cost saving pro.gram properly. It is rather 
merely_ an instance 1 reaso.nable in light of al+· 
; . 
the circumstances in which the program~ll 
~hart of perfection~ 
When. the perf-e>rma:nce of ·the. progr~. 
92 
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that.the overall result has been to avoid 
inc;c:eases in cost to a .greater extent tha:n_ 
was reasonably ·expected. 
But i'f the Commission ·sli.ould 
conclude that the November, 1977, outage was 
the result of company error~. we ask that the 
Commission consider the reasonableness of 
that error under all of the circumstances and 
the implications of requiring the Company to 
measure up· to a standard of· perfection that 
does_not tolerate reasonable human error. 
Obviously, human error exists in eyer~ 
business and imposes costs on every business, 
and where those costs do not exceed a 
·reasonable level t!J.ey are passed onto con-
sumers. 
This question has-been ccinsidere~ 
by the Public Utilities Commission of aawaii 
93 
in a case, re: Kohala Ditch company, ·1922' ..P.UR 1. 
In that case, the commission, in cons~dering 
an excessive investment that had been made as 
a result of err:or by the Company ~ade sever-al 
statements tba·t we think are relevant here .. 

































And I.' rn quoting : It must be at all times· . borne 
in mind that .in. the consideration of public . 
ut~lity af.fairs that a public utility business 
- is just as any other business·,. an enterprise 
subject ~o human management, carrying with 
such management the resulting f~llibility 
regar_ding the .mistakes and errors in bu.siness 
j.udgment. ·Courts and ·conunissions too often 
take. the position of examining the entire 
situat±on.frorn the standpoint of the date of 
the examination and in th~ light of present 
knowle~~e as to past happen~n~~, wis•ly, 
learnedly and sometimes costly critici~ing 
and penalizing for honest'mistakes in judgment 
that under the circums~ances would have perhaps 
been made \.fith the -f:ullest g~eat facility by 
~he court or· the commission had the cotirt or 
commission been in the shoes of management, 
and looking at the enterprise from the stand-
.P~int of the present .and future as distinguisheq 
from the advantageous standpoint of looking 
backward wi-th full· opportunity to examine the' 
.. entire.transaction in·the .light of things .as 




they actually happened, and not as-they might 
. reaso·nably be expected· to transpir~. 
The homely max~m that hindsight is 
be.tter ~han fore-sight applies to _public utilities 
as well as to.ot~er,matters ·of business concern. 
We do not wish to be understood as holding or 
implying that the consumers of a public utility 
I 
should be periali·zed for gross mistakes ~nd 
errors in· judgment on the part of organizers 
and managers. of utilities .sim~·ly because they 
have been made honestly and in the. exercise 
of their best judgment. But we do believe and 
' 
we do . h'old -t;ha t a reaso'nable latitude should 
be allowed by the Commission for h9nest, 
reasonable mistakes and honest, re~sonable 
errors of judgement, 'not necessarily to the 
extent of enabling the utility to recoup for 
its mistakes at the expense of its consumers,_ 
. but certainly likewise not to the extent' of· . 
penalizing the utility to the utt~rmost limits 
of evt;.r.y mistake or error in -judgment. ·. 
Now, I realize this case is talking 
about errors in business judgment.- and no one 





























is asserting that here·. But I believe the 
language used is equ~lly applicab1~ to what 
. 
might .}?·e described as operating errors. 
I reiterate that Cornp~ny does not 
consider this incident to have been· an 
operating error; it was ~ natural consequence 
of s~bs~an~ial difficulty inherent i~ the 
probi~g and plugging of the program. 
I am almost thro~gh. I will just 
96 
quote briefl~ further from this Hawaii decision. 
To_.go, then, to the extent.of holding 
that a public utility.should be penalized to 
the uttermost for every mi.stake in judgment 
re~sonably made under a-ll circ~rnstances, and 
to make the fullest extent of such mistake --
and to the fullest extent of such mistake is, 
· in our opinion, neither ju·stice rior sound public 
policy. If utilities are ever placed on-a 
basis where the return is limited to a_fair 
return under the most skillful manag~ent subject 
to further de4uction b¥ way of penali£ation to 
t?e uttermost farthing for every error in judg~ 
-ment, the result will nece·ssarily be the rendering 





























so unattractive for public utility investrne.nts 
that· the .-further development. and expansion of 
public utili ties will, from a bus.iness stand-
po-int, necessari-l-Y become practically. impossible. 
On the whole, we supmit that VEPCO 
has dealt not only.responsibly but creatively 
and· succes·s-fully with the enormous difficulties 
resulting from its steam gene~ator problems at 
Surry and that its Virginia customers have 
benefited· substantia·ll.y as a· result. 
Accordingly, w~ submit that it would 
-be entir~l_y inappropriate to require ~he 
Company to r.e.fund the amounts. collectE;d to 
recover the· replacement energy·costs dur~ng 
the November, 1977, out~ge. 
COMMI.SSI.ONER SHANNON: Mr. Ivey. 
MR. IVEY: .The Staff would like to 
. reserve its ·rights to make a closing argument 
and will notify the Commission if it desires 
to do so. · 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: All right. 
MR. PAGE: That is the Attorney 
General's position also. 






COMMISSIONER SH~NON: All r~ght. 
We w~·11. continue this matter generally until 
.4 
we· hear from the Staff· and Attorney General.· 
5 
6 NOTE: The hearing is adjourned at 
7 3:48 o'clock P.M. on ~tine 25, 1979. 
8 
9 
* * "* * * * * * * ~ 
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OUTAGES FOR SURRY ur-1 IT flO •. 2 
JArlUARY .1 ,' 19 76 THROUGH FEBRUARY 28, 19 7 7 
TYPE F-Forced · 
---- S-Schedu1ed DUR.-\TIO~ (HRS·) 
F 203 .1· 
F . 200.6 
F 133.5 
F' 3.4 











TOTAL OUTAGE HOURS 4,636.0 
REASO:\ 
Ste.am Generator tube leak 
Steam Generator tube leak· 
Steam Gen,rator tube leak 
Loop flo~ instru~entation 
malfunction 
Refueling 
~eed Control Sensitivity 
during :tartup 
Feed Control Sensitivi;y 
during s·tartup 
Va-lve- leakage in primary 
Stearn Generator tube leak . 
Steam Generator tube leak 
and GiiDH·replacement 
Steam Generator tube leak 
Operator error on startup 
Feed Control Sensitivity 
on startup 
Ice buildup .on ihtake s·c.reen 
Steam Generator tube leak 
Exhibit JRW-2 is the letter of W. L. Proffitt 
to the State Corporation Commission dated March 31, 1978, 
together with enclosures, that appears at pages 1-14 of 
this Appendix. 
Exhibit JRW-2 also consisted of a two-page letter 
from Richard D. Rogers to Richard D. Gary, and those pages 
follow. 
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ATTACHMENT NO. 3 
Is Vepco's letter to NRC dated November 22~ 1977 describing 
the leak in steam generator 2A, the findings of the subsequent inspec-
tion and the corrective actions and the request that operation of Surry 
., Unit No. 2 be _permitted. · 
Some of the findings included in this letter are 
0 The only tube leaking was R5C26 
o That tube RSC26 did not pass a 0.650 inch probe 
in March, 1977 and now does not pass a 0.540 inch 
probe 
o That tube RSC26 was scheduled to be inspected in 
September, 1977 but was not. 
; 
.. : .. ~ .. 
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·. Docket No. : 50-~81 
. ' : .• • ·~.: .. ' • . .i-
NUCLEAll nEGULATOAY COMMIS~-~ 
WASPINGTON, D. C. 2055G 
Novemb~r 23, 1971 
At'tachme_nt No·. IV 
. , .• : .. : ...... 
Virginia .El.ectric. & Po\'ler Cqmpany · 
ATTN:· Nr. W. L. Proffitt 
[ji£D .N 0\f 2 8 i~77 E:A.P:~n·t 
UOTEO Nov 2·.., 1977 yt.L,P. . 
- c;,pu:1· ~))v&· Senior Vice P.res i dent - Power 
P·. o·. Box 26666 
Richmond, Virgi ni·a 23261 
Gentlemen: 
. ~o ~f, ~c~:'l 
~ 
Tbis letter is in regard to ybur letter of November 22, J9i7, requesting 
that· Surry Unit No. 2 be allo\-1ed to operate for.the remainder of the 
six-month period of the NRC Order dated October 8, 1977. Your 
November· 22 letter de!:;cribed. the leak in steam generator 2A causing .the 
shut.dovm, the findings. of the subsequP.nt inspection, and the corrective 
actions .. The res ul t.s of our revi e\'t of your request are contained. in 
the enclosed Safety Evaluation. · 








\·le hereby approve · .. ·eturn to operation of Surry Unit No. 2 in accordance /" 
\·lith ·the provisions of the. Octob-er 8, 1977 NRC Order. 








Karl ·R. Goller, Assistant Director 
for· Opel"a t i ng Reactor·s 
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. SUPPOHTitfG 0RDER FOR l:ODIFIC/\TIOt·l OF LJCErLg_· 
VJr~GJlHA El.ECTP.IC /\flO PO"!ER C()t~PAIJY 
SURRY P01·/ER STAT I 0:-J UliiT·. nn: 2 
18.4.·. 
• • 0 
DOCKET NO .. 50-?Rl 
. I flTRODUCTiON 
........... 
0 -·---
.· By Or-de,~ for r-todifi.cation of License, dated October 8, 1'97i, Surry 
·JJ.Ait 2 \·tas ·gi~'en approval to return to pO\·ler for six. equiva·lent 
months of· op.era t ion fo 11 m·li ng camp 1 et ion of the stet~m 9~nera·tor 
tube inspec;tion pi .. og·ram and .necc·ssat"'Y plugging. Subsequent to return 
to pO\·:cr a pri rna ry to scconda ry 1 ea k deveJ oped in s tcom gener·a tor 2A 
. and the unit \·las shutdm·m on November· 18; J 977 after achieving·12 1eak 
. rate of s~ ight.ly .9·!:?atci" than 0.3 gpm.· 
The .1 icensee., Virgfnia Elcctl"ic and Pm·tcl .. Coi.!pany (VtPCO) ~ feund that 
the 1 eaki f19 tube \·1as at. 1 oca ti on R5C26 in steam genet"'a t01 .. 2A. This 
tube and ten ( 10) tubes· surrounding it ~~~re then gauged to ·9; scerri the 
de·grce ·a f dent i r.0. Tha 1 ea king tube did not a 11 O\'t pass«gc of a 0 .. 540" f 




Since the~ leaking tul>r. \'hlS included ·in tht~ SeJ)1:cmbP.·r·: 1CJ77. inspP.ction 
progra1n and no indication of dcn.ting in this tube had beer) .indicc1"ted _ "' 
then, VEPCO \;t(:nt bitck and re-examined the Septembet. and ·pl.:.¢ vi ous Ha rch 
inspection data more· cat"'efu11y .. It \·tas discovered that the f·iarch, · 
1977 inspection results had ind1cated that this tube \·:ould not pa·ss a ' 
· 0. 650 11 • probe at that tim~ Upon revi C\·li ng the records from the 
·September·, 1977 inspeGtion, ·VEPCO found that this tube had, in fact, 
not been ins pee ted during the September pro9ram. Closer re-examination . 
of·pl'cvious tube inspection·.res:ults by the. licensee r·evca1cd a number 
o.f potentia.1 inconsi·stcnc..~es bet\'teen· the l·larch and September data. 
VEPCO then made a lhol"ough evaluation of the p·otcntial· inconsist~ncies 
that had been uncovc1~ed·. To assure that additional tubes \·tere not missed 
in the Scptembet"' inspection, the follO\·Iin_g r·evic\·t of past data \'las made 
. by the ·1 i cens_ec: · 
0 • 
'. • - • .. .... • • .. •• • •• • • • • •• 0 • • • . ' . . .... -.· .,)· . . ; . 
• r • • • • I. "• •• •• 
For «11 tubes \·thich did not al ro\·t P<l$~·a·gc of the 0.650" probe· during 
the. 1·1arr.h, 1.977 inspection, the-. dat~ \tere rcvic\·!cd to ossurc that 




• . a •• •.· .... ·.· . .i'p genet-a tor· ?.A, ·123 tui,Jcs in 2B. iHiJI 108· tubes in 2C. The results 
·of this r.evir.\·t shO\·:cd tlwt the lel'lkitiq tube, located ·ut R5C2G of 
gcnct~i'l tor ?.A, \·1<1~ the ·only· tube that should have bce1i inspected jn 
. · .. 
September, _but ·\·IuS not. · 
2. 1\ Stllnpling of dttt« sheets vcr·sus ·st.rip chart results '\'t'os done to 
rnoni LOl' the uCCllt'liCY of the du ta ·sh.ects. Th.i s cons i.s ted of 15~~ of 
. the ·tubes inspected in gcnct'l'ltor· 2A, 1%~~ in 2B ilncl 1~-~; ir] 2C. There 
· \·trr~ no d i ff c l'encc s found lYe t\·tcc-n the dJ tel s hce ts u.nd the strip cha tt · 
. · · · records. 









. I. .. .. .~. II ~ 
I 
• • • It • • •:• 
.. In order to impro~c the accuracy of all . future s'team genera tor 0 i nsPecU.;)I:. 185 
programs, VEPCO has stated that: ( 1 ) any tub~ \·Jh i ch docs ~ot pass a · . · I .. . . 
'i 
. : 0.650'' probe \·till be probed ut all futur-e schedule-d i~spectio~s un·d, · ·.o· ... 
·· ··(z) the tubes \·thich -ure part of thc.gaugin~ program \·t~ll·be r~-checked 
.. . 
·.at· .the· end of .the p~ogram by comparln·g str1p· charts \·nth data shc~ts. 
. 
Steam genera tors .. 2rr and 2C \·tere subsequently hydrotes ted a~d no t~be: 
1 cakage \·ras fo-und. 
1 
• ·~ In confor~ance with fhe licensee is current plugging criteria, ap~roved 
by the ({RC in the October 8, 1977 Safety Evaluation, VEPCO has plugged,. 
in addition. to the lcaker, tubes at locations RS, R6C2G and R4, RS, R6C27. 





· 0~ 1977 Safety Evaluation, tubes at location~ R33C75, C77, R34C~3-and 
R38C73 in generator 2C were plugged. 
EVALUATION . . 
. . . 
The rmc staff has re.vi ewcd the information ·s ubmi.t ted by' the 1 i cens ee and 
·. t:onc·luded the·· fo 11 m·li ng: ,. 
The tube, R5C26, that 1 ea ked and ca~ sed the November 18, 19 77, s hutdm:m 
was a· tube that should ·hav~·been previously.plOgged but was missed, f ~: 
thus th.e cause of the 1 e.ak.~ge is underst?od. · , 
2. iit'.! •·e~u1 ts o.i .Lhe exi~nsive revi.~·,.,s performed by the i icensce of 
the l·}arch, 1977 and· Scptcml>er; 1977 tube inspection data give a 
l'':'u~o-nable assur~nce that no further schcdulcd-t..;-bc-inspectcd 
tubes \·1ere mis·sed i·n the S.cptember inspection pr·ogtam .. 
3. The evaluation and conclusions of ·.the October :a, 1977 Safety. Evaluation. 
are· s t i 11 valid • 
fOUCLUSION 




·.there 1s r·easonablc assurance that the health and safety of the public \·till n~t.bc cnd«ngcred_ by oper·ation in the pr·oposcd manner, and (2) such activities. / 
\'llll be conducted in compliance \·lith the Commission's rcaulatiors ~nd in ' • I 
_it.ccot_"darcc \'li~h the Order· of October· 8, 1977. r~nrl will n~t be iniPlical to the 
convnOJl de.fense and sccur·i ty O\" to tlie. h~a it·!, .. al)d.....S afe ~Y o~ .. the pub.l'i c. . , . . ... 
Dated: November 23, 1977 
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
RICHMOND 
REPORT OF THE 
DIVISION OF ENERGY REGULATION 
ON 
SuRRY UNIT No. 2 
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Vepco has incurred substantial expenses in attempting to define 
and arrest the tube denting phenomenon. This is witnessed by at least two 
facts: first, Vepco in its March 18, 1978 response to the SCC states; 
·" ••• complex and expensive investigations were undertaken." Secondly, Vepco 
in its most recent application for a permanent increase in rates, Case No. 
19960, has requested that it be able to recover approximately $920,000 from 
------------
its Virginia jurisdictional customers for a $1.3 million total electric 
system expense incurred in 1977 for work done under a User Group Agreement. 
The purpose of this Agreement is to seek means for extending the life of 
the steam generators for as long as possible until a solution to the prob-
lem of dented steam generator tubes may be accomplished. 
On November 18, 1977 Surry Unit No. 2 was brought to a cold shut-
down condition as a result of primary coolant leakage from the primary 
system to the secondary system which exceeded allowable limits. The Unit 
remained in this mode for a period of approximately 9~ days. 
Upon inspection of the steam generators after the November 18, 
1977 shutdown, it was determined that the cause of the unacceptable leakage 
rate was a cracked tube (R5C26) in steam generator 2A. Further investiga-
tion of this matter revealed that the tube (R5C26) which cracked and caused 
the leakage, was a tube that was identified and scheduled to be inspected 
prior to the planned September, 1977 outage for refueling and steam genera-
tor inspection. 
Tube R5C26 did not allow passage of a 0.540 inch eddy current 
probe when inspected after the November 18, 1977 forced outage. Had this 
same datum been revealed during the planned September, 1977 outage, tube 
R5C26 would have been plugged at that time. 
During the 9~ day (November 18-27, 1978) forced outage of Surry 
Unit No. 2 its unavailability necessitated the increased reliance on and 
use of fossil fuel fired generation and purchased power to replace the 
energy which would have been produced by Surry Unit No. 2 had it not been 
forced out of service. The additional system fuel expense (net replace-
ment energy costs) has been estimated to be $4,696,766. These additional 
expenses have been flowed through the Fuel Adjustment Clause and have, 
therefore, been incurred by the Company's customers. 
CONCLUSION 
The Commission has an obligation to assure that the charges ren-
dered for service are reasonable and just. In a review of this particular 
forced outage of Surry Unit No. 2 (November 18-27, 1977) no appraisal of 
Vepco's "reasonable business judgment" needs to be made by this Commission. 
The November, 1977 forced out~ge __ d~-~- !:o_~-- ~ccur because of the lack of a 
plan, procedures, skill or knowledge. It did not involve a misunderstand-
i~g or misc9~:eption. At best, it was the lack of attention and the actual 
recordation of false test results. 
~------------·- ------
The actual physical probing of a particular tube requires no 
judgment. Tube R5C26 was identified and listed- as a tube which required 
inspection in September, 1977. Although the actual raw data (strip chart 
and oscilloscope trace) requires judgment in its interpretation, the 
r~cordation of this in~erpretation requires no judgment. In this instance, 
there was no raw data (strip chart and oscilloscope trace) to be interpreted 
and, therefore, there could have been no test results, yet, test results 
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were recorded. 
Had the predetermined plan and procedures been followed during 
the September, 1977 steam generator inspection of Surry Unit No. 2, the 
Unit would not have been forced out of service for a period of 9~ days 
commencing on November 18, 1977. Likewise, the additional expense of 
$4,696,766 (net replacement energy costs) associated with the November, 
1977 forced outage would have been avoided. 
RECOMMENDATION* 
The Company cannot expect its customers to bear the expenses 
associated with the development of procedures and techniques designed to 
prevent the consequence of a steam generator tube leak and then have its 
customers bear the consequences when the procedures are not followed. 
Therefore, the Staff recommends that the Company should not be permitted 
to retain the monies which it collected from its customers for the net 
replacement energy costs associated with the 9~ day November, 1977 forced 
outage of Surry Unit No. 2 
*Note: The $4,696,766 net replacement energy costs are for total electric 
system of which the Virginia jurisdictional portion is some value less than 
this amount. If the Commission accepts this RECOMMENDATION it will be neces-






Vepco is the holder of Facility Operating License No. DPR-37 
which authorizes the operation of the nuclear power reactor known as Surry 
Power Station No. 2. The reactor is a pressurized water reactor (PWR). 
The tubes within each of the three steam generators of Surry 
Unit No. 2 have, to varying degrees, been and continue to be deformed as a 
result of magnetite growth which causes support plate expansion. The con-
tinued growth of the tube support plate imposes stresses on the tubes and 
can and does result in the development of stress corrosion cracks in dent-
ing locations. Leakage of primary coolant into the secondary system, as a 
result of cracked tubes, has exceede~ allowable limits and has caused the 
forced outage of this unit on a number of occasions in the past. An exam-
ple of the extent to which Surry Unit No. 2 has been forced out of service 
& 
due to steam generator tube leaks is shown on Attachment No. 1. Of the 
4,636.0 total outage hours during this fourteen month period, 3,353.9 hours 
or 72.3% were due to steam generator tube leaks. 
In an effort to define and arrest the denting phenomenon, Vepco, 
in conjunction with Westinghouse, developed a technique, equipment and 
procedures to investigate the consequence of the steam generator problem 
~ (see Attachment No. 2). This technique is commonly referred to as the 
a. This document was included as a part of Mr. Stanley Ragone's 
prefiled testimony in Case No. 19818, Exhibit No. 
(SR-4, pg. 2). 
b. Vepco's response dated March 31, 1978 to information request-
ed by Commission Staff during the March 15, 1978 Quarterly 
Fuel Clause hearing in Case No. 19883. 
-4-
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Preventive Plugging Program. 
Basically, the purpose of the program is to identify tubes 
which may be anticipated to attain the level of deformation which could 
lead to stress corrosion cracking during the next period of operation, 
plug those tubes and thereby minimize and/or eliminate the possibility 
of forced outages due to the leakage of cracked tubes. 
The program calls for gauging the inside diameter of preselect-
ed tubes utilizing a series of different eddy current probe sizes; i.e., 
0.540, 0.610 and 0.650 inches in probe diameter. The areas probed are 
chosen on the basis of the analysis of the critical strain contours in the 
tube support plate annulus. This analysis predicts the rate of tube de-
formation and identifies regions of the tube/tube support plate to be in-
spected. The tube hoop strain contour is used to define the gauging bound-
ary. 
The tubes are initially gauged with the 0.650 inch probe. Those 
tubes which do not allow passage of this probe are then gauged with the 
0.610 inch probe. Any tube which does not allow passage of the 0.610 inch 
probe is then gauged with the 0.540 inch probe. The result of this gaug-. 
ing process indicates a high degree of correlation between the strain pre-
dictions and field gauging results. The actual criteria used to determine 
which tubes shall be preventively plugged is included in Attachment No. 2. 
BACKGROUND DISCUSSION 
On April 1, 1977 the NRC Staff issued an Order for Modification 
of License No. DPR-37 which addressed operation of Surry Power Station Unit 
No. 2 under conditions in which steam generator tubes have been plugged as 
a result of tube denting caused by corrosion of the tube support plate in 
-5-
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the annular spaces between tube and tube support plate. On August 17, 1977 
an NRC Order was issued to permit the continued operation of Unit No. 2 to 
September 15, 1977 under the conditions of the April 1, 1977 Order. The 
licensee was required to perform an inspection of the steam generators af-
ter the September 15, 1977 shutdown and obtain NRC approval prior to re-
sumption of power operations. The licensee's fuel cycle for Surry Unit No. 
2 ended before September 15, 1977 and during the resulting shutdown the 
licensee performed the required inspection and plugged 180 additional tubes. 
Twenty-one tubes were plugged because of wastage degradation; the remaining 
159 tubes were plugged following the denting plugging criteria given in the 
licensee's September 30, 1977 submittal. 
The NRC Staff evaluated the results of this inspection and repair 
program and determined that the additional plugging performed as a result 
of the inspection using the preventive plugging criteria would provide 
adequate steam generator integrity for continued operation for an additional 
six months of equivalent operation. By NRC Order dated October 8, 1977, 
Facility Operating License No. DPR-37 was amended permitting continued opera-
tion of Surry Unit No. 2 for six equivalent months of operation beyond 
October 8, 1977 under certain operational limitations. 
Surry Unit No. 2 was subsequently brought back on-line on October 
12, 1977 and continued to operate until November 18, 1977 at which time it 
was brought to a cold shutdown condition due to leakage of primary coolant 
from the primary to secondary system being in excess of the allowable opera-
tional limit established by the NRC in its Order of October 8, 1977. 
tC 
By letter dated November 22, 1977 to the NRC, Vepco advised, 
among other things, that the Unit was shut down due to a primary to secondary 
c. Identified as Attachment III. 
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leak in excess of NRC operational limitations in "A" steam generator. 
Vepco further advised that the only tube leaking after hydrostatic test-
ing was_~ in "A" steam generator, that this tube did not pass a 0.650 
inch probe during the March, 1977 inspection and that this tube (R5C26) 
19? 
in "A" steam generator was scheduled to be inspected during the September, 
1977 outage but, in fact, was not. 
By letter dated November 23, 1977Ld to Vepco, NRC transmitted a 
copy of its Safety Evaluation and approved the return to operation of Surry 
Unit No. 2 in accordance with the provisions of the October 8, 1977 NRC 
Order. In the Evaluation portion of the Safety Evaluation the NRC staff 
concluded, among other things, the following: 
"1. The tube, RSC26, that leaked and caused the Novem-
ber 18, 1977 shutdown was a tube that should have 
been previously plugged but was missed, thus the 
cause of the leakage ~s understood." 
It was upon the Division of Energy Regulation's receipt of copies 
of both Vepco's November 22, 1977 letter to NRC and NRC's response of Novem-
ber 23, 1977 that an investigation was unde~taken. 
INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
During the period November 23, 197S through the date of this re-
port, various members of the Commission Staff have had discussions with 
Vepco personnel regarding the November 18, 1977 to November 27, 1977 forced 
outage of Surry Unit No. 2. These discussions were aimed at attaining an 
indepth understanding as to the cause of the forced outage and why it occur-
red in view of the fact that Surry Unit No. 2 had, just slightly over a 
month beforehand, undergone a steam generator inspection. 
d. Identified as Attachment IV. 
-7-
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In order to analyze the consequence of the forced outage it is 
necessary to provide the sequence of events which is involved in the plan-
ning, organizing and the control of actual work accomplishment of an in-
spection program. 
The basic sequence of events is as follows: 
1. Prior to the actual shutdown, regions in the steam 
generator where severe denting is likely to occur 
are predicted. This is done by the Westinghouse 
finite element computer model together with previous 
inspection results to arrive at the appropriate in-
spection program for the current shutdown. From 
these data Westinghouse provides Vepco with a bound-
ary list/index which outlines the regions to be in-
spected. 
2. The boundary index is then drawn by Vepco on a tube 
sheet map~e for each steam generator. The tube sheet 
map defines tpe row and column locations of each tube. 
3. After the boundary index is drawn on the tube sheet 
map, each tube within the region is identified by 
row and column and listed on a log identified as the 
Eddy Current Test Sequence.lf The tubes listed on 
these sheets are those which are to be inspected. 
4. Each tube listed on the Eddy Current Test Sequence 
log, unless previously plugged, is supposed to be 
eddy current probed starting with the 0.650 inch 
probe. The eddy current probe generates a signal 
which is recorded on a strip chart lg as well as a 
magnetic tape oscilloscope trace. 
5. A copy of the Eddy Current Test Sequence data sheet 
which lists the tubes to be probed, as well as the 
strip charts and oscilloscope traces, are then given 
to a level three inspector whose job it is to inter-
pret each strip chart and oscilloscope trace. The 
interpretation of these data is recorded by the in-
spector in the INSP. HT and REMARKS columns of the 
Eddy Current Test Sequence data sheet. 
e. Attachment V is a copy of the tube sheet map. 
f. Attachment VI is a copy of the Eddy Current Test Sequence. 
g. Identified as Attachment VII. 
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6. For those tubes which do not pass a 0.650 inch 
probe, a second Eddy Current Test Sequence data 
sheet is prepared and the tubes listed are in-
spected using a 0.610 inch probe. Again, the 
inspector reviews each of the strip charts and 
oscilloscope traces generated by the 0.610 inch 
probe and records his interpretation in the INSP. 
HT and REMARKS columns of the data sheet. 
7. For those tubes which do not pass the 0.610 inch 
probe, the process is repeated using a 0.540 inch 
probe. 
B. The completed Eddy Current Test Sequence data 
sheets are then used by Vepco in determining spe-
cifically what tubes should be plugged in accord-
ance with the preventive plugging criteria. 
9. The tubes selected are then plugged. 
Tube R5C26 was within the boundary index provided to Vepco by 
Westinghouse for the September, 1977 scheduled inspection and was within 
the region when this index was transferred to the tube sheet map for steam 
generator 2A. Likewise, tube R5C26 was listed on the Eddy Current Test 
Sequence data sheet provided to the team conducting the actual eddy cur-
rent probing. Tube R5C26 was also on the copy of the data sheet given to 
the level three inspector (interpreter) so that the findings of the review 
of the individual strip chart and oscilloscope trace for each tube probed . 
could be recorded. 
A review of the completed copy of the Eddy Current Test Sequence 
data sheetLh which lists, among others, tube R5C26, reveals that columns 
INSP. HT and REMARKS contain the inspector's (interpreter's) findings. 
These findings are, according to the program, based upon review and ·inter-
pretation of the strip chart and oscilloscope trace of tube R5C26 using, 
in this case, a 0.650 inch probe. However, there was no strip chart or 
199 
oscilloscope trace, using a 0.650 inch probe, generated during the September 




program and, therefore, the tube was not inspected. Because the data sheet 
for tube R5C26 was erroneously completed by indicating that this tube 
(R5C26) was OK, it was never inspected in September, 1977 using a 0.610 or 
0.540 inch probe and, therefore, based upon the erroneous entry on the data 
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
OP'P'ICE OF -
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
RICHMOND 232UJ 
June 29, 1979 
Mr. William c. Younq, Clerk 
State Corporation Commission 
P. o. Box 1197 
Richmond, Virqinia 23209 
Re: Quarterly Fuel Clause Bearinq 
Report On Surry Unit No. 2 OUtaqe 
case No. 19983 
Dear Mr. Younq: 
.204-P 
This letter is to set forth my comments on behalf of 
the Division of Consumer Counsel of my Office, concerninq 
the forced outaqe of Surry Unit No. 2 from November 18, 1977 
through November 27, 1977. This matter has been pending 
before the Commission for over a year and a half, and I am 
pleased that the issue will be resolved expeditiously. This 
matter was first discussed at a July 27, 1978 Quarterly Fuel 
Clause Hearinq. At a special hearinq on June 25, 1979, the 
Commission invited comment from the Division. 
On November 18, 1977, Vepco'a Surry Unit No. 2 was 
shutdown as a result of primary coolant leakage from the 
primary system to the secondary system. This shutdown 
lasted approximately 9~ days, resultinq in a fuel costs to 
Virqinia ratepayers of $4,696,766. It is the opinion of the 
Division that the added fuel costs were tmprudently incurred 
by Vepco, and therefore should not be passed on to Virqinia 
ratepayers. The Division concurs with the recommendations 
made by the Commission's Staff and ita witness, James R. 
Wittine, at the June 25, 1979 and July 27, 1978 hearings. 
Vepco witness B. Ralph Sylvia, Director of Nuclear 
Operations, testified at the June 25, 1979 hearing that a 
tube in Steam Generator 2A was scheduled to be inspected, 
,! ( \ 
Mr. William c. Younq, Clerk 
June 29, 1979 
Paqe Two 
but that this inspection was not carried out. Mr. Sylvia 
admitted that an employee of a Vepco contractor inapectinq 
the qanerator tubea recorded information that he did not 
have. At the time of the inspection in 1978, the utility 
company employed no checks to see if the data reported was 
actually in existence. However, stricter safeguards are 
employed now. In his closing remarks, Vepco counsel con-
ceded that the Vepco contractor did not inspect a tube that 
should have been inspected and pluqged. 
2Q4~Q .' 
In his •Report of the Division of Energy Requlation on 
Surry Unit No. • 2, Staff witness Wittine reports: "The 
November, 1977 forced outaqe did not occur because of the 
lack of a plan, procedures, skills, or knowledqe. It did 
not involve a misunderstanding or misconception. At best, 
it was the lack o! attention in the actual recordation of 
false test results.M Tba Division concurs with the Staff's 
conclusion. Wittine concludes that the cost associated with 
the error committed by Vepco•s contractor should be borne by 
the utility: •aad the predetermined plan and procedures 
been followed durinq the September, 1977 steam generator 
inspection of the Surry Unit No. 2, the Unit would not have 
been forced out of service for a period of 9Js days com-
mencinq on November 18, 1977. Likewise, the additional 
expense of $4,696,766 (net replacement energy coats) as-
sociated with the November, 1977 forced outage would have 
been avoided.• At paqe 41 of the transcript of the July 27, 
1978 hearing before the Commission, Mr. Wittine recommended 
that customers not bear the costs of consequences of pro-
ce4ures.that were not followed by Vepco. Althouqh Vepco•s 
counsel argues that established procedures were indeed 
followed in this case, the fact is that the Company admits 
that an inspector of steam generator tubes recorded infor-
mation that he had not received. This incorrect procedure 
resulted in fuel coats of $4.7 million that were passed on 
to Virginia ratepayers. 
Vepco'a counsel submits a 1921 decision of the Hawaii 
Public Utilities Commission to stand for the proposition 
that Vepco should not absorb the loss caused by incorrect 
procedures employed in the inspection of steam qenerator 
tubes at surry unit No. 2. Re Kohala Ditch companl, Limited, 
1922A PUR 1, (1921). However, it Is a weii-establ shed 
principle of law when an electric utility makes imprudent 
decisions in the operation of its facilities, that utility 
Mr. William c. Young, Clerk 
June 29, 1979 
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'/ 
must bear the cost associated with the consequences of those 
decisions. Priest recognizes that the Commission should 
disallow operational expenses when •inefficiency or fa-
providence or economic waste or abuse of discretion or 
action inimical to the public interest have been demon-
strated.• A.J.G. Priest, Principles of Public Utility 
Requlationz Theory and Application, at 23 (1969). Recent 
cases hold that a utility company's rates must be based only 
upon prudently incurred coats. Midwestern Gas Transmission 
Cgmpant v. Federal Power Commission, 388 P.2d 444, 448 (7th 
C1r. 1 68), cert. denied, 392 o.s. 928 (1968)J Acker v. 
United States, 298 u.s. 426, 430-431 (1936)1 New England 
Telephone and Telegraph Company v. State, 95 N.H. 353, 64 
A.2d §, 17 (1949). 
Recently, the Pederal Bnerqy Regulatory Commission 
(PBRC) faced an issue concerning the prudent operation of 
gas storage facilities which is similar to the issue in this 
case. In Met.zenbaum v. Columbia Gas Transmission Corporation, 
26 PUR 4th 144 (1978), the commission found that the utility 
company was imprudent in the operation of its atoraqe facilities 
in October, 1976, resultinq in •unnecessary coats• of $1,954,525 
that could not be charqed to ratepayers. 
Thus, it is well settled that any tmprudently incurred 
cost by a public utility cannot be passed on to the customers 
of a publi utility. In this case, testimony by Staff 
witness James R. Wittine and admissions by Company witness 
B. Ralph Sylvia show that the $4.7 million in increased fuel 
costs were incurred due to the failure of the Company to 
conduct the required inspection of the steam generator tube 
which failed, and to the subsequent recordinq of data which 
did not exist. These facts constitute imprudence on the 
part of the Company. The cost of that imprudence must not 
be passed on to Virqinia ratepayers. Vepco should absorb 
this loss itself or attempt to collect damaqes from its 
contractor. 
Section 56-249.4 of the Code of Virginia (1950), as 
amended, gives the Commission authority to order refunds of 
amounts charqed throuqh the fuel clause, should the Commission 
determine later that the amount should be disallowed. The 
overwe~inq evidence in this case dictates that the State 
~·' 
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Corporation Commission should require Vepco to refund to its 
customers the Virqinia jurisdictional share of a system 
total of $4.7 million. 
I will not insist that the Diviaon of Consumer Counsel 
be per.mitted closinq argument and further cross-examination 
of Vepco witnesses at this time. However, if Vepco should 
submit further testimony or present further argument in this 
caae, the Division does not waive ita right to present 





cc: Evans B. Brasfield, Esq. 
Hunton & Williams 
P. o. Box 1535 
Richmond, Virginia 23212 
Richard D. Roqers, Esq. 
General Counsel 
State Corporation Comission 
P. o. Box 1197 
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1\'l'.lUCIH·lO•'Ifl, ,Jtu .. y· ?., 1979. 
C.OMNONt~J•:I\I.~TU OJ.•' VIH.G!Nll\, ~ .~:.!.• 
S'.l'A'fF. COICPOHA'flON Cm•li-t":t:!";SION 
I~x Pitrt.~J, in re:. 
.--·-- . . . 
Investigation to determine npp;:opriate 
tariffn purnu~nt to Cod~ ~56-249.6 for 
·electric utilities which purcha~e f~cl 
for generation including; Vi[yinia 
ChSE Np. 20068-79 
-~· 
Elcc::tr ic ancl Po~ . .,~! r Coauprwy, ~rh~! Poto,tmc 
l!~_dir;o.n Comp~ny, 1\ppalnc:llinn ro\·1~1: Comp,my, 
Delmarva l'O\o~er uncl T.~i~;ht Company. of. Vir~Iinin, 
and Potomac· Elcc'tric ·l'o~1e·r Company {Responc1~ht~;) 
COMt-IONWEi\L'l'll OF VIHGINIA, e_>:. rcl. 
S'rA'l'H ·CORPORl\'l'ION CONHISS.CON 
·Ex P~rte: In the muttor of 
qunrte(l}' hearings on fttel 
acl_justr.~en t clcmses, etc. 
CJ\Sf~ NO. 19803 
f~RDF:R 
ConsoJ.id« t ion of Orcl~ff! 
_During the Qucu:tc.H:ly Fuel Adjustment Clause hearing 
(Ca~e No. 19003) of Jun~: 15, 19"/0, the Ct>nunlm>ion 's Stnf f 
·raine~ q~e~tionn about ~ forced outage frorn November. 10, 
1977, through Novcmb~r 20, 1977 oE Virginin BJcctric ·und 
·Power. c:outp~m:t.'~ ("Vfo:IX!O'' or '-'Cu_mpany 11 ) Hurry Unlt No. 2.· 
Specin1 hoar i ~ago \·7crc held on July 27, l~nn and ,June_ 25, 
1979 in \·lhic·h cv.i.dencc on thif> outetgc \·ms ::mbu1i ttccl by 
the C.omminnion'n ntaff: nn'c1 V.ml'CO. 'fhe CO!nmh>!;ion f:indR 
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. : (t .etppropr iatc 'to rule in this or.cler on both VJo:PCO' s propo·-:C'iJ 
'acljU!:itrilept to i tn fual filctor. '(Cas:c t~o. ·200~8-"/9) .Hncl the 
coRtS rcgultin9 from the Novcmbnr lB to Novombcr 2~,.1917 
.· 
.surr.y Unit No.· l forced vut~gc. 
Crt!'>C NcJ. ~OOG8-79-
Qu:a r,l:c.•r ly nev j c:\'1 o( Puel J':xpcn~:c-r. 
~f .Y. i_!:v.~_l_l ~ ~!._ _liJ:~ ~~~ .. •:!_ Q. __ ~~c!_!~C!~I.'::!~- C:~i.llJI:~: lZ 
c,( it:; ri•tc~.n; cf[c·cl'.i•:C' ~July 1, 1979, to produce.• ii(I:Hti.onar 
.;" 
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of $53.9 million. VEJ.1C0 1 s proposed rcvis.ion i:=; hase.d in 
large p~rt on the projected operations of its nuclear units 
throu<Jh the rem.:tinder of the year •. On ut lecast two occasions 
in the past month, VE'P.CO has ch~nged the avaflability ·forecasts 
of.nuclenr units. On revi~w qf the evideRCC· offered in 
tbia.::proceeding. t:hc Comnllssion is of the opinion that ~PCO' s 
proposal ·should be denied. The availability of its units 
for· tl~~ rem.nlndP-r of the ye~u: is u~1ce-r tain and should be 
revi~wed.ngain·in a subsequ~nt quucterly hearing. Howev~-r, 
for ·_tt.e first five months of c.alenclar year 1979, the evidence 
shows that VEPCO- under-recovered actual fuel expt:!nses in 
the amount of. $13,115,7-60 from Virginia jurisdictional 
customers. 
Case No. 19883 . 
The Forced outage of .surry· 
Unit No. 2 in NOvember, 197'Z. 
On November 10, 1977, approximately 5 weaks after 
Surry Unit No. 2 was raturned to ser.vice upon completion 
of a scheduled refueling and steam gener.ator inspection, 
VEPCO wns required to bi: i~g· this unit to a co:d shutdot'in 
conditIon because of: primary ·coolant leu.kage into the se'conclary 
syntcm at a rate in cxc~ss aE the allownbla opo~atio~~l· 
li-mit. 
Special hearing~ ccgarding ~his matter were held on 
July 27, .1978 and June :?.5, 1979. our ing the July· 27, 1978 
hearing the:cornmi.nslon received the for~al Staff Report 
from James R. t'littine, Director, Divjsion of EnlH~JY Regulation, 
and b~1c _testimony of \•!. L. Prof f.t tt, Senio~ Vice President 
for Po\o~cr, Vl~PCO. nur 1ng the June 25., 1979 hearing the 
Co}llmisnio.n received the ·testimony of ll. nalph Syl.viu, Director 
of Nuclc!lr Operations, VEPCO. 
In our revicn-i of the record, lhcrc are a number of 
fpcts .in which. the Gt~rr: and vgPCO ar.c in aqrcP.mcnt. ·specifically: 
- ., -
·. 
a. Surri_unit No~ 2 wns forced out of service 








I i • 
coolant leakage into the secc;mclary system 
being· ~·n excess of the allowable opeJ:utional 
limit. 
Tbe du~ation ·of this forc~d outage was 
approximately g· l/2 days~ 
The cuuse of the leaka·ge \.Zits a cracked 
tube in ~A" steam generator. 
The tube that cracked and caused the 
forced outnge was RSC26. 
Tube RSC26 did not pass a .650 inch 
probe during the March, 1977 inspection. 
Tube RSC26 to~ar, specifically identified 
as being a tube to inspect in September, 
197_7. 
Tube RSC26 was no·t inspected in September, 
"!977. 
The .650 inch probe data sheet on which 
tube R5C26 was listed was improperly 
completed because· there \·TDS no strip 
chart or oscilloscope trace ~o interpret. 
"That VEPCO • s Virginia cus tom~rs paid . 
increased charges through the fuel ~djustment 
cla~se· as a. result of the 9 1/2 day 
_forced outage. 
The Staff's position is that: the Company should not 
be permitted" to retain the monies \·thich it coliectecl from 
its customers for the net replacement energy costs associated 
,.,ith the 9 1/2 days forced outage of. Surry Unit No. 2. 
A question whic~ this Commission must consider js: 
utould the error which was made during the September, 1977 
.. scheduled inspection have been avoided based upon the prog~am, 
plan~ information, te-chniques and egui'pment available to 
the Company at that time~"-
'i'he. answ~r to thit; quP-ntion, in our opinion, is yes. 
Bused upon both the Company's and Stuff's tcntimony it 
is obviou~_that there were at ln~Bt two ~Qparntc ~nd dist~nct 
\ttays to · i nsur c nncf:l tube \'IuS j n:;~ectcd. J.o"' irs t, the tc.:~m 
wtiich actually prob~s the tubco w~s pr~vidcd with n liut 
specifically idt""!nl:ifying cnch tube to b'c prob~d~ Secondly, 
- 3 -
.. . . 
.. 
.. 
the interpreter was given a duplicate list of the t~be~ 
\thich \~ere.. supposed to be probed and on \t~hich he must 't:ecord 
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h.is findings from his n~Yie\t~ of the strip ch·art and oscilloscope 
trace. The team did not probe the tube (RSC26) and no 
. st;rip chart or occilloscope trace \'las made. The interpreter 
recorded results for \'lhich there was no clata. Additionally, 
the Company in March, 1977, had b~en.put on notice. that 
tube ·asc26 \'las only one of 190 tube:l in "A" steam generator 
~~d one of a total of 421 tubes in all three steam generators 
which did not pass a .650 inch ~~obe. 
One other aspect was raised by the Company which should 
be addressed, that being, the· Company • s pos·i.tion that· ~he 
Commission i~ establi~hing perfection as a standard by 
\•thich to gaug.e the Company • s performance.· This is far 
f·r'om an accurate characterization. A 9apacity factor of· 
~00 percent is. perfect. Recognizing that a unit ~ust periodi- · 
cally (a~nually) be taken out of service for refueling, 
inspecti.on, and pr.n~entive maintc11unce for about 5 \·t~elts, 
·the theoretically ideal capacity· factor, t~k ing the above · 
factors into consideration, woulcl be approxinac:ltoly 90 percent. 
· In 1977 the annual capacity factor of Surry Unit No. 2 
was GS.7 percent ancl.bn a cumulative basis, from thc.dat-e 
of commercial ope.ration t~rough ·year end 1977, the capacity 
factor is 58.5 percent. 
. . 
We would trust that no reasonably kno~-llcdgeuble individual 
. I 
would consider either 1977 or the cumulative performance 
of Surry Unit No. 2 to be perfect. Nevertheless, w6 in 
the pasE. have not d~sallowed expenc~G associatecl with the. 
differential between .perfection and the nctual resurts. 
HavincJ consider.cc1 ·the evidence and . the appl icablo 
law, the Commis~ion find5: 
(1) 'l'hat tha error made during tl.le September, 1977 




.t2) Th~t h~d this error not occurred, Surry Unit 
No.· 2 would not' have been forced out of service for 9 1/2 
days .in November, 1977 as a reoult of the cracked tube 
R5C26 and that the hig·her level of fuel expenses charged 
to customers \orould ha~e been avoidecl1 
(.3) That VEPCO 's Virginia jurisdict.ional custopters · 
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paid an additional $3,207,736 through Company's Fuel .. Ad)ustment 
Clause as a result of the forced outage of Surry Unit No. 2 
·~rom November 18 through November 27, 1977; 
(4) That VEPCO's Virginia jurisdictional r~tepayers 
should not bear these e~penses. 
(5) That the amount, $3,287,736, previously collected 
from the Virginia jurisdictional ratepayers should be returned 
through the operation of the Company's existing fuel factor. 
Conclusion 
· VEPCO shall be allowed to revise its fuel factor to 
crillect additional revenues of $9~828,024 ($13,115,760 
l~ss $3,287,736) • 
. Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED .that VEPCO tile revised. 
tar.iffs conformint) to the above findlngs,.such tari~fs 
to .become effective immediately upon the filing of same. 
AN ATTESTED COPY hereof ·shall be sent .to each of the 
f1v"e Respor:tdents; to counsel for the following part:ies: · 
the Virginia Committe.e for Fair Utility Rates; ~ .. air f. ax 
Gounty; the Division of.Consumek Counsel of the Attorney 
General; Conoumer Congreso: Senator Clive DuVal: City of 
Alexandria; and an attested copy shal~ be delivered tp 
.the Cornmiss ion's Divis ions of Energy Regulcltion, Accounting 








.VIRGINIA: BEFORE THE STATE CORPORATION COMNISS ION 
CO~romiEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel. 
STATE CORPORAriON COMMISStON. 
Ex Parte: In the matter .of 
quart.erly he.arings on fuel 
adjustment clauses, etc. 
CASE NO. 19883 
PETITION FOR REHEARING OR RECONSIDERATION 
Pu;suant to Rule 7:9 of .the Comrnission'·s Rules 
·Of Practice· and Procedure, Virginia E~ectric and Po~ver 
. 
Company ('the Compa.I?-Y) hereby·petitions for a rehear-
. ing or reconsideration with respect to·· the Commis.sion' s 
order of July 2, 1979 requiring the Company to return to its 
Virginia jurisdictional ratepayers t~rough. the operati~n of 
the Company's 'fuel factor $3,28,7,736 previously collected. 
The Company s~ates as follows in suppo~t of its Petition: 
I. 
1. The. Commis~ion's determination on the b~sis 
of the record in this case that the Company must refund to 
: . 
customers funds collect~d as the result of incurred fuel 
~xpenses is erro.n·eG~s as a ~atter of Law and unfair as a 
matter o·f fact. .The tube inspection and. plugging program 
has function~~ well and sa~ed eustomers m~ny millions of 
~ . 
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dollars .. When it is considered· as a whole; as it shoula be, 
its· implementation by· the Company has ~ore tt:an met· any. 
reasonable test of uti:lity pe_rformance, and the Commission's 
action in_ disallowing replacement fue.l expenses establishes 
a standa~d of perfection that cannot be met in fact and is . 
an improper standard as a matter of law. The Commission 
shoul4 reconsider this matter, rescind its order requiting 
repayment -and adj~st the ·fuel factor to allo'tv retention of 
the amount- in question. If a rehearing is deemed neces~ary 
for .such recon~ider~Cion, it C0Uld conveniently be.held at 
. 
the time of the next quarterly fuel factor hearing·. 
II. 
·2.: In its order the Commission enumerated the 
facts on which it based its conclusio_n that $3,287,736 
should.be returned to ratepayers. From this enumeration of 
facts it is clear that the Commission believed that the full 
9.6-aay outage of Surry Unit 2 that took place in November 
.1977 wa? attributable to the fact that leakage of primary 
coolant into the secondary system was in excess of the al-
lowable operational limit, as a result .of the ·company r s 
failure to inspect and plug tube R5C26. 
·3. F-rom the· record it is clear that this· \vas not· 
the case .. wnile; the tube leak was the reason the unit naa 




elimi-nated the need for a separate .outage for necessary 
repairs to a primary ·co.olant valve. Moreover, the steam 
. gener~tor tube leak required. only ~ 1/2 dars to repair, 
while the 9.6-day duration of the outage resulte~ from 
the valve repairs. This was clear from the testimony of 
B. R .. Sylvia: 
Another thing I might mention, on this 
parti~ular outage, I believe we shut do~~ 
on November the 18th, ~- on November the 
15th we had identified a· pressurized valve 
-~s leaking. And '.Yhile -c;.;e we_re· down.--· 
when you have a leak on a valve, it do.esn' t 
get better. It just gets worse. So in 
all probability in a few days we were 
going ·to have to shut· down anyway to fix 
this valve. 
COMHISSIONER SHANNQN: \men r.vas this? 
\.Jhat date was that? 
~~ITNESS SYLVIA: On the 15th we had 
a maintenance report. 
CO~~ISSIONER SHJU~NON: 15th of 
November? 
WITNESS SYLVIA: That identified a 
valve leaking.. And to T.vork on this· valve 
dictated the duration of the outage. That 
is 'tvhy t:he o.utage was nine and a hal£ days , 
or nine point·six days. 
tve identified in plugging this tube 
~hat was supposed to be plugged would only 
have takert about four and a half days, and 
we have our critical path schedule, computer 
print-outs for the outage. 
GOMNISSIONER BRADSHAt~: \•tnere is this· 
valve, up on the inside? 
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WITNESS SYLVIA: . The valve is in the con-
tainment,· insi:de ·the bio.logical seal T.vall. You 
have to come to a· cold ·shtit-do~v'"tl condition, and 
·YO':! ha,,e to drain the primary system to re-pair 
thJ.s particu.lar valve. (6/25/79 Tr. 76-77) 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON·: Is it your testimony., 
. Hr. Sylvia, that if it had just been a· missed 
tube, plugging·alone, ·you tv-culd. have been. shuc · 
do~vn hc~v long? 
t~ITNESS SYLVIA: Like four and a -half . · 
days. 
COMMISSIONER SHANNON: t.J1:1ereas you tvere. 
shut down ~hat, nine -- ? 
WITNESS . SYLVI.·· : Nine po·in t six. 
CO~ruiSSIONER SHANNON: And the balan€e was 
ne·cessa-ry to correct the valve situation? 
t.J'ITNESS SYLVIA.: Y~s, -sir. Actually, tne 
enti.re outage, . the duration ·of the outage T,;as 
dictated by th~ work on the. valve. 
BY MR. BRASFIELD (Continuing) 
Q. Did you start work on the valve as soon as 
you had the outage for. the leak? 
A. Yes 1 sii; as soon as we could get the plant 
into a c~ndition· to work on the valve, we began to 
work on the valve. : (6i25/i9 Tr. 89) 
4: ~he.only non-Company witness to address this 
is' sue, . M:i: .. James R. Wittine, when he was asked whether the· 
entire outage was attributable to the tube laak, mer~l~ 
stated that· as of that date (July 27, 1978) he had not been 
· acl.vi~ed. that· there Y?as any other reason for the· outage 
(7/27/78 Tr. 52-?3). Thus the Company!s tes(:imony that t~e 
•'""' 
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valve repairs accoupted for the entir·e ·duration of the outage, 
and that.the tube leak repairs.involved less than half of 
that period,' stands unrebutted and unrefuted. 
, 5. · The Commission's failure to ment.ion this 
testimony o·r · coannent on this issue. in its order suggests 
that the issue was overlooked. Under these circumstances 
the .. appropriate remedy is .for the Commission to reconsider 
this matter, rescind its order requiring repayment and· 
adjust the fuel factor to allow r~t·ention of the amount 
. . 
in question.. Even if the Commission were to ignore the 
' time. required to repair the valve and were to charge all of 
that 9utage time to the tube leak repairs, which would be 
an unjust result, it should amend its order ·to require the. 
Company to return· to. its· Virginia j ~risdictional customers 
Gnly that po~tioh· of the replacement fuel cost that was 
incurred dur'ing that period. That ·anioun·t would be 
$1,541, 126, based on the ratio of 4'. 5 to. 9. 6 days:. 
6. The Conunission' s. Staff, in its· memorandum o·f · 
June 29, 1979 to the Commissioners, requested an op-, 
portunity ·to cross-examine. the Company's witness, B: R. 
Sylvia, and to present Hr. Wittine in·re~uttal, but the 
Commission entered its order.without providing that op-
portunity. If such cross-examination and rebut·c·al. \.;ere 
intended to deal with the issue ·raised herein, or if the 
·' 
. ·· .. ,. 
6 
Commission would like·to have·mo~e information conce~ing 
. the valve· leak. and its repairs, the appropriate remedy 
would be a rehearing to consider further evidence on this 
·issue. Such reh~aring coul4 conveniently be held at the 
.time of· the next quarterly fuel factor hearing. 
talHEREFORE, the Company re-spectfully requests the 
Commi$sion to. reconsider its· :order of July 2, 19 79 and 
rescind it .for the r~asons stated herein. If the Com-
mission persists in the belief that·some replacement fuel 
costs must be returned to customers, the Company, without 
waiving .any rights hereunder' .requests that the order of· 
·July 2, 1979 ·be amended. to reduce the amount to b.e returned 
·to customers· from $3,287, 736· to an amount not. larger than 
$1,541,126, or, in the alternative, that this matter be 
set for a ~ehearing. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMP&~Y 
Dated: July 16, 1979 
. Evans B. Brasfield 
Richard D. Gary 
Hunton & Williams 
P. ·o. Box 1535 
·Richmond,, VA '23212 
Of Counsel 
By 
/ __ ... 





Before me, the undersigned notary public, on· thi:s 
day personally appeared Stanley Ragone, whose name is signed 
~a the foregoing Petition as P~esident of Virginia Electric 
and Powe~ Company, ·and being by me first duly sworn,declared 
-
that he ·is President of Virginia Electric and Powe·~ Company, 
and that the statements contained in th~ foregoing Petition 
are true and correct to the best of his inforrnatipn, knowle~ge 
and belief .. 
· Subscribed and sworn to before j uris·diction 
this 16th day of July~ 1979. 





I certi.fy that I have,· this /"7 .tr. day of 
July, 19_79, mailed a copy of the fqregoing Petition ·for 
Rehearin·g or Reconsideration to all parties of record . 
.::::::::::: /' / /~"' } / ( / !-. -
/ ~·I' • • ~ •!,.. t~ ,/ / . / I I /"' _.. 
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· COt·tMON~lEALTll OF VIRGINIA, ~ !.£!• 
STA:rE CORPO~ATION CO~lhliSSION 
In the matter of quarterly 
hearings on fuel adjustment 
.clauses, etc.· · 
:cASE NO. 19083 
,. 
ORDER DENYING PETITION FOR 
REHEARING OR RECONSIDBRA'l'ION 
0~ July 17, 1979, Virginia Electric an~·Power Company 
filed hckein a petition asking the Com~ission for a rehearing 
or rec'onsidcration "with ref;pect to the Commission • s C?rder 
of July 2, 1979, requiring the Company_ to return to its 
Vir9inia jurisdictional ratepayers th~ough the operation, 
·of the c·ompany' s fuel factor $3 ,_287, 736 previously_ collected." 
And, after consider~tion· of Vepco•s petition ·for .rehearing 
or rec9nsideration, it is the opinion of the Commission 
that ·the petition of Vcpco ·should be denied· and it is· so 
. ordered. 
AN ATTESTED COPY hereof shall be sent to each of the 
. five nespondent:s.; ·to· coun~el· for the follo\.,ring p'-lrties: 
tl'Je Virginia Committee for Fc:tir Utility Rates.; Fuirfax 
• • .. • 4•' 
Coun~YJ the Division of Consumer Counsel of the Atto~ney 
. . 
General; Consumer Congreso; Senator Clive DuVal; City of 
Alexandria; and an attested. copy shall be .delivered to 
· the Commission • s Divisions· of Energy Regulation, Acco~tnting 





VIRGINIA: BEFORE THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
COMMONWEAL~H OF VIRG.INI-A., ~ r·el.· 
STATE CORP.ORATION COMMISSION 
.Ex Parte: In the matter of 
quart;erly hearings .. on fuel 
adjustment clauses·, etc. 
• 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CASE No.· 19883 
Pursuant to Rule 5:18(c) of the Rules of the 
Supreme Cou~t of Vi~ginia, Virgi~i~ Electric·and Power 
Gompany hereby gives notice ·pf appeal from the.Com-
mission.''s order of July 2, 19"79 in this proceeding. 
July 23, 1979 
Evans B. Brasfield 
.Richard D. Ga~y 
Hunton & Williams 
P. 0·. Box 1535. 
Richmo~d, VA. 23212 
Of·Gounsel-





CERTIFICATE" OF SERVICE 
I certify that I have this .23rd day of July, 
19 7.9; mailed ·a copy of the for.egoing N~tice gf Appeal 
to the following: John L. Walker, Jr., Esquire, \~oods, 
• 
Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton, ·p. 0 .. Box 720 ,_. 105 Fr-anklin 
. . 
Road, SW, Roanoke, .VA 24004, John W .. T. Webb, Esquire,· 
' 
106 W .. · Main Street, Salisbury, HD 21801, Philip J. 
Bray, Esquire, The Potomac Edison Comp?riy, Downsville 
Pike, Hagerstown, MD 21740, William D. Shapiro, .Esquire, 
. . . 
1900 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C .. 20068, 
' Richard D. Rogers, Jr., Esquire, A. Lynn Ivey, III, 
. 
Esquire, State Corporation Commi·ssion, · P. b. Box ,119 7, 
Richmond, VA 23209, Anthony Gambardella, Esquire, 
Eric M. Page, Esquire, Shockoe Cente.r, 11 S. 12th Street, 
Richmond~ VA 2 3219, A.· C. Epps, Esquire,. Charles F. 
Midkiff, Esquire, Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent &; 
·.Chappell, 1200 Mutual Building,· Richmond, VA 23219, 
Richard A. Golden, Esq~ire, Assistant County Attorney,_ 
4100 Chain .Bridge Road, Fairfax, ·Vft:.. 220~0, Erwin S. 
Solomo.n, Esquire·, Drawer R, Hot Springs, VA 24445, The 
Honorable Clive L. DuVal, 2d, 2007 Fifteenth Street, · 
North, Arlington, VA 22201, Ms. Wendy Alfsen-Clevelana, 
Alexandria Office of Consumer Affairs, ~ox 178, City Hall, 
Alexandria, VA .· 22 313. ; 
. t 
.COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
.. 
COMMO~WEALTH OF VIRGINIA·; ex rel. 
· STA+'E CORPORATION COMMISSION 
Ex-Parte: In the matter of. 
quarterly-hearings on fuel 
adj~strnent clauses, etc. 
CASE NO. 1-9883 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO PARTICIPATE . 
. ' 
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The Division of Consumer Couns~l, O~fice of the Attotney 
General of Virginia, hereby ~ives notice, pursuant to 
Rule 5:18{£) of the Rules of the ·supreme Court of Virginia, 
tbat it intends to part~cipate.as an_appel1ee i? the appeal 
of·the order of the Commis~i9n entered in this action on 




.Eric l-1. Page 
Assistant Attorneys General' 
11 South 12th Street . 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 
('804 )· 7 86.-4'07 5 
Respe~·tfully, submitted, 
DIVISION OF CONSUHER COUNSEL 
By: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I ~ertify . that I have. this l~ay o~ August, 1979, 
mailed a copy -of the foregoing. Notice of I·ntention to 
· Participate_to ·the following: Evans.B. Brasfield, Esquire, 
~-· 0. Box 1535, Richmond, Virginia 23212, Jqhn.L. Waiker, 
.Jr. , ·Esquire, Woods, Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton, Po 9 o 
Box 7201 lOS Fr.anklin Road, s .. w., Roanoke, ·virginia· 24004, · 
John W. T. Webb, Esquire, 106 W. Main Street, Salisbury, 
Maryland 21801, Philip J. Bray, Esquire, The Potomac Edison 
Company, Downsville Pike, Hagerstown, Maryland 21740, 
William D. Shapiro, Esquire, 1900 Pennsylvania Avenue,·N.W., 
. . 
Washington., D.C. 20068, Richard D. Rogers I Jr., Esquire, 
A. Lynn Ivey, II~, Esquire, State Corporation Commiss~on, 
P. 0. Box 1197, Richmond, Virginia 233.091 A. C. Epp~, E-squir-e, 
·Charles F. Midkiff, Esqu1re, Christian, Barton, Epps, Brent· & 
Ch~ppell, 1200 Mutual Building, Richmond, Virginia 2.3219, 
~ichard A. Golden, Esquire, Assistant County Attorney, 4100 
Chain Br.idge Road, Fairfax, Virginia 20030,. Erw~n s. Solomo~, 
Esquire, Drawer R, Hot Springs, Vi~ginia 24445, -~he Honorable· 
Clive L. DuVal, 2d, 20-07 Fifteenth Street, North, Arlington, 
yirginia 22201, Ms. Wendy Alfsen-Cleveland,.Alexandria 




COM~iONWEALTH OF VIRGlNIA 




AT .RICHI'-10Nw,. NOVE.HBER 2,.1979 
_COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,~ rel. 
STATE CORPO~\TION CO~~ISSION 
Ex Parte: ·rn the mattei of 
quarterly hearings on fu.el 
adjuf?tment· clause-s-, etc. 
CASE NO. 19883 
·OPINION 
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
on·oec~mber 15, 1977, ~s req~ired·by l~w, 1 the commission 
'held its regular quarterly fuel hearing to review and evaluate 
inform·ation relating to fuel transactions-, fuel pur-cha-ses, 
fuel adjustment claus~s· and other data ~hich investor-owned 
~lectric gen~rating_ ~tilities are requir~d 2 to.fii~. 
At that heari~g, the Commission's General Counsel stated 
that Mr. James· R. Wittine, Director of Ene~gy Regulation 
for .the Comin1s·sion,· was exploring ~ith officers· of Virgini"a 
Electric ana Power·- Comp~ny ("Company'~ o~ "VEPCO") the reasons 
·fbr a mid~November, 1977, forced outage of orte of that · 
Compa~y's nuclear· units. Acco.rding to· the General Counsel.'s 
1 Code §56.:249.4 requires.the Commission, among other 
thirigs~ to hold·qua:terly hearings to revi~~ and evaluate 
the information filed as required by·§SG-249.3; ~t~e Commission 
must disalrow any increased-charges ~rising from .an electric 
utility's fuel adjustment. clause ";hich cannot be supported 
. ·by the inforrnatio·n -~nd testimony filed at the· quarterly 
hearing. · 
~ . . . 
. ~ Code S5~-2A9.3 requires certain publicly an~ privately 
. ot.~rned· electric· tl.tilities- to: file monthly data telat.ed to 
· fuel trans a c:-t ions , cost. and output , or. e f f i c i e nc y • 
·. 
.. J I 
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statement, r.1r. t~i ttine·. expected. to obtain· informati_on from 
. . 
both VEPCO and the Nuc·le~r Regulato~y c.ommission ("NRC") 
on the unit· out.age .an.d to ·determine the cost of replacement 
energy -necessitated· by the outage·- which was passeo-on 
to.consumers through VEPCO's fuel adjustment clause. 
. . ' . 
. ' During the next quarterly f.uel hearing,. in March, 
1978, the General Counsel requ~sted the CC?mmission to direr.::t 
VEPCO to file a full report of the facts surrounding the 
forced ou~ag~ at Surry Nuclear Unit 2 tram November 18, 
·. 1977, through November 27, 1977 .•. Tq be included in the 
.report were respon.s~s t"o i;he following five po~nts: 
1. An explanation of the Surry ·unit's steam 
generator jnspection program·in effect p~ior 
to March, 1971, including, among other things, 
monitoring techniq~es and criteria for plugging 
dented tubes. 
2. An explanatiori of any chaMges in irispection 
program techniques, or criteria,. made between 
~larch 1, 1977, and September 30, 1977. 
. . 
.3. Why the tube at .location R5C26 in steam 
generator 2A was not inspected duririg the 
inspection/refueling shutdown in Septe·mber_, 
!977. 
4. The dollar amount of the net replace·ment 
energy costs a·sso.ciated with the forced · 
outage of Sur~y Unit No. 2 between Nove~ber 18 
and November 27, 1977; to be supplied ~ith 
suppor.ting data. 
5. An explanation of measures taken, if any, 
subsequent to November 27, 1977, to minimiz~ 
the possib~lity of similai occur~ences. 
·- 2.-
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VEPCO agreed _to .. file the requested report and_ did 
so on Ma~ch 31, 1978. ~he Staff, Attorney General and 
other partie's t_o ·the·. quarteriy fuel hearing in March, 197~, 
we1;e perm~tted to respond to Company's repor-t. The Staff 
responded with its own report and ~ecommendations, presented 
to-the Commission on July 27, 1978. On the latter date, 
and continuin.g on the day of June 25, ·.1:979 ,_ Company presented 
evidence .intended to rebut St~ff 's conclusions on the reason-
·abless of the nuclear unit .outage. 3 The written comments 
of;.the Attorney .General were t'iled with the Commission 
on ~une 29, 1979 . 
. ·The Staff recommended·refunding the net replacement 
energy cost incurred by VEPCO as a result of the nuclear 
unit outage in November of 1977:, and pa·ssed on to VEPCO • s 
customers ~~rough its fuel adjustm~nt 'clause. That recom-
me-ndation was adopted, and· by order enter·ea July 2, 1979, · 
. . 
Company was dir-~cted to make customer refund in the amoun~ 
of $3,287,136. The amount of th' refund was credited to 
an approve~ increase in the recovery of Company's 1979. 
· 
3
.At the quarterly fuel hearing held June 15, 1978, 
Company ana Staff agreed to meet and develop a schedule . 
for formal presentations ·bef6re·the Commission in support 
of their respective positi-ons. 
3 -
.· 
·fue~ costs amounti~g to the sum of $13,115,760, for a net 
4· increa$e .of ·$9 ,828,024. 
BACKGROUND OF OUT~GE 
VEPCO holqs licenses from the NRC to opera.te nucl~a~ 
P.OWer reac_to·rs. NRC· Operating License No. DPR-37 author.izes 
.ComEany to operate Surry Power Station No. 2. The.Surry 
reactor is a pre~surize~ water reactor. Water circulates 
through the r~actor and steam gener~tor tubes ("primary 
. . 
system") and transfers heat to water surrounding the -steam 
gene~ator tubes {"secondary system"). The heat t~~nsfer 
from the pr-imary to the secondary S¥stern produce$ the ~t.eam 
required to run turbines.· 
.At S~rry, tubes carrying the wate~ th~ough the primary 
sytem ·(·known as "U" tubes) run through seven carbon steel 
su~port_ plates, each of which are 3/4 inch. thick~ The 
holes in the s~pport plates are·. 89 inch in diameter·. 
The outside diam~ter of each tube is .75 inch. 'Thus, the 
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space between· the surf~ce of each tube and the inside surface 
of each hole measures .0075 inch, or 7.5 mills. 
4 By.order entered September 27, 1979, Company was 
permitted . to increase recovery of .1979 fuel costs by the 
sum 9f $37,051,471. This increase was in addition to the 
$9~828,024 increase authorized by order entered July 2,. 
1979.. . . 
·, 
U-tubes in each of the three steam ge~erators at surry 
. .· 
Unit 2 have been ~ubject to "denting". 5 Denting·occurs 
because the carbon steel support pl_ates are subject to ·. 
corrosion. In-effect, oxidation exparids the inner surface 
22?. 
of .. the holes through the ·.support plates which exer-ts pressure 
on the tuties and causes them·. to crush, or· dent, and eventua·lly 
. 6 
to leak. 
VEPCO, in a joint effort with Westinghouse, developed 
the· equipmen~ and technique to deal with tube denting. 
0 • 
It is. predicated upon the circumstance that· if tubes which 
are likely to dent can be identified and plugged before 
·leakage occurs, the risk of leaks o·f the. primary c.ooliant, 
and the attendi~g shutdown of the nuclear· units, is reduced. 
The VEPCO.-Westin_ghouse.· program, therefore, seeks: (1) 
~o· identify.all u~tubes which can be expected to ~ent sufficiently 
.to·cause tube cracks during the neit period of a unit's 
operat.ion and-;. (2) to plug all such tubes. The sequ.ence 
of events ~n-identifying and plugging tubes which can be 
0 5 
. The denting problem bas.had a signific~nt impact 
on VEPCO operations. For example, from January 1, 1976, 
through February 28, 1977, Surry Unit 2 was out of operation 
for 4, 636 hours .. Steam generator tube leaks a·ccounted · 
for 3,353.9 or 72.3 percent of_ the outage hours. 
6 Accordin~ to VEPCO witness Sylvia, the permissible 
NRC leak~ge rate is virtually "z~ro leakage". Conseq~ently, 
_any time a steam generator develops a leak"it has to be 




. expected to lea.k. were described·· by ~~r. Wi ttine in his 
direct t:e·stfmony as fol~ows: 
1. ·Prior to the actual shutdown, ~egions in 
. the steam 9eneratot where severe denting 
is likely -to occur are. predicted. This 
. is done by the Westhinghouse finite element 
computer mo~el together with previous inspecti~n 
results 'to arrive at the appropriate inspec.tio·n·· 
program for the current shutdown. From 
these data Westinghouse provides. Vepco with 
a boundary list/index which outlines the 
regions to be iri~pected. 
2. The boundary in.de·x is· then drawn by Vepco 
on a tube sheet map for each steam generator. 
The tube ~heet map d~fines ~he row. and c;olumn 
locations of each tube. 
3. After the bounda~y index is d~awn on the 
tube· sheet .ma-p, each t'ube wi.thin the region., 
is identif~ed by row and· column and ~isted 
on a log identified as the Eddy Current 
Tes~ Sequence. The t~b~s listed on these 
sheets~are those which are to ~e inspected. 
4. Each tube listed on the Eddy Current Test · 
Sequence log, unless previously plugg7~' . 
is s·uppose·d. to .be eddy cur re.n·t probed starting 
with the -0.650 inch probe. The ·eddy current 
p.robe _gen.erates a signal which is recorded 
on a strip~ chart as well ·as a magnetic tape 
oscilloscope trace. 
5. ·A copy of the Eddy Current Te~t Sequence 
data sheet which.lists the tubes to be probed,· 
as well as the strip c~arts.and oscilloscope 
traces, are then given to a level three 
inspe~ctor who.se )ob··it is to i"nterpret each 
strip chart and oscilloscop-e trace. The-
interpretation-of thes~ data is recorded 
by the inspector in th~ INSP. HT and REMARKS 
· 
7 The Eddy Current·probe provides VEPCO.with a signal 
on· the .condition of each· ·u~tube. The ·signal is rec""orded · 
on a stri?. chart. and. a magnetic tape~ 
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·columns of the· Eddy Current Te.st Sequence 
data· sheet. · 
6. For tho~e tubes which dd not pass a ~.650 
inch probet a second Ed~y Curreht Test Sequenc~ 
data ·sheet is prep~red and the tubes ltsted 
ai:e inspected using a 0.610 inch probe •. 
·Again, the inspector reviews each of the 
sirip charts and oscilloscQp~ traces.~ener~ted 
by the ·o .• 610 inch probe and records his 
interpretation in the INSP. HT and REMARKS 
columns of the data sheet. 
7. For those tubes which do not pa~s the 0.610 
· inch probe·, "the process is repeated using 
·~ 0.540_ .inch probe. · 
, 
8. The. completed· Eddy Current ·Test Sequence 
data sheets a~e then used by Vepco ·in deter-
mining specifically what tubes should be , 
plugged in .accordanc~ with the pr~ventiv~ 
plugging criteria. 
9! The· .tubes. selected are then plug.ged. 
229·. 
According· to Mr. Wtttine, and ~lr. Ralph Sylvia, VEPco·•s· 
Director of Nuclear Operations, th~ u~tube in row 5, colurnri 
26 (RSC'26) , the t.ube under ~crutiny in this proceeding, · 
was· in the boundary index provided to ~PCO by Westinghou~e 
for inspection by VEPCO during the .s~ptember, 1977, scheduled 
outage for refueling~ . Also, tube RSC26 was prop~!lY Listed . 
. on the Eddy ·current ·_Test Sequence 'data· she_et. provided th~ · 
field 9perators who were to conduct the actual probing. 
The tube nurnber·also appeared on the data ~heet provided 






According t·o ~tr.. Wi ttine, a revie\tl of the Edc;ly, Cur'rent 
Test Sequence data sbeet shows that the inte;pre~er appeared 
to have review·ed an.d made findings from a s~r ip char~ and 
. . 
oscilloscope t.r.ace on the condition of tube RS.C26. But 
no field operator had ~robed tube RSC26 during the S~ptember 
in~pe~tion! . Consequently, no strip_ chart or oscilloscope 
trace coald have _been available to per~it.the interpreter 
to have an~ly~ed the tube's ·condition. Never~heless, the 
interpreter recorded resu_lts of an ~nalysis w·hich indicated 
that the condition of the tube was sa~isfact6~y. Since 
no plu·gging of tube R5C26 appeared to be necessary,· no 
plugging took pla.ce. 
On October-12~ ~977, after refueling, Surry Unit 2 
was returned to operation.· On November 18, 1977, _the-u!lit 
was brought.to a cbld shutdown because of a leak from ~he 
primary system to the secon~ary sys~em in excess of th~ 
. allowable NRC limits. By letter dated November 22, 1977, 
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VEPCO advised t·he NRC. of the leakage. The letter, in pe_rt~nent 
part, reads as· ~allows: 
On November 18, 1977, Surry Unit 
No. 2 was shutdown due to a primary 
to secondary leak slightly greate~ 
than o·. 3 gpm in "A" steam genera tor. 
After shutdown "·B" and ".C" steam gener-
ators we~e hvdrotested and no tube 
leakage was found. The only tu~e leaking 
in "A" steam generator w~s ~5-C26. 
This tube did hot pass a 0.650 inch 
- 8 -
orobe in.March of 1977 and is now in 
~b~· region of predicted st~ai~of greater 
than 15% and does not pass ·a 0.540 
probe. A review of the records from 
·the September 1977 ·outage found this 
tube was. scheduled to be inspected 
but was n6t. To assure .that additional 
tubes· were not missed., the following 
revie~s.of. past data were made • 
. , . 
1. For all tubes which did not pass 
the 0. 6 s·o probe during· "the March 
· 1977 inspection, the data was reviewed 
t~ assure that they were inspected 
in September 1977. This consisted 
of 19 0 tubes in ·A , 12 3 tubes ·in 
. B, and 108 tubes in c. The results 
of this review showed tha·t the 
Row 5 Col. 26 tube· of· A· was the 
·only. scheduled tube no~ inspected 
in September. 
2. A sampling of data sheets versus 
strip chart·resu1ts was done to 
monitor. the accuracy of the data 
sheets. This consists of 15% of 
the tubes inspected in A, 12% in 
B and 15% in C. There were no 
differences found b~tween th~ data 
·sheet.s and the ·strip chart records. 
Th~ results of the above ·reviews 
give a high assurance that no further 
scheduled tubes were missed. To imorove 
the future accuracy of our steam generator 
inspection program, any tube which 
does not pass a 0.650 probe will be 
probed- at all future scheduled inspe~tions; 
the tubes which-are part of the g~uging 
program will be re-checked at the end 
of the program by cqmpariog strip charts 
with data sheets. · 
The NRC's Safety Evaluation Report, prepared after 
·receipt of VEPCOts letter of November 22, 1977, describes 
- 9 -
·. 
the· reason for. the outage. As here pertinent, the report 
reads as follows: 
p 
·BY Order for Modification of License, 
~a ted October 8.,. 1977, Surry Unit .2 
was given ·approval to return to power 
for six equivalent months of. oper~tion 
£"allowing completion. of the steam gener·ator 
tube inspection program and necessary 
plugging. Subsequent to return to 
power.a primary to secondary leak developed 
in steam generator 2A and the unit 
was shutdown on November 18, 1977 after 
achieying a leak rate of slightly greater 
than· 0. 3 gpm. · · 
The licensee, Vir~inia Electric and 
Pqwer .company (VEPCO), found that the 
leakin~ tube was at location RSC26 
in steam g~nerator 2A. This tube and 
ten (10) tubes surrounding it were 
then gauged to discern the degree of 
.denting. The leaking tube did .not 
allow passage of a 0.54Q" eddy current. 
~robe. All other tubes passed a 0.650" 
probe. 
Since the leaking tube was included · 
in the September, 1977 inspection program 
and no indication of denting in this 
tube had been indicated then, VEPCO · 
went back and re-examined the September 
and previous March inspection data· 
.more carefully. It was discovered 
that the Ma·rch, 19.77 • inspection results 
had indicated that this ~ube would 
ncit pass a.Q.6Sd" probe at that time~ 
Upon reviewing the records from the 
September, 1977 inspe·ction, VEPCO .founq 
that this·tube had, rn fact, not been 
inspected during the September program ... 
Closer re~examination of previous tube 
inspection results by the licensee 
revealed a number of potential iricon-




.THE COMttliSSION Is DECISION 
The questibns to be considered by the Commission in 
this matter were co4ched by Company S~nior .·vice President 
W. L. Proffit in the following langua.ge.: ·"· .. [\-l]ere . 
the Company's programs prop~rly establish~d? ~ave they~ 
been responsibly executed?" (Transcript of heari~g on 
July 27, 1978, page 83.} 
No one disputes the fact tha~ the outage -resulted 
23.3' 
from two mista.kes. Flrst, U-tube R5C26, earmarked by Westing.-
_house Corporation for inspe·ction during VEPCO ,. s scheduled 
September· outage of the. Surry Unit, mistakenly was. not 
probed by VEPCO ~ s field operator~. Consequently,, neither 
strip chart· nor oscilloscope trace was available to th~ 
field interpreter. Second, notwithstandirig that_both s~rip 
·chart and oscilloscope trace for tube ~RSC26 were missing, 
th~ ·in~erpr~ter recorded on the ·Eddy Current Test Sequence 
data sheet ~he results of an analysis which could not have· 
. . 
b.een. made. According to Company wi tne·ss Sylv'ia, "[.the 
inte~pr~ter] just probably was going too fast and i~ was 
. a. long day· and he put down data that did·not exist". (Transcript 
of hearing on June 25, i979~ page 60.) 
Company acknowledges these mistakes, but maintains 
that when the overall performance of the VEPCO-Westinghouse 
program is considered, it has ·kept in~reases in costs to 
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a level lower than was reasonably expected. From this) 
Company argues that ~ecause· human error exists in every 
business, costs attributable ·to error· should be passed -
. . 8 
on to consumers if they do not exceed a-reasonable level. 
We full~ agree with Company's position that human 
mistak·es evermore w~11 occur. · l~is.takes are part ·and· par.cel 
of human frailty. However, it is-quite a different .thing 
to conclude that. a uti.li ty should not be held ·accountable 
· for u·nt:tecessary ·expenses resulting from improvident ·managemen·t 
decisions, or omissions. The ve~y realiz~tion that mistakes 
·are 2ikely to occur; as recognized by VEPCO, requires prudent 
.. planning and reasonable f.ore.s ig~t by mana·gement to identify 
the areas where mistakes can occur, together with likely 
. consequences, and to take reasonable precautions at least 
to catch those mistakes before the c9~sequences ensue. 
~he record here clearl¥ shows VEPCO management to 
be acutely aware ·of.the potential for mistakes in the plugging 
. .. 
.. program. Mr. Sylvia testified that Company ~oes not expect 
the program to be error free. No other conclusion.could 
8 It seems to us that the proper position to be taken 
is not whether costs· resulting fr.om human mistake·s are 
at a ~easonable overall level, but rather, is it economically 
feasible to eliminate all such costs· - or, at least, to 
minimize them even further. 
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be reathed in ligh~ 0f Mr. Syl~ia's testimony that during 
any scheduled outage- such as the.one in Sept~mb~r, 1977 -
th~re may be .as m_any as 6, ooo·, or more tube~, to be inspected·, 
. . 
many requiring the. use of differ~nt sized p~obes. 
·The p_ro.bes, according ··to. the Company witness, Mr. 
Sylvia, are opetate~-~y rem6te control.an~ canna~ ·r~ach 
all loca~ions. Furthe~, the Company witness stated " •. 
. missing tubes is not at ill unusual." (Tran~cript of hearing 
on June 25, 1979, page 6?·> 
VEPCO, however, did install checks in most of the 
·stages of th~ pluggin~ program ib 9rder to .catch errors. 
Ordinary foresight requires checks for mistak~s. VEPCO 
obviously did not expect ~erfection from the.Eddy Current 
Probe field operators'and the other persons., tota~ling 
over 100; who'were involved in ~he prqb{ng· operation. · 
·But Company manageme~t, tacitly, .did expect perfection 
from the Eddy Current interprete~. 
Tlfere were ·no checks ag~inst t.he inevitability that 
~. 
the Eddy Current interpreter would, sooner dr late~, make 
a r~cording mistake. ·Mr. Sylvia explains this in the following 
. . 
words: " our original ch~ck and balance •.. assured 
us that we had insp.ected .• . . . [the tubes] and had the 
- data on each tub~ in th~ program, but it did not check 
against recording data that did not exist." (Transcript 
of hea~ing on June25', . .1979, page 67.) 
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For each tu~e that is probed a $trip chart and magnetic 
. 
. tape oscilloscope trace is produced. After the team probing 
the tube. completes. its task,. the ·strip charts, o~cillosco.pe 
. 
tracesf and Eddy Cur~ent Test Sequence data sheets (which 
identify each tube ~he field op~rators were responsible 
for probing ) are given to the· inter prefer • . It is then 
his job to.analyze each strip chart ~nd.~agnetic tape oscJl-
lpscope·. trace, and record his findings on the Eddy Current 
Test Sequence data sheet beside the number of the tube 
represented by the material he has just examined. If the 
interpreter records his. findings oe$ ide the wrong tube 
identi~ication number, ~r beside the ·number of a tube which 
wa~ n~ver inspectedf it is obvious that a tube requiring 
plu~ging ·co~ld go·u~plugged. 9 
· Th~ record leaves no· doubt that the part p~ayed by 
the interpreter in the plugging program is critical. ~hether 
a· dented tube is plugged or not depends upon his evaluation 
.Qf its condition.c. ~ singl~ mistake can, as it did heie, 
·result in the shutdown of a multimillion dollar nuclear 
9 According to the evidence presente~ by Mr. Wittirie 
and Mr. Sy~via, not. only was U-tube RSC26 defective in 
September, 1977, but Company's March, 1977, inspection 
results show that the tube did not pass a 0.650 inch probe 
at that time. Obviously, ·there were inadequate safeguards 
to en9ure that tubes not passing a 0. 650 inch probe. test 
wpuld be probed and analyzed .by the interpreter during 
the next inspection. 
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. unit, requir~ng the substitution. of much more costly energy 
·for. ~ale to the. public. 
In our opinion·, Company expecta.tions of per fect'ion 
from the interprete.r add up to improvident planning. on 
the part of VEPCO management. The resulting cos-ts were 
unnecessary. The nature and mechanics of the interpreter's 
.. 
work - highly skilled, but very d~manding - c~rries wit~ 
it· a great potential for severe·economic consequences from 
only one mistake. We conclude that VEPCO should have· taken 
23? 
steps to ensur~ the presence of a strip chart and os~illoscope 
trace.for each tube to be inspected. 
The record sho~~ that it was customary for the inte~preter 
bo work long hours at a. stretch. 0n the day he mistakenly 
recorded findings whi~h apfeated from his data sheet to · 
relate to the condition of u-tube RSC26, he had. been working 
12.to 14 h~urs. Absent a showing that safeguards ·would· 
be unreasonbly expensive, \\7e ·cannot accept as reasonable 
~he cost to.the ratepayer of t~e inte~preter's mistake. 
VEPCO, of course,. ~ontends· that there is a point ~t 
. . 
which the cost of checks and cross-checks· installed .in 
a system outweigh the benefit to be derived from such ·checks 
arid cross-checks. We have previous~y expressed agreernen~ 
with this. However, no evidence was presented f~om which 
it could be concluded that the co~t of ensuring the availability 
. / 
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pf ~·strip chart and oscilloscope ·trace to the 'interpreter 
for each tube identified to be inspected would outweigh 
the benefit.: To· the contrary:,_ VEPCO • 7 e'Ji.de·nce propqses 
a check against further mistakes by the interpreter. In 
its l~tter to NRC _dated Nov·ember 22, 1977, Company states: 
(1) any .tube \\'hich does not. pass a 0. 6.50 inch prope will 
be probed at all future scheduled ins-pections and, (2)·· · 
238 
the tubes \'lhich are part of a gauging. program "''ill. be rechecked 
at the end of the program by cornparirig strip charts wit~ 
data sheets. We think it fair to assume that this proposed 
procedure is economi~ally reasonable. 
A·corollary issue in this proceeding is the extent 
to which the forced outage ·can be fully attributed to_ the 
le&k in U-t~be RSC26. During the quarterly fuel hearing 
in March of 1978 (confirmed by subsequent letter, dated 
·March· ·20, 1978)·, the Commission's General Counsel requested 
VEPcq·to file a report on the o~tag~, including informatipn 
on the fol1Qwing: 
·' 
* * * 
The dollar amount of the net replacement 
energy costs asspciated with the forced 
outage of Surry Unit No. 2 from.Novernber 18, 
1977 through November ~7, 1977. Supply 
the supporting data for the calculations. 
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VEPCO's response, submitted as a report on March 31, 
1978, (~ee page 3, above) under cover letter signed by 
s·enior Vice President w. L. P·roffit, read.s as follows.: 
The net r~placernent energy costs associated 
\#lith· the forced outage of Surry tJni t 2 
f6r the period November 18-27, 1977 
, is $4, 696., 766. Supporting· data for 
this cost is shown on·Attachment c. 
·· ·ourin~ the· hearing on -June 25,· 1979; (s~e page 3, 
. abov·e), Mr. Syl~ia t·estii'ied that, t~ree- days before the 
Nov·ember .. out'age, Company identified ·a leak-ing pressurized 
valve. While Surry Uni.t No. 2 ·was shutdown to plug. the 
steam g~nerator tube leak, the pre~surized valve was also 
239 
repaired and, according to Mr. Sylvia, the latter repairs· 
"dictated" outage of the 9.6 days. A-ccording to this witness, 
. 
identification-and ~lug~ing of the le~king tube would have 
taken only 4.5 days. 
The Commission is faced with conflict, or at le.ast 
ambiguity, in the evidence pertaining to the o~tage. In 
the r_epo,rt submitted by Cornpa.ny Senior Vice President w. L. 
Proffit, 9.6 ~ays and $4,696,766 in ·net repla~ement energy 
cos~s are attributed to the forced outage to plug the ~ube 
leak. There is no mention in that report, or accompanying 
cover letter, o-f· a pressurized valve leak. 
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l"1r·~ Sylvia's testimony, tJ::lat repairs to a pre·~~ur ize.d 
va1ve in some· manner extended· the outage ·of Surry ·Uz:li t 2, · 
'is inconsistent with the repoYt ·forwarded by Mr. Proffit 
mc;>re ·than a yeat ear lie.r. The record provides. no. answer 
to this .apparent inconsistency of. the two VEPCO \•:i.tnesses. 
It is our conclusion that we are fully warranted in . 
accepting as correct the report filed. by VEPCO o.n -r~arc~ 31, 
I 
1978, responding to the Commission's request for the-details 
of the outage (see page 2, above) . 
. . . 
eON.CLU.SION 
The Commission -is of the opinion and finds that Surry 
Unit No. 2 was· forced out of service on November 18, 1977, 
due· to pr ima!=y coolant leakage into the se·conda-ry system 
·in excess of the allowable operation~~ limit~ (2) that 
the duration of· the· forced outage. was_9.6 days; (3) that 
the tota.l net energy replacement cost was ·$4,696,766; .(4) 
that ·t~e jurisdictional net replacement energy cost charged 
Company's customers through operation of the fuel adjustment 
cl~use was. $3,287,736; ~-s) _that Company • s evidence- fails· 
to support the reaso-nabless of t:he $'3, 287,736. net replacement 
energy cost within the meaning of Va. Code §56-249.4; (6) 
' ' 
that the amount, $3,287,736 should be refunded to customers 





to be applied as a. cre~i t.; .·and (7) that by order entered 
. . . 
July 2, 1979, VEPCO wa~ allowed to revise its 1979 fuel 
. . 
factor to pollect additiona~ revenue ih the amount qf $13,115,760, 
less said $3,287,736. 
There. appearing nothing further to be done in .this 
. 
p.roceed i ng , it is he·r e by. ORDERED that the papers be filed 
with ended causes. 
AN ATTESTED COPY hereof ~hall be sent to Evans B. 
Brasfi~ld, Esquire·, Hunton & Williams, P.O. Box 1535, Richmond, 
" Virg i·riia 23 212; Anthony Gambardella, Esquire, A~s istant 
Attorney General, 11 5 •. 12th Street, Shoc~oe Center, Richmond~ 
Virgi.nia 23219; an.d an attested copy shall be delivered 
to the·Com~ission's Divisions of Energy· Regulation, Accounting. 
and Finance, and Economic Research and Development.' 





SUPREHE COURT OF VIRGINIA 
Virgini·a Electric and · 
Power Company, 
against · .Record. No. 791583 
~.c.c. Case No. 19883 
Division of Consumer Couns.el, 
Office of Attorney Genera.l_and 
· State Corporation Commission, 




Virginia Electric and Power Company, the Appellant 
her~in,. assigns error as· follows to the Order appealed from: 
1. Th¢ Commission erred in its determination that. 
the replacement fuel costs incurred by the Appellant as a 
re.sult of the November 18, 1977 outage of its Sur.ry Uni·t 
No. 2 ·~vere unreasonable and shquld not be recove-red from 
the Appellant's customers. 
· 2. The Conunission erred as a m~tte.r of law in 
basing its determination of whe-ther such replacement fuel 
co_s ts shQuld be recovered .. from the Appellant Is cus t:omers 
on 'tvhether· the error that initially caused the. O'-!tage could 
have been avoided. 
3. The Commis'sion. erred as a rna tter of law in 
basing its determination of t..rhether· such replacement fuel 
costs should he recovered from· tl:fe Appe llat~t .. s cus torne~s 




installed.safeguards that would have prevented the error 
from taking plac~. 
4. The Commission e~red in its deter~ination 
that the. 9.6 day duration of the November 18, 1977 outage 
of 'its Surry Unit No. 2 'tvas attributable to unacceptable 
error by the Appellant and theiefore the total cost of 
replacemen~ fuel (for Virgi~i·a jurisdictional. service) 
resur'ting ·from the outage shoul_d not be r.ecovered from 
customers. 
Dated: November 15, 1979 
HUNIQN & HILLIANS 
Of Counsel 
Resgectfully submitt~d, 
EVANS· B. "BRASFIELD 
RICBARD D. GARY· 
P. 0. Box 1535 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I have this 15th day o·f November, 
1979, mailed a copy of_the foregoing Assignme~ts ·of Error 
~o Marshall Coleman:,· Attorney Gene'ral of Virginia, ·Supr.eme 
Court ·Building,. Ric;t:mond, Virgin~a 23219., An~hony Gambardella, 
Assi.stant Attorney General,. Suite 308, Shockoe Center Build~ 
ing, 11 South 12th ~treet, ·Richmond, Virginia 23219, and 
Richard D. Roge1:s, Jr. , Get:leral Co.~ns.e~, S~ate Corporation 
Commission, Blant·on Building, P. 0. Box 119 7, Richmond r 
Virginia 23209., Counsel for Appellees. 
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